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This thesis explores the possibility of predicting the mood a song will evoke in a
person based on certain musical properties that the song exhibits. First, I introduce
the topic of data mining and establish its significant relevance in this day and
age. Next, I explore the several tasks that data mining can accomplish, and I
identify classification and clustering as the two most relevant tasks for mood
prediction based on musical properties of songs. Chapter 3 introduces in detail two
specific classification techniques: Naive Bayes Classification and k-Nearest Neighbor
Classification. Similarly, Chapter 4 introduces two specific clustering techniques:
k-Means Clustering and k-Modes Clustering. Next, Chapter 5 implements these
previously discussed classification and clustering techniques on a data set involving
musical property combinations and mood, and makes conclusions about which
musical property combinations will most likely evoke a happy, sad, calm, or agitated
mood.
It can be concluded very generally that songs that are in major keys, have
consonant harmonies, faster tempos, and firm rhythms will most likely evoke a
happy mood in a person. Songs that are in minor keys, have slower tempos, and
firm rhythms will probably evoke a sad mood in a person. Songs that are in major
keys and have flowing rhythms tend to evoke a calm mood in a person. And last
but not least, songs that are in minor keys, have dissonant harmonies, and firm
rhythms will evoke an agitated mood in a person.
v

This work is dedicated to those who have a deep passion for math and music, and a
yearning to learn more about how the two can be intertwined to produce both
interesting and relevant knowledge that, if used productively, could potentially
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Let’s Get In TheMood
Imagine, just for a moment, that you are listening to your all-time favorite song.
Who is the composer or artist? Does the song remind you of anyone? When do you
listen to this song? Are you usually with others, or alone while listening to it? Do
you have a favorite place where you like to listen to it? Do you prefer to play this
song loudly or quietly? If it were really playing would you sing along, pretend to
play the chords on an instrument, move to the rhythm, or simply listen? Can you
pinpoint exactly why this is your favorite song? And, most importantly, how does
this song make you feel?
Regardless of your answers to the questions above, it is undeniable that music
holds a very special place in our society, and can be connected to almost every
aspect of our lives. And because of this, it is no wonder that music seems to always
have been, and continues to be, one of the most common forms of leisurely activity
to engage in. It is rare to encounter someone who does not enjoy listening to music
or creating music in some way. Furthermore, with the recent advancements in
technology, obtaining music is easier now that it has ever been before.
In Rentfrow and Gosling’s article entitled The Do Re Mi’s of Everday Life: The
Structure and Personality Correlates of Music Preference, they state, “...the fact that our
participants reported listening to music more often than any other activity across
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a wide variety of contexts confirms that music plays an integral role in people’s
everyday lives,” [15]. This statement is indisputable. People are awakened every
morning by a musical tune. People listen to music in the car on the way to work,
while they exercise at the gym, while cooking dinner or while doing homework. We
encounter music in schools, in the mall, in church, and in restaurants. Parents sing
songs to their children to help them fall asleep. People can listen to music loudly–so
that everyone can hear it–or can listen to music privately, simply by putting on
headphones. We can listen to music alone in our own homes or with thousands of
others in a concert hall. The number of ways in which people can engage in musical
activity every day is practically infinite.
As we all know, along with the numerous ways that music is embedded in our
daily lives, there are several different types of music. The most common way to
distinguish between these differences is to label an artist or song as belonging to
a specific genre of music, such as classical, popular, folk, or hip-hop, just to name
a few. And inevitably so, as people become more familiar with different types of
music, some tend to develop a certain musical preference. One can only imagine
the wide variety of reasons why people have different musical preferences. Some
may prefer songs about certain things, songs with a given tempo, or songs with
specific instruments. I bet, however, that most people have a hard time putting into
words exactly why they prefer one type of music over another.
With the wide range of music available to us, along with the significantly larger
number of people in our society, one might easily think that there would be a
substantial number of musical preferences. However, from a study involving 1,704
undergraduate students, Rentfrow and Gosling conclude that there are only 4 music
preference dimensions: Reflective and Complex, Intense and Rebellious, Upbeat and
Conventional, and Energetic and Rhythmic, [15]. Some might argue that most, or
even all, genres could fit neatly under these umbrella music preference dimensions.
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I argue, however, that believing that is a very simplistic way of viewing musical
genres and these proposed music preference dimensions. It is not the case that every
pop song would be classified as upbeat and conventional, for example. Thinking
more realistically, we can see that within genres there are a wide range of songs that
are very different, and without question, give a different feel.
In response to what a person’s favorite kind of music to listen to is, it is common
to hear, “It depends on what I am in the mood for.” This statement is crucial, as it
seems to imply two things. For one, it implies that one’s current mood is a key
component to how one identifies his/her musical preference at a given time. More
importantly, it implies that the mood evoked by listening to music is an important
factor that contributes to why one chooses to listen to a certain kind of music. As
Kellaris and Kent state beautifully in their article, “Music has been poetically touted
as the universal language of mankind (Longfellow, 1835) and as the shorthand
of emotion (widely attributed to Leo Tolstoy),” [11]. Thus, creating music is a
way through which we can express our emotions. And since music is a universal
language, listening to music must be a way through which we can interpret others’
emotions and be affected ourselves. Therefore, I hypothesize that the statement
“It depends on what I am in the mood for” stems from one’s preference for how
he/she wants to be affected at that moment. In other words, I believe that people
choose music to listen to that will evoke in them a desired mood which, in turn,
may support or dispel their current mood.
This can more so be understood when put in the context of our everyday
experiences. For instance, people sometimes listen to songs about heartbreak and
pain after a bad breakup. While working out, people tend to play music that will
pump them up, motivate them, and push them to keep going. And while working
or doing homework, people might listen to music that will help them focus or block
out distractions from others.
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In summary, music is inevitably present in our everyday lives. People in
our society engage in at least some sort of musical activity more than anything
else. There are many different types of music that we can choose to listen to,
generally distinguished by genre. And though people do have very different
musical preferences, these preferences can be simplified into only four music
preference dimensions. However, genres of music cannot easily be placed under
these music preference dimensions; songs within genres are not all exactly the same.
Furthermore, when people prefer to listen to one type of music over another, this
choice is somehow connected to mood.
And thus, my research question is as follows. Is it possible to predict the mood a
song will evoke in a person based on certain musical properties (besides genre) of
that song? In other words, are there combinations of musical properties exhibited
by songs that will (give or take) evoke a specific mood in a person? According
to Kellaris and Kent, the objective musical properties of a song definitely have an
impact on a person’s response to the music, [11]. Yet, one still might ask, do two
random people experience the same feeling or mood when listening to the same
song? I suspect that many would argue absolutely not; however, I would not be
so sure. For instance, based on studies in several fields, Bruner states with no
hesitation that “Human beings nonrandomly assign emotional meaning to music,”
and that “Human beings experience nonrandom affective reactions to music,” [9].
Considerably, these findings are absolutely fascinating. Furthermore, Krumhansl
finds that “...listeners agree remarkably well with one another in labeling musical
emotions. Something in the music must produce this agreement,” [12]. And it is
that something that Krumhansl is referring to that I aim to find out.
If it is possible to predict the mood a song will evoke in a person, the next step is
to determine which musical properties might be the most useful in this prediction.
Fortunately or unfortunately, there is a huge range of possible musical properties
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that may be good indicators. Therefore, the key is to choose the correct musical
properties that, together, encompass all aspects of a song.
Interestingly, in the small amount of research previously done involving musical
properties and mood, there is a surprising amount of agreement on the main
structural components of music. Both Bruner and Kellaris/Kent suggest that the
three major dimensions of music to consider are time, pitch, and texture, [9], [11]. A
few examples of time-related variables are rhythm, tempo, phrasing, meter, and
duration. Pitch-related variables include melody, mode, and harmony. Texture,
however, is a less common musical term; a general definition is provided below.
Definition 1.1 In music, texture is the way the melodic, rhythmic, and harmonic materials
are combined in a composition, thus determining the overall quality of the sound of a piece.
Texture is often described in regards to the density, or thickness, and range, or width between
lowest and highest pitches... [18].
Examples of texture-related variables are timbre, orchestration, and volume.
Thus, it follows that a combination of musical properties that span all three of these
major dimensions of music could be sufficient in predicting the mood a song will
evoke in most people. We would not want to choose musical properties that are
related to only one or two of the dimensions, because this would leave out an entire
aspect of the music.
Another study done by Hevner involving musical structure and mood chose
to vary certain elements within songs. Essentially, songs were altered by only one
musical element and played for separate audiences who were asked to report their
mood by choosing from a list of given adjectives. The musical elements altered in
this study were rhythm, the rising and falling of the melodic line, the harmonic
structure of the music, and the mode (major or minor), [6]. This method seems to be
very useful for identifying how altering single musical elements within a musical
piece can affect the mood it evokes in a person. However, it seems less useful in
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determining the effectiveness of specific combinations of musical elements evoking
a certain mood. Nevertheless, the choice of musical elements chosen to alter within
a musical piece are telling of which musical properties are most relevant to affecting
mood.
Lastly, another aspect of music that may be worth considering is musical tension.
Discussed in Krumhansl’s article, musical tension can vary at different points in a
musical piece. A thorough definition of musical tension is given below.
Definition 1.2 In qualitative terms, an increase in tension can be described as a feeling of
building excitement or impending climax, or an increase in uncertainty, while decreasing
tension can be described as a feeling of relaxation, resolution, or fulfillment, [3].
According to Krumhansl, several characteristics of music are related to musical
tension including the pitch height of the melody, dissonance, dynamics, key changes,
the appearance of chromatic tones, and more, [12]. Thus, musical tension is a very
complex and dynamic aspect to consider, but has potential to be a significant
indicator in the mood evoked by a musical piece.
In addition to investigating the previous work done on the relationship between
musical properties and mood, I had the opportunity to meet with Dr. Peter Mowrey,
a Professor of Music at The College of Wooster. During our discussion, Dr. Mowrey
was able to suggest several musical parameters that he believes to be linked to
emotional response. These parameters consisted of: tempo, harmonic language,
density, register, mode mixture, key changes, and thickness of texture. More
specifically, he suggested that some musical properties may have an affect on the
“complexity” of the emotional response evoked, such as the difference between sad
and tragic. He suspects that a song in a major key may evoke a more straightforward
emotion in a person, whereas a song in a minor key may evoke a more complex one.
And lastly, he brought up the potential difficulty of knowing whether a song has
evoked a mood in a person based on the musical properties the song contains or the
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text that the song relays. All of these points were taken into consideration when
choosing which musical properties to use to address my research question.
From the above information, we can pick out common musical properties that
have been shown to be relevant when considering mood in previous studies. In
all of the studies, mode (major vs. minor) and harmonic structure were mentioned
as key indicators of mood. Both mode and harmony are pitch-related variables.
Rhythm was mentioned by both Hevner and Dr. Mowrey as relevant to mood, and
tempo is a very common musical property when thinking about how to distinguish
between songs. Rhythm and tempo are both time-related musical properties.
Kellaris and Kent suggest that orchestration is important when relating musical
properties to mood. And lastly, I believe that the presence or absence of text in a
song has a potentially huge impact on the mood that a song will evoke in a person.
Therefore, the musical properties that I have chosen to use as the independent
variables to address my research question are provided below. Notice that there are
2 time-related variables, 2 pitch-related variables, and 2 texture-related variables.
• Mode (major vs. minor)
• Harmony (consonant vs. dissonant)
• Tempo (numerical value)
• Rhythm (firm vs. flowing)
• Dominant Orchestration (none, chordophones, aerophones, membranophones,
idiophones, synthesizer)
• Lyrics (none, female voice, male voice, both)
And finally, we must identify general moods that are likely to be evoked by
listening to music. Since it is probable that not all people ascribe the exact same word
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to a given feeling, the moods chosen should be fairly broad. I am less interested
in whether combinations of musical properties evoke the exact same mood in
all people, and more interested in whether or not those combinations of musical
properties elicit the same general feel. In other words, I hope to choose moods such
as happy or angry rather than ecstatic or infuriated.
Similar to above, let us consider moods that have been used or examined in
previous studies involving musical characteristics and mood. According to a table
in Bruner’s article, based on various combinations of musical elements, there are a
total of 9 basic moods that a song could potentially evoke: serious, sad, sentimental,
serene, humorous, happy, exciting, majestic, and frightening, [9]. Kellaris and Kent
argue, however, that several studies have shown that all emotions can be reduced
to three dimensions of response which are pleasure, arousal, and either surprise,
novelty, or dominance, [11]. I find these three categories to be somewhat interesting
and a bit unexpected, especially because I would not necessarily associate surprise,
novelty and dominance together. Lastly, Krumhansl did a study involving songs
that were intended to represent three basic emotions: sadness, fear, and happiness,
[12]. These basic emotions generally have much more of a universal understanding
of their meaning in contrast to pleasure, arousal, and say, dominance. As mentioned
above, I ultimately want to choose more general moods in order to account for the
inevitable and unpredictable variation of words used to describe similar feelings by
human beings.
Another study done by Hevner dealt with the moods quite a bit differently than
the previous studies discussed. Rather than having specific moods specified for
people to choose from, there were 8 total “mood categories” that each contained
words that are similar or obviously related, [6]. This technique seems to be
particularly productive in eliminating the issue of people using two different words
to describe (essentially) the same feeling. This study incorporated 66 total moods
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that were condensed into smaller groups. A potential setback of this strategy,
however, is the possibility of grouping a mood with one category when it could
also fit into another category.
Thus, it is clear that certain moods are more prevalent than others in studies that
have been done in the past. Bruner, Krumhansl, and Hevner all mention happy as
a possible mood option. Another mood that is mentioned by Bruner is serene (or
calm), which stands out as one of the most universally understood moods. Thus,
if we choose happy and calm to be two of our moods, it makes intuitive sense
to choose words that parallel the two. Clearly, sad is the opposite of happy, and
agitated is the opposite of calm. Therefore, the moods that I have chosen to use that
are to be dependent of the musical properties are provided below. I believe that
the four moods chosen are different enough from one another that people will not
have trouble choosing between two words. Simultaneously, the moods are general





Now that the independent and dependent variables have been chosen, we must
consider how to approach my research question. How will I be able to determine if
specific combinations of the musical properties identified above will evoke a similar
mood in different people? One way would be to have a large number of people
listen to several songs and choose which mood out of the four above they feel.
Then, I could search for any kind of relationships between combinations of musical
properties and common moods that were evoked in people. Potentially, there might
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be evidence that songs in a major key and have a fast tempo tend to make people
feel happy. Or on the flip side, I might find that there is absolutely no evidence that
musical properties in songs and the moods that people feel are related. Therefore,
if I aim to identify potential patterns in data that I collect, then I can accomplish
this by using data mining techniques. The next chapter introduces several tasks
that data mining can accomplish. Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 go into significantly
more detail about two specific data mining techniques that are most relevant for
this topic. And finally, Chapter 5 implements these data mining techniques in hopes
of finding significant relationships between musical properties and mood.
CHAPTER 2
Introduction to DataMining
2.1 The Need for DataMining
Here in the 21st century, our technology is advancing extremely quickly. It seems as
if every day there is a new product on the market that is smaller, faster, easier to
use, and by all means a “must have” in this day and age. There are technological
advancements being made in all arenas, and much too fast for any of us to keep up.
Along with higher technology for our products, we have more storage technology
as well. There are enormous databases acquiring an unimaginable amount of
digital data. Almost everywhere we look nowadays, there is data being collected
automatically. We need to be able to transfer these large amounts of data into actual
understandable human knowledge that we can use to improve how we do things in
all aspects of our daily lives. And this is where data mining comes into play. Below,
three formal definitions of data mining are given.
Definition 2.1 Data mining is the process of finding trends and patterns in data. The
objective of this process is to sort through large quantities of data and discover new
information, [4].
Definition 2.2 Data mining is the analysis of (often large) observational data sets to
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find unsuspected relationships and to summarize the data in novel ways that are both
understandable and useful to the data owner, [5].
Definition 2.3 Data mining is the process of discovering meaningful correlations, patterns
and trends by sifting through large amounts of data stored in repositories. Data mining
employs pattern recognition technologies, as well as statistical and mathematical techniques,
[10].
As can be seen from the extensive definitions above, data mining can tackle a
wide variety of daunting problems in multiple ways. More specifically, there are 6
main tasks that data mining can accomplish: description, estimation, prediction,
classification, clustering, and association. Each task will be very briefly introduced
below, along with the types of data mining techniques that are commonly used
to complete each task. A few real-world examples of each task are also included
below.
2.2 Description
Descriptive models aim to do precisely what they seem; they aim to describe a set of
data in any way possible. A descriptive model is one that aims to identify how data
is generated or simply to describe the data in a relatively comprehensive way, [5].
Data can be described in several ways, such as the distribution of the data,
relationships between variables within the data, or splitting the data into groups.
Furthermore, once patterns and trends in the data have been identified, description
can provide explanations for why these patterns and trends are present, [13]. The
description of the data must be clear, and relatively easy to understand by the
interpreter.
A natural way that humans can easily recognize patterns and trends is through
the visualization of data. One type of description that looks for patterns and trends
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by graphing the data is called exploratory data analysis. This method involves looking
at graphs, plots, or tables to identify clear trends. Applying exploratory data
analysis early on in the data mining process can be particularly helpful to identify
the presence of missing data entries, errors, or overall problems with the data being
used. In addition, exploratory data analysis is a great way to identify outliers, or
instances in the data set that do not fall under the expected range, [4].
A few examples of description are provided below:
• Plotting people’s height, weight, and BMI in a three-dimensional way
• Viewing the percentages of students in a given area who attend the 5 closest
high schools in that area
• Using decision trees to determine the likelihood that a college freshman will
remain at his/her chosen institution through graduation
2.3 Estimation
The goal of estimation is to estimate the value of a variable given specific values of
other variables. More specifically, this task estimates outcomes that have continuous
values (as opposed to categorical values), [4].
Estimation models involve given values of several variables, called predictor
variables, as well as corresponding values of another variable, called the target
variable. The goal of estimation is to estimate the value of the target variable for a
new instance. Thus, for a new instance, the values of the predictor variables are
given, and the corresponding value of the target variable is estimated for that new
instance. Estimation is very similar to classification (which will be introduced later
on), which has a categorical target variable rather than a continuous target variable.
A very common data mining method for estimating continuous variables is
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called regression. Thus, techniques used for estimation are linear regression and
multiple regression, along with neural networks and confidence interval estimation,
[13].
A few examples of estimation are provided below:
• Estimating someone’s annual income based on his/her age, education level,
and gender
• Estimating the number of free throws LeBron James will successfully make in
a game against the Lakers
• Estimating the average temperature in Minneapolis at 12 o’clock noon on any
given day in February
2.4 Prediction
Prediction models aim to predict specific outcomes that will occur in the future.
Given a set of inputs, a prediction can be made on an outcome; in other words, once
models are created to identify trends within data, the models can be used to predict
future outcomes, [4].
Prediction is fairly similar to estimation, but as implied in the name, the prediction
being made is for an event that will happen in the future. Thus, based on collected
data that has already occurred, patterns can be identified, and a prediction can be
made for what will happen later on. As we all know, “...patterns do tend to repeat
themselves..." [4].
One very popular method used to predict outcomes in the future is neural
networks. Neural networks are based on a model of a human neuron, and involve
an input layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer. As may be expected from
this explanation, neural networks are one of the most complex techniques used in
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data mining, [1]. In addition to neural networks, however, other techniques used
for prediction include linear regression, multiple regression, decision trees, and
k-Nearest Neighbor methods.
A few examples of prediction are provided below:
• Predicting a store’s profits during the holiday season
• Predicting the winner of the Super Bowl based on team statistics
• Predicting the number of people who would end up in prison if a first offense
DUI became a felony charge
2.5 Classification
Classification is a type of data mining that humans do naturally every day. We
subconsciously classify things all the time; for instance, we classify people as male
or female or old or young without even thinking about it! Classification provides a
mapping from predictor variables to previously specified groups. After all the data
in a data set is classified, then similar characteristics of these specific groups can be
identified and the groupings can be summarized, [4].
Classification models are a type of prediction that predict a variable that is
categorical, as opposed to estimation that predict a variable that is continuous.
Methods of classification require a training set of data, where all of the predictor
variable values are given, along with each corresponding classification, or target
variable value. Because classification uses this type of training data, it is known as a
type of supervised learning; it is “supervised" because the training data obtains the
known classification of each instance, [4]. It is common for classification problems
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to have several predictor variables, in which case it may be helpful to use multi-
dimensional plots to visualize what is going on, [13]. Other techniques used for
classification are k-Nearest Neighbor methods, decision trees, and neural networks.
A few examples of classification are provided below:
• Identifying whether a student is on track to graduate on-time or not based on
requirements fulfilled
• Classifying people as likely to burn or not based on skin tone, eye color, and
hair color
• Determining whether a patient is healthy or not depending on specific test
results
2.6 Clustering
Clustering involves methods that take an entire set of data and break it into groups
with similar instances. Essentially, similarities of instances in a data set are identified
and clusters of instances are created accordingly, [13].
Thus, it follows that a cluster is one of the sub-groups of the data formed that
contains similar observations. Clustering methods aim to separate entire data sets
into distinct clusters where the data in each cluster is similar and shares patterns,
while data in different clusters are dissimilar and do not share trends, [4]. Unlike
some other data mining tasks, clustering does not use a set of training data; instead,
it aims to group an already existing large set of data. Furthermore, when employing
clustering techniques, there is no target (or dependent) variable as there is in
classification. Therefore, clustering is known as a form of unsupervised learning;
the data is broken up into groups that are similar, but the groups do not knowingly
represent something from the start, [4].
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There are several different clustering techniques, including hierarchical cluster-
ing, k-Means clustering, k-Modes clustering, and k-Prototypes clustering. Some
clustering techniques allow for instances to be put into more than one cluster, while
other techniques allow instances to be put into one cluster only. Furthermore, it is
common for a clustering technique to be applied to a set of data as a preliminary
step and then followed by another technique such as neural networks or Kohonen
networks, [13].
A few examples of clustering are provided below:
• Identifying marketing techniques that work best for a particular audience
• Determining characteristics of people that correlate to them being shy or
outgoing
• Identifying where to invest the most money in schools based on student test
scores
2.7 Association
Association involves creating association rules that measure the strength of the
relationship between attributes. Essentially, the task of association aims to find
which attributes go together. Thus, association rules must be discovered in order to
quantify the relationship between a given number of attributes, [13].
Given a set of data, association rules create rules that are presented in the form of
“If... Then... " statements. However, there are many association rules that could have
little to no actual value. Thus, association rules are generally presented with more
information that provides the strength of the association rule, such as a confidence
value, [13]. For example, an association rule might look like “If a 30-year old man
buys paper towels, then he will also buy dish soap" with 50% confidence. This
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means that if a man of this age buys paper towels, then he will buy dish soap as
well 50% of the time.
The sentence above is an example of a very common type of association, called
market-basket analysis. MB analysis specifically looks at patterns in purchases and
makes hypotheses about customer preferences, [1]. There are multiple ways to
come about association rules, such as the a priori and GRI algorithms, [13].
A few examples of association are provided below:
• Identifying which items in CVS are most likely to be bought together
• Determining how often someone accused of committing a given crime is
actually convicted of that crime
• Examining what type of applicants are least likely to attend a particular
university
2.8 Which tasks are most relevant?
Now that the 6 main tasks of data mining have been introduced, it must be deter-
mined which tasks are the most relevant, and therefore would be the most useful,
to address my research question. We can recall that I have chosen six musical
properties which serve as independent variables: mode (major vs. minor), harmony
(simple vs. complex) tempo (continuous values), rhythm (firm vs. flowing), domi-
nant instrument (none, chordophones, membranophones, aerophones, idiophones,
or synthesizer), and lyrics (none, female voice, male voice, or both). Similarly, I
have chosen four moods which serve as the dependent variable: happy, sad, calm,
and agitated. Thus, when considering which data mining task seems to be most
fitting, classification is the winner. Recall that based on specified predictor variables,
classification aims to predict a variable that is categorical. In this case, the predictor
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variables are the musical properties and the categorical variable being predicted is
mood. Of the other data mining tasks, clustering seems to be the next best fit for my
research question. Although clustering aims to take a data set and create groups of
data with similar instances, what those groups represent is unknown. However, in
several clustering algorithms, the number of clusters being created is specified at
the beginning. Thus, a possible way to use clustering for my research question is to
specify the number of clusters to be created as the same as the number of moods I
have chosen. Then, we would hope that each cluster created would contain similar
combinations of musical properties that evoke a specific mood. On the other hand,
this may not occur and clustering may prove to not be a reliable method.
In the next chapters, a couple classification and clustering techniques are
introduced. Chapter 3 introduces the Naive Bayes Classification method as well as
the k-Nearest Neighbor Classification method. Chapter 4 introduces two types of
clustering: k-Means and k-Modes. To ensure that the algorithms are understood as
best as possible, each is accompanied by a simple example in order to demonstrate
the process of implementation. However, it must be noted that when implementing
these algorithms on our music and mood data, numerous algorithms will need to be
developed to implement the tasks efficiently. We use Maple as the primary platform
for implementing the algorithms, and some work is done in Excel. The actual code
for each algorithm was entirely developed from scratch by Dr. James Hartman and




Classification is the data mining task that is most fitting to address my research
question. As discussed in Chapter 2, classification aims to put objects into specified
categories. In the process of classification, an instance is classified by being placed
into solely one category; the instance cannot possibly fit into multiple categories.
This idea is referred to as all events being mutually exclusive and exhaustive [1].
Classification problems may have several predictor variables, and the target variable
must be categorical. In regards to my research question, the musical properties
chosen are the predictor variables, and the target variable is mood. Thus, when
applying classification techniques to my research question, I aim to determine
which combinations of musical properties evoke a specific mood in people. Below,
2 classification techniques are introduced: Naive Bayes Classification and k-Nearest
Neighbor Classification.
3.1 Naive Bayes Classification
A fairly simple yet surprisingly accurate method of classification is called Naive
Bayes Classification, which involves the use of probability theory to determine the
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most likely classification of an instance given a number of predictor variables, or
attributes of the instance.
First, as we break down the name of this classification technique, we can
recognize two crucial components of the method. The first word, Naive, is used in
reference to an important assumption that the algorithm makes. The Naive Bayes
algorithm assumes that “the effect of the value of one attribute on the probability of
a given classification is independent of the values of the other attributes," [1]. In
reality, we know that this assumption is not necessarily the case. For instance, we
can generally say that a person would be considered obese if they are under a certain
height, over a certain weight, and have a BMI of over a certain value. Although
in real life we know that height, weight, and BMI are dependent on one another,
the Naive Bayesian approach would assume that these three factors contribute to
the probability of a person being obese independently. Although one might think
that this naive assumption would result in low accuracy theoretically, the algorithm
proves to be reliable and generally gives useful results in everyday practice.






Bayes’ rule is relevant because, given a training set of data, the algorithm requires
the calculation of all possible conditional probabilities for each classification. In
order for this to occur then, it is clear that the possible classifications that a given
instance can be placed into is determined prior to implementing the algorithm.
In other words, in the training set of data, each instance contains values for all
predictor variables and a corresponding classification. Therefore, as mentioned in
Chapter 2, classification is a type of supervised learning.
Due to the inclusion of the calculation of the conditional probabilities for
each classification in the algorithm, one potential limitation of the Naive Bayes
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Classification algorithm is its use of predictor variables with categorical values
but not continuous values. However, a way to get around this restriction is to
convert continuous variables into categorical variables. This can be done in several
ways, one of which is to simply determine logical cut points for each variable
which divide the possible values for a given variable into a certain number of
(non-overlapping) ranges, [1]. Another more advanced method for converting
continuous variables to categorical variables involves using the ChiMerge Algorithm
for Global Discretisation. The term global here simply means that all continuous
variables are converted to categorical variables, rather than only converting one
variable, [1]. This method takes some time, but provides much more sensible ranges
given the data in the data set. Both of these processes will be demonstrated further
on in our example of the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm.
The Naive Bayes Classification algorithm will now be described, [1]. Suppose we
have a training set of data with n attributes a1, a2, . . . , an and each instance in the data
has a corresponding classification, ci where i goes from 1 . . . k. Furthermore, each
instance has actual attribute values, labeled v1, v2, . . . , vn. For an unclassified instance
in a test set of data, the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm finds the probability of
each possible classification given the attribute values of that unclassified instance.
To classify the instance, the algorithm chooses the classification with the highest
probability. Thus, the algorithm uses the following process which incorporates
Bayes’ Rule introduced above:
P(class|attributes) = P(ci|a1 = v1, a2 = v2, . . . , an = vn)
=
P(a1 = v1, a2 = v2, . . . , an = vn|ci) × P(ci)
P(a1 = v1, a2 = v2, . . . , an = vn)
=
P(a1 = v1|ci) × P(a2 = v2|ci) × · · · × P(an = vn|ci) × P(ci)
P(a1 = v1, a2 = v2, . . . , an = vn)
The first step in this simplification uses Bayes’ Rule to re-write the probability
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of each classification given certain attributes. P(ci) is the prior probability of a
classification, ci. The second step in the simplification assumes that the n attributes
a1, a2, . . . , an are independent of one another, which is a key component of Naive Bayes
Classification. If we simply remove the denominator from the calculation because, as
we can see, it is a constant value with respect to the classification, then we get that the
equation above is proportional to P(a1 = v1|ci)×P(a2 = v2|ci)×· · ·×P(an = vn|ci)×P(ci).
Thus, we must recognize that the number that the numerator calculates for each
classification is not technically a probability, but is a constant multiple of the
probability. However, if we let Xi = P(a1 = v1|ci)×P(a2 = v2|ci)×· · ·×P(an = vn|ci)×P(ci)
and we let S =
∑
i




represents the probability of ci for those given attributes
since we know that
∑
P(ci|attributes) must equal 1. Essentially, dividing a certain
classification value by the sum of all of the possible classification values (S) will
result in the probability of that classification rather than the constant multiple of
that probability. However, the values that the numerator calculates do suffice in
order to classify an instance because the largest value corresponds to the largest
probability.




P(a j = v j|class = ci)
where P(ci) are the prior probabilities of the classifications, n is the number of
attributes, and a j = v j is the frequency of a characteristic occurring in the training
data set.
Therefore, generally speaking, in order to classify an unseen instance, the
Naive Bayes Classification algorithm takes the prior probability of a classification
and multiplies it by the conditional probabilities for each attribute given that
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classification. This is done for every possible classification, and the classification
with the highest value is chosen in order to classify the given instance.
One of the weaknesses of Naive Bayesian Classification, especially when the
amount of instances in the training data set is low, is the possibility that some of
the conditional probabilities could equal zero. When attempting to classify an
instance that contains one of these characteristics, the posterior probability for the
classification will be zero regardless of the probabilities of other characteristics of the
instance. It is definitely possible that this could lead to a misclassification. Therefore,
using a sufficiently large training set of data might be beneficial in reducing the
number of conditional probabilities equal to zero and therefore could lead to less
misclassifications.
3.1.1 Example: Naive Bayes Classification
Suppose we want to be able to classify a person as male or female based on other
characteristics about that person. Let us choose four predictive variables: height,
weight, number of piercings, and hair color. First, a training set of data must be
collected. Recall that the training set of data must include instances with values
for the predictive variables and a corresponding classification, in this case, male or
female. A training set of data for this specific example was collected and is provided
below.
If we consider the predictor variables more closely, we notice that height,
weight, and number of piercings are all continuous variables (meaning they contain
numerical values), while hair color is a categorical variable. Thus, we must convert
height, weight, and number of piercings into categorical variables. First, let us do
this by simply dividing the variables into sensible ranges. This process is arbitrarily
demonstrated below for the training data set.
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Figure 3.1: Training Dataset
1. Height Categories (Height=H)
(a) H < 5′6′′
(b) 5′6′′ ≤ H ≤ 5′10′′
(c) H > 5′10′′
2. Weight Categories (Weight=W)
(a) W < 150
(b) 150 ≤W ≤ 180
(c) W > 180
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3. # Piercings Categories (Piercings=P)
(a) P = 0
(b) 1 ≤ P ≤ 4
(c) P > 4
After having all four variables expressed categorically, we can move on to use
the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm. In this example, our goal is to classify a
person’s gender (g) depending on height (h), weight (w), number of piercings (p),
and hair color (hc). Thus, we have:
P(g|h,w, p, hc) = P(g|h = a,w = b, p = c, hc = d)
=
P(h = a,w = b, p = c, hc = d|g) × P(g)
P(h = a,w = b, p = c, hc = d)
=
P(h = a|g) × P(w = b|g) × P(p = c|g) × P(hc = d|g) × P(g)
P(h = a,w = b, p = c, hc = d)
which is proportional to P(h = a|g) × P(w = b|g) × P(p = c|g) × P(hc = d|g) × P(g).
In our example, we have 2 possible classifications: g1 = female and g2 = male. It
is now necessary to calculate the prior probabilities of our classifications as well as
the conditional probabilities for each attribute given a classification. All of the prior
and conditional probabilities for our training data set are organized into the table
below. Figure 3.2 provides all the necessary information to classify an unclassified
instance. Especially if several unclassified instances need to be classified, calculating
all of the probabilities beforehand makes the classification process much easier and
more efficient.
Let us consider an actual unclassified test point and use the table and the
equation given above to classify it. Suppose we are given an instance where
H = 5′9′′,W = 160,P = 3,H =brown. Referring to the table, we can identify
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Figure 3.2: Prior and Conditional Probabilities for Training Data
the prior and conditional probabilities needed to classify this person as male or
female, as shown in Figure 3.3. The last row of the table applies the Naive Bayes
Classification algorithm by multiplying the values in each column together as the
equation above requires.
Figure 3.3: Notice the value under Classification = Female is larger.
As we can see from the chart, the value for Classification = Female is larger than
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the value for Classification = Male, which means that given the height, weight,
number of piercings, and hair color of the person, we would predict that the person
is female. Now suppose that we wanted to know the actual probability of this
instance being female or male. All we must do is take the value in the bottom
row for each classification and divide this value by the sum of all the values in the






= .25 = 25%.






= .75 = 75%.
Therefore, this instance has a 25% chance of being a male and a 75% chance of being
a female.
Referring back to the table that contains the prior and conditional probabilities
for our training data set, we can see that there are a total of 5 conditional probabilities
equal to 0. Out of only 26 total conditional probabilities, 5 is just less than 15 of
those conditional probabilities. Thus, there is a much higher possibility of making
a misclassification with such a significant fraction of the conditional probabilities
equaling 0. Let us consider a larger training set of data in hopes of obtaining a
more accurate algorithm. A new training data set is shown below that contains 21
females and 21 males, rather than 20 people total as in the previous data collected.
Along with having a larger set of training data, using a more sophisticated
method for discretizing the continuous variables is another way to improve the
accuracy of the algorithm. Rather than determining categories for the continuous
data by what ranges seem sensible as done previously, let us consider a more
systematic way of doing so. Let us apply the ChiMerge Algorithm for Global
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Figure 3.4: Training data for females.
Figure 3.5: Training data for males.
Discretisation to this larger data set to obtain more appropriate ranges for the height,
weight, and number of piercings variables. The algorithm must be applied to each
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continuous variable separately, which results in ranges for each variable determined
independently. Furthermore, the number of ranges created completely depends
on the data set and is not previously specified before the implementation of the
algorithm. Thus, not all of the variables will be broken into the same number of
ranges; the number of ranges between each variable could vary significantly. The
general step-by-step process according to [1] for applying the ChiMerge Algorithm
to one continuous variable is as follows:
Step 1: Set up a frequency table with the number of rows equal to the number
of distinct attribute values for this continuous variable and the number of
columns equal to the number of classifications.
Step 2: Begin filling in the frequency table by arranging all the occurring values for
this attribute in ascending numerical order, putting one value in each row.
Complete the frequency table by entering the corresponding frequencies for
each value in the corresponding classification columns. Some of the attribute
values may only occur in one of the classifications.
Step 3: Determine the threshold value for the data set. This value depends on the
desired significance level (a common level of significance is 90%) and on the
degrees of freedom (dof = (# of rows in a contingency table −1) × (# of columns
−1) = (2− 1) × (# of classifications −1)). This threshold value can be looked up
in a ChiSquare value table.
Step 4: Construct a contingency table for each pair of adjacent rows (going from
top to bottom) demonstrating the observed frequencies of each classification
including the row sums and column sums.
Step 5: For each pair of adjacent rows:
(a) for each combination of row and class
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i. calculate the observed frequency value, O, for that combination of
row and class
ii. calculate the expected frequency value under the assumption that the
two rows have homogeneous distributions, E, for that combination
of row and class by multiplying the column sum by the row sum and
then dividing by the total number of occurrences in the two rows
iii. calculate (O−E)
2
E for that combination of row and class (If E < 0.5 then
replace the denominator in this formula by 0.5.)
(b) add up all the values of (O−E)
2
E for each combination of row and class to
give the χ2 value for the two adjacent rows
Step 6: Determine the adjacent row pair with the lowest χ2 value. (Ideally, if two rows
have homogenous distributions, then their χ2 value should equal 0.)
Step 7: If the χ2 value is less than the previously determined threshold value in Step 3,
then merge the two rows by adding the frequencies together and choosing the
attribute value to be the top row value of the two adjacent rows being merged.
The number of rows should now be one less, and go back to Step 4.
Step 8: Stop merging rows when there is not a pair of adjacent rows with a χ2 value
less than the threshold value. The remaining attribute values in the rows can
be used to create the appropriate ranges that are most conducive to the specific
data set.
In our specific example regarding the classification of a person as female or male,
we must create 3 separate frequency tables, one for height, one for weight, and
one for number of piercings. Each of these tables must consist of all the occurring
attribute values in the data set in ascending order and the frequency of females and
frequency of males for each attribute value. These 3 frequency tables have been
created from our larger training data set of 42 instances, and are shown below.
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Figure 3.6: Height Frequency Table
Figure 3.7: Weight Frequency Table
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Figure 3.8: # of Piercings Frequency Table
Now that we have 3 frequency tables constructed, we must determine a threshold
value that we will use when comparing χ2 values. Let us choose our level of
significance to be 90%. As mentioned above, the degrees of freedom can be
calculated by (# rows in a given frequency table −1) × (# classifications −1) =
(2 − 1) × (2 − 1) = 1. Thus, from the χ2 Threshold Values table from [1] we get a
threshold value of 2.71.
Next, we must think about each of the attribute values in the tables as an interval
from itself to the attribute value below it. For example, in Figure 3.9, we can think
of the height 5′6′′ as an interval where 5′6′′ ≤ H < 5′7′′. This is necessary to keep in
mind because as we calculate the value of χ2 it represents the relationship between
a given row and the row below it based on the assumption of homogeneity of
distribution. Thus, our goal is to calculate the value of χ2 for each interval and
then, depending on the values, determine whether or not rows should be merged
together. In order to do this, a contingency table must be constructed for each pair
of adjacent rows that contains the observed frequencies for each classification at
those particular values including row sums and column sums. A frequency table
for two adjacent rows from the height frequency table above is shown below.
After a frequency table is constructed which contains the observed frequencies of
the values for each classification, we must calculate the expected frequencies which
assumes independence of the two intervals. In general, to calculate the expected
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Figure 3.9: A contingency table for two adjacent rows.
frequency for any given row and class, multiply the row sum and column sum
and divide by the total number of observed values contained in that frequency
table. For example, to calculate the expected frequency for people who are 5′6′′ and
female (from the table above), we do (7)(5)10 = 3.5. The table with all of the expected
frequencies calculated for these two adjacent rows is given below.
Figure 3.10: Observed and Expected frequencies.
To calculate the χ2 value for the two adjacent rows above using the observed
and expected frequencies, we do (O−E)
2
E for each pair of observed and expected












= .07 + .07 + .17 + .17 = .48.
This value must be calculated for each pair of adjacent rows before the process
of merging intervals begins. A table with all of the χ2 values calculated is shown
below. Notice that the last interval, 6′7′′ does not contain a χ2 value because there is
not a row below it.
Once the χ2 values have been calculated for each interval and compiled into
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Figure 3.11: Height Frequency Table containing χ2 values.
a table, the process of merging rows begins. As mentioned above, rows can only
be merged if the χ2 value is below a specified threshold value. Thus, in the table
above, we must determine the smallest χ2 value that is below 2.71. We have several
χ2 values equal to 0 at the top and bottom of the chart, which implies that the
observed and expected values were equal and thus “the class is independent of
which of the two adjacent intervals an instance belongs to” [1] and the rows can
be merged. It is logical that these χ2 values are 0 because they are instances where
only one classification is represented, and it makes intuitive sense to merge the
rows. Once two adjacent rows are merged, the χ2 values that are directly above or
below the merge must be re-calculated, but all other χ2 values remain the same. A
modified table of the height frequency table including χ2 values is provided below
with the top 3 rows merged and the bottom 8 rows merged with new χ2 values for
the intervals 4′11′′ and 5′9′′.
The process of identifying the lowest χ2 value that is below the threshold value
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Figure 3.12: Modified χ2 values.
from the remaining rows in the table, merging rows, and re-calculating the χ2 values
is repeated until there no longer exists any χ2 values below the threshold value.
Every time two rows are merged, there must be two re-calculations of χ2 values. The
final height frequency table is provided below. The same process was implemented
for the weight and number of piercings continuous variables and the final frequency
tables for those are provided below as well.
Figure 3.13: Final frequency tables.
From the three tables above, we can convert the previously continuous variables
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into categorical variables quite easily. From the first table, we can see that the
categories for height will be 0 ≤ H ≤ 5′9′′ and H > 5′9′′. Similarly for weight, we can
see that the categories will be 0 ≤W ≤ 165 and W > 165. And finally, the categories
for # piercings will be P = 0 and P ≥ 1.
Now that we have transferred our continuous variables into categorical variables
in a more sophisticated and accurate manner, we can compute the prior and
conditional probabilities for each case just as we did for the previously smaller data
set. A very similar table with the new categories from the larger data set is provided
below.
Figure 3.14: Prior and Conditional probabilities for the larger data set.
Similarly to before, let us suppose we have an instance where H = 5′9′′,W =
160,P = 3,H =brown. Using the table above, we can identify the prior and
conditional probabilities to classify this instance. A table showing the ranges this
instance falls into with the corresponding prior and conditional probabilities for
each classification is shown in Figure 3.15. Again, the bottom row of the table
contains the resulting value after implementing the Naive Bayes Classification
algorithm by multiplying the numbers in the columns together.
Again, we see that the value for Classification = Female is significantly larger
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Figure 3.15: Notice the value under Classification = Female is still larger.
than for Classification = Male and we would classify this person as female. If we
want to know the actual predicted probabilities of this person being a female or a
male, we can take each value in the bottom row and divide by the sum of all the






= .99 = 99%.






= .01 = 1%.
Clearly, the combination of having a larger data set and using the ChiMerge
Algorithm for Global Discretisation provides much stronger probabilities one way
or the other and therefore, a much higher percentage that an instance will be
correctly classified as either female or male.
To further test its accuracy, let us implement the Naive Bayes Classification
algorithm on our original 20 data points. The algorithm will determine whether
the instances are female or male using Figure 3.14 and we will be able to test those
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results against the actual classifications of the data points. Below is a table that
shows the Naive Bayes Classification for the instances and the actual classifications.
Figure 3.16: Naive Bayes Classification vs. Actual Classification of Initial 20 data points.
As we can see in Table 3.16, of the 20 total instances only 4 were misclassified
by the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm and they are outlined in red. Of these
4 misclassifications, there are clear indicators for why they were misclassified by
the algorithm. The first misclassified instance in Table 3.16 was classified as male
by the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm because the weight for that instance
is 175 and in Table 3.14 we can see that P(W > 165) = 0 for females. Thus, the
instance was automatically classified as male. The second misclassified instance
was classified as male by the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm because the
height for that instance is 5′11′′ and in Table 3.14 we can see that P(H > 5′9′′) = 0
for females. Thus, similarly to the previous misclassification, it was automatically
classified as male. Moving on to the third misclassification, we can see that it
demonstrates a height of 5′5′′ and a weight of 128 which are both numbers that have
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extremely high probabilities for females and much lower probabilities for males
in Table 3.14. Therefore, it was classified as a female. And very similarly, the last
misclassification demonstrates a height and weight and number of piercings that
have higher probabilities for females and lower probabilities for males. Thus, it
was classified as a female. Overall, for the significantly low number of instances in
the training data set, the fact that the Naive Bayes Classification is making correct
classifications 80% of the time is very good.
However, it is important to address the fact that the Naive Bayes Classification
algorithm makes assumptions about the independence of the predictor variables
that are in fact untrue. The way the algorithm operates, it multiplies the conditional
probabilities of each characteristic by the prior probability of each classification,
which assumes the independence of each predictor variable. Realistically, though,
when considering height and weight we know that the two are not independent
of one another. In other words, a person’s height inevitably influences how much
that person weighs. Therefore, it could be interesting to see how the Naive Bayes
Classification algorithm performs when excluding either height or weight altogether.
Generally speaking, I believe that height is a more telling predictor variable for
whether a person is male or female; thus, let us exclude weight from the Naive
Bayes Classification algorithm. The table below shows the prior and conditional
probabilities without weight.
Now using Table 3.17, let us implement the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm
on the original 20 data points introduced in this chapter. Below, Table 3.18 shows
the Naive Bayes Classification for the instances alongside the actual classifications
when excluding weight entirely.
As we can see in Table 3.18, there are only 3 misclassifications made by the
algorithm when weight is excluded. Furthermore, excluding weight results in
classifying two of the originally misclassified instances correctly and only adds
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Figure 3.17: Prior and Conditional probabilities for the larger data set excluding weight.
Figure 3.18: Naive Bayes Classification vs. Actual Classification of Initial 20 data points excluding
weight
one misclassification that was not originally misclassified. The first misclassified
instance is classified as male when excluding weight because the number of piercings
has a larger impact than before and P(P = 0) for males is extremely high. The second
misclassification is classified as male when excluding weight because P(H > 5′9′′)
for females is still equal to 0. And the last misclassification is classified as a female
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because P(P ≥ 1) for males is very low. Nevertheless, it is very telling that the Naive
Bayes Classification algorithm made less misclassifications when excluding weight.
This either could imply that weight is not as related to whether a person is male or
female as we originally thought, or that the assumption of independence by the
algorithm results in more misclassifications. Unfortunately, due to the extremely
small data set we are using, there is no way we can make definitive conclusions
about which of these reasons is the case. In the future, it would be very interesting
to implement the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm on a much larger data set,
one time including weight and one time excluding weight and seeing which run
results in less misclassifications.
3.2 k-Nearest Neighbor Classification
Another classification method, called k-Nearest Neighbor, involves calculating
distances between an unseen instance to instances in the training data set to
determine the most likely classification of the instance. Essentially, this method
classifies objects by identifying the most similar records to it in the training data set,
which is a type of instance-based learning, [13]. Unlike Naive Bayes Classification,
there is little preparation of the training data set needed before implementing the
algorithm.
Let us break down the name of this classification technique. The first portion, the
k, represents the arbitrary number of instances that are chosen from the training data
set to be considered when classifying an unseen instance. The value of k is generally
small, and may depend on the number of possible classifications that an instance
could potentially take on. For instance, if there are two possible classification
categories, one might choose an an odd value for k, such as 1, 3, or 5 to avoid having
a tie in the classification process of an instance. The second portion, Nearest Neighbor,
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is in reference to the use of distance measure in classifying instances. Generally
speaking, an unclassified instance is considered to be more similar to the instances
in the training data set that it is measured to be closest to.
Using distance measure, although a seemingly simple method, poses a couple
of obvious problems. For one, calculating the distance between instances when
the attributes are categorical is impossible. Thus, it will be necessary to investigate
ways to convert categorical variables into numerical ones. Furthermore, as we know,
continuous variables can take on a wide range of values depending on the variable.
This poses the problem of having one variable play a larger role in the classification
of an instance than another variable with smaller numerical values. Therefore, the
normalization of data must be considered.
Before introducing the algorithm, it is important to understand the different
methods that can be used to measure the distance between two instances. A very
common way to measure distance is the Euclidean distance, [1]. In two dimensions,
the Euclidean distance between two points (a1, a2) and (b1, b2) is
√
(a1 − b1)2 + (a2 − b2)2.
However, in a classification problem it is likely that there will be more than just two
predictor variables. An adaptation to this equation, then, for n predictive variables
is that the distance between two points (a1, a2, . . . , an) and (b1, b2, . . . , bn) is
√
(a1 − b2)2 + (a2 − b2)2 + · · · + (an − bn)2.
For example, in the case where n = 4 say we are given two instances: (5, 140, 5, 1324)
and (6, 190, 2, 1254). To calculate the Euclidean distance between the two points we
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have
√
(5 − 6)2 + (140 − 190)2 + (5 − 2)2 + (1324 − 1254)2 =
√
1 + 2500 + 9 + 4900 ≈ 86.
Euclidean distance is by far the most common method used to measure the distance
between instances.
An alternative method to calculate the distance between two instances is called
Manhattan distance or City Block distance, [1]. Instead of calculating the distance
of a line connecting one point to another as Euclidean distance does, Manhattan
distance finds the distance between two points only by moving horizontally and
vertically. If we take the same two points that we used above, (5, 140, 5, 1324) and
(6, 190, 2, 1254), then the Manhattan distance between the two is
|5 − 6| + |140 − 190| + |5 − 2| + |1324 − 1254| = 1 + 50 + 3 + 70 = 124.
There is a third method that can be used that is called maximum dimension
distance, [1]. For two instances, this is the largest distance between any two
corresponding variables. Thus, if we again consider the two points (5, 140, 5, 1324)
and (6, 190, 2, 1254), the maximum dimension distance is 1324 − 1254 = 70.
Now that the different distance measures have been introduced, the k-Nearest
Neighbor Classification algorithm can be introduced. Just as Naive Bayes Classifica-
tion does, the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm requires a training set of data. Before
classifying a new instance, one must normalize the continuous predictor variables
to avoid putting more weight on some variables than others; and furthermore,
one must determine how to modify the categorical variables to include them in
calculating the Euclidean distance between instances. Techniques to do so are
introduced below. Then, to classify a new instance, one must identify the closest k
instances from the training data set to that instance and choose the most frequently
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occurring classification, [1]. This idea is very easily visualized as points in an x − y
plane for situations that only involve two predictor variables. Similarly, problems
that have three predictor variables can be thought about as points in 3-dimensional
space. However, once we reach a higher number of variables, we can no longer
truly visualize the value being calculated.
First, let us consider how to include categorical variables into the k-Nearest
Neighbor Classification algorithm. If we consider the use of distance in this
algorithm, it is clear that the farther away an unclassified instance is measured to be
from a point in the training data set, the less likely that point in the training data
set will be influencing the classification of the unclassified instance. Thus, if the
categorical attributes hold the same value, the distance between the two instances
should be shorter. And similarly, if the categorical attributes hold different values,
the distance between the two instances should be greater. Therefore, categorical
variables can be incorporated into the Euclidean distance formula by ascribing a
small numerical value to the distance between two categorical variables if they
hold the same value and ascribing a larger numerical value to the distance between
two categorical variables if they hold different values. Larose suggests that when
comparing two instances, assign either 0 or 1 as the distance between the two
categorical values depending on whether or not they have the same value. Thus, we




0 if xi = yi
1 otherwise
When certain attributes are measured on a different scale than other attributes,
one specific attribute may end up having an overwhelming influence on the
classification of an instance rather than each attribute having an equal contribution.
Thus, we must explore a few ways we can have each continuous attribute have
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equal influence on the classification of an instance. One type of normalization is








This type of normalization expresses each attribute value in the training data set as
a decimal between 0 and 1, inclusive. These values will always be betwen 0 and 1
unless a new unclassified instance is normalized that contains a value outside the
range of the original values in the training data set. This type of normalization is
particularly useful when approaching situations that contain both continuous and
categorical attributes, because the categorical attributes take on values of either 0 or






This type of normalization expresses each attribute value in the training data set as
a value generally between −4 and 4, where values below the mean have a negative
Z-score standardization, the value of the mean has a Z-score standardization of 0,
and values above the mean have a positive Z-score standardization, [13].
Another important aspect of the algorithm to consider is how to choose the
correct value for k. As mentioned above, the number of possible classifications
that an instance can take on may influence whether the value of k is even or odd.
Furthermore, the size of the training data set is important to consider. If the training
data set is considerably small, then a small value for k may result in classifying
instances correctly. However, if the training data set is much larger, then a larger
value of k may be needed to ensure that instances are classified correctly most of the
time. A more systematic method used for choosing a value for k is to test various
values of k with different training data sets to see which k value results in the least
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number of misclassifications. Each training data set must be randomly selected.
Then, the classification error for each value of k can be calculated, and the value of k
with the lowest error could be chosen, [13]. This way, when using the k-Nearest
Neighbor algorithm to classify an unseen instance, one can be fairly confident that
the value for k being used is the optimal one.
Lastly, once a value for k has been chosen, one must decide whether to use un-
weighted or weighted voting to classify unseen instances. When using unweighted
voting, once the k instances in the training data set closest to the unclassified instance
have been identified, each of those k instances get one vote towards the classification
of the unseen instance. In other words, the actual distances from those k instances
to the unseen instance no longer matter and it is a majority rules vote. However,
when applying weighted voting, the neighbors that are closer to the unclassified
instance get more of a say in the classification than do neighbors that are further
away. In particular, the weight that each neighbor gets is inversely proportional to
its distance to the instance being classified, [13]. This method makes it more evident
which classification is best, and also leads to many fewer ties.
3.2.1 Example: k-Nearest Neighbor Classification
Let us go back to the very first training data set that we considered, with 10 females
and 10 males each with a specified height, weight, number of piercings, and hair
color. Suppose that we want to use this training data set to classify the same
instance we considered when implementing Naive Bayes Classification (where
H = 5′9′′,W = 160,P = 3,H =brown), but instead we want to use the k-Nearest
Neighbor classification method. One might notice that we would have some trouble
calculating the Euclidean distance between two points due to the hair color attribute.
Furthermore, the severe differences in the size of the numbers depending on the
variable would put much more importance on certain variables rather than others
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that might be just as equally important. For instance, the people’s weights are in
the hundreds whereas the number of piercings people have only range from 0 to 7.
First, let us modify our categorical variable (hair color) so that it can be included
into the Euclidean distance between two instances. Using the function defined
above, if two instances have the same color hair we will add a 02 under the square
root when calculating the Euclidean distance. On the other hand, if two instances
have different colored hair we will add a 12 under the square root when calculating
the Euclidean distance. This way, the distance between two instances will be slightly
larger if the two do not share the same color hair.
Next, we must normalize our continuous variables: height, weight, and number
of piercings. Since we have continuous variables and a categorical variable, however,
let us use the min-max normalization method. Below, Figure 3.19 shows the min-
max normalization of height, weight, and number of piercings for our first data
set.
Now that our data set is normalized, we can classify an instance using the
k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm. Let us consider the same unclassified instance we
considered earlier, where H = 5′9′′,W = 160,P = 3,H =brown. Let us call this
data point A. Next, we must normalize this particular instance, and then calculate
the Euclidean distance from this point to all the other points in the training data
set. Ultimately, our goal is to classify this point as a female or as a male based on
the instances in the training data set to which it is closest. When we normalize
this instance, we get that H = .57,W = .32,P = .43,H =brown. Below is a table
showing all of the instances in the training data set expressed as points, along with
the calculated Euclidean distance between each instance in the training data set and
data point A. Recall that a 02 is placed into the calculation if the hair colors of the
two instances are the same and a 12 is placed into the calculation if the hair colors of
the two instances are different.
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Figure 3.19: Normalized values for Height, Weight, and # of Piercings.
Now that we have the Euclidean distances from each training data point to
point A, let us arbitrarily pick a value for k, say k = 3. Now, using the right-most
column in the table above, we must identify the 3 instances that are closest to our
test point A. The 3 shortest distances to our test point are outlined in pink, and have
distance values D = .23,D = .29, and D = .36. Looking back at the corresponding
classifications to these 3 points, we can see that D = .23 is a female, D = .29 is a male,
and D = .36 is a female. Thus, by simple unweighted voting, when k = 3 point A
is classified as a female. The confidence of a classification can be represented by
dividing the number of points chosen from k points with the winning classification
by k. Therefore, the classification of test point A has a confidence of 23 ≈ 66.67%.
For a deeper understanding of the consequences of choosing different k values,
let us consider when k = 5. Thus, we must identify the next 2 closest instances to
test point A after the 3 points already identified above. The next 2 closest distances
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Figure 3.20: Euclidean distances from training data set points and point A.
to test point A are outlined in blue, and have distance values D = .39, and D = .46.
Interestingly, both of these additional points are males. Thus, when k = 5 point A is
classified as a male with a confidence of 35 = 60%. This demonstrates how even a
small change in the value of k can completely change the classification of an instance
when using unweighted voting.
Above, when choosing how to classify point A, each neighbor was given equal
weight, meaning that each instance had 1 vote for the classification of point A as
female or male. After the points with the closest Euclidean distances to point A
were chosen, the actual distance to point A no longer mattered. Let us re-do the
classification of point A above with weighted voting for both when k = 3 and when
k = 5.
When k = 3, we know that the 3 smallest distances from point A and the
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corresponding classifications are D = .23 (female), D = .29 (male), and D = .36
(female). Thus, we have 1 vote to classify point A as a male and 2 votes to classify











Therefore, in this case of weighted voting, point A would still be classified as a
female as it was above with unweighted voting.
When k = 5, we know that the 5 smallest distances from point A and the
corresponding classifications are D = .23 (female), D = .29 (male), D = .36 (female),
D = .39 (male), and D = .46 (male). Thus, we have 2 votes to classify point A as a
female and 3 votes to classify point A as a male. The weighted vote for classifying

















As we can see, when using weighted voting point A is classified as female when
k = 5 rather than as male when unweighted voting is used. Therefore, in order for
the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm to accurately classify instances, the value of k and
weighted vs. unweighted voting must be taken into serious consideration before
performing the algorithm.
This inconsistency of classification of point A depending on the value of k chosen
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may prompt us to look into the calculations of the Euclidean distances and our
choice for a k value more closely. Looking again at Figure 3.20, one can clearly see
that all 6 values in the right-most column that are greater than 1 also happen to be
the 6 points that had a different hair color than point A. We must realize that in the
calculations of the Euclidean distances, an extra 12 was added in if the training data
point’s hair color did not match test point A’s hair color. In retrospect, it is fairly
evident that adding 12 was too much and has put too much weight on hair color,
which intuitively we know does not have the most important impact on classifying
an instance as a female or a male. Therefore, ideally we would reduce the amount
added if a training point does not match a test point’s hair color. For instance, since
there are a total of four predictor variables being considered in the classification of
an unseen instance, we might try adding .252 if the training data point’s hair color





In the previous chapter, we discussed two types of classification, Naive Bayes
Classification, and k-Nearest Neighbor Classification. We will now move on to
another type of data mining task called clustering. Rather than classifying instances
into previously specified categories as classification does, clustering techniques split
a data set up into clusters that are considered to have similar instances. For the
specific purpose of my research question, we will only focus on exclusive methods
of clustering, meaning that each instance can only be put into one of the possible
clusters, [1]. When separating a data set into clusters, there is no target variable.
One does not know what the clusters being created necessarily represent. Once the
clusters have been created, then the interpreter may try to determine the similarities
within and differences between clusters. However, the number of clusters to be
created is specified before the implementation of the algorithm. In regards to
my research question, the clusters will be created based on the similarities and
differences of the musical properties I have chosen. Then, once the clusters have
been created, I will aim to determine if each cluster represents a specific mood or




The k-Means Clustering algorithm uses distance measure to separate a set of data
into distinct groups with similar instances. Thus, similarly to the k-Nearest Neighbor
algorithm, it can only be used for numerical data. Any categorical attributes, again,
will have to be altered to fit into the distance measure. Furthermore, to avoid giving
certain variables more weight, the data must be normalized as discussed in Chapter
3.
The goal of this algorithm is to partition a set of data into k clusters, so that
the sum of the squared distances between the instances and their cluster centers











wi,l = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,wi,l ∈ {0, 1}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ l ≤ k.
In this function, a given set D = {X1,X2,X3, . . . ,Xn}, k is the number of desired
clusters, d is the Euclidean distance between objects, Z = {Q1,Q2,Q3, . . . ,Qk} is a set
of cluster centers, and W = [wi,l]n×k where wi,l takes on the value of 1 if instance Xi
is contained in cluster Ql and wi,l is 0 otherwise. In this cost function W is simply
in place to avoid summing up the distances of all the instances to all of the cluster
centers; it ensures that each instance only contributes one distance measure to the
cluster center of the cluster it belongs to and not to other cluster centers.
In more simpler terms, the k-means algorithm aims to minimize the sum of
squared errors, or the sum of the squared distances of each data point to the centroid
of its cluster. Thus, if we have k clusters C1,C2,C3, . . .Ck with corresponding
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where p ∈ Ci is each point in cluster Ci, [13]. The general steps taken to implement
the k-Means algorithm are provided below, [1].
Step 1: Choose a value for k.
Step 2: Arbitrarily choose k instances from the data set. These will serve as the initial
cluster centers, or centroids, of the k clusters.
Step 3: Calculate the Euclidean distance of each instance to each centroid, and assign
each instance to the cluster with its nearest centroid.
Step 4: Recalculate each centroid by finding the mean of the instances in each cluster.
Step 5: Repeat steps 3 and 4 until no instances change clusters, or in other words, the
centroids do not change.
4.1.1 Example: k-Means
Let us demonstrate the k-Means algorithm with our initial 20 data points. For
simplification purposes, let us exclude the categorical variable, hair color, from this
example. However, if it were to be included, we would use the dist(xi, yi) function
defined in Chapter 3 to include the categorical variable into the Euclidean distance
measure.
The k-Means algorithm can create any amount of clusters, as long as k ≤ n, but
since we aim to determine whether an instance is male or female, let us choose
k = 2. Although clustering methods do not use a target variable, choosing k = 2
allows the algorithm to create 2 clusters with similar instances. My hope is that,
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once the clusters are created, one cluster contains instances that were classified as
male in our original training data set and the other cluster contains instances that
were classified as female in our original training data set. Figure 4.1 shows the
normalized data points along with the distance from each point to the arbitrarily
chosen centroids, Centroid 1 and Centroid 2. Centroid 1 is outlined in blue and
Centroid 2 is outlined in maroon.
Figure 4.1: Distances from each instance to the initial cluster centers.
Using Figure 4.1, we can assign each point into the cluster with the closest center.
Then, we must re-calculate Centroid 1 and Centroid 2 by finding the mean of the
points in each cluster, as shown below. The initial cluster centers are included in
these centroid re-calculations because they are actual points in the data set.
Now that we have two new cluster centers, we must re-calculate the distance
from each point to each new centroid and again place each point into the cluster
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Figure 4.2: The re-calculation of cluster centers.
with the nearest centroid. It is to be expected that some points will shift from one
cluster to the other while others do not. After every point is put into one of the two
clusters, new centroids must again be calculated. This time, however, the cluster
centers are not included in the calculations because they are not actual points in the
data set as the initial cluster centers are. After the first re-calculation of centroids,
the cluster centers should be thought of as imaginary points being surrounded by
the actual data. This process is continued until we calculate two new cluster centers
and place every point into one of the clusters, but none of the data points change
clusters. In other words, the k-Means algorithm terminates when two new cluster
centers are calculated, but actually have not changed from the previous cluster
centers. The table below shows the re-calculated cluster centers along with the
instances from the data set contained in each final cluster.
Notice that there are a total of eleven points in Cluster 1 and a total of nine points
in Cluster 2. If we refer back to our first k-Means table in this section, we can recall
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Figure 4.3: The final clusters once the algorithm terminated.
that the first ten points in the data set are females and the last ten points in the data
set are males. Of the eleven points in Cluster 1, ten of them are females and one of
them is a male. All nine points in cluster two are males. Thus, we can see that our
k-Means algorithm misclassified only one data point, which is (.29, .08, 0). This is
not surprising, because this particular instance contains height and weight values
that are closer to the values that most of the females exhibited in our data set.
Let us consider the sum of squared errors for each set of cluster centers and
corresponding points in those clusters. If the k-Means algorithm has been imple-
mented correctly, we will see the sum of squared errors decrease every time new
cluster centers are calculated, and the sum of squared errors for our final clusters
will be the smallest. The table below shows the sum of squared errors for each
cluster center combination. The sum of squared distances column values for each
cluster are found by finding the squared distance from each point in the cluster to
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the cluster center and then summing all of these squared distances. The sum of
squared errors is then found by adding the sum of squared distances for each cluster.
As we can see from the right-most column, the sum of squared errors decreases
with each iteration as new cluster centers are calculated. Thus, the sum of squared
errors is the smallest for the final cluster centers as expected.
Figure 4.4: Distances from each instance to the initial cluster centers.
An obvious setback to the k-Means algorithm is its lack of acceptance of categor-
ical variables. In reality, most data sets will not consist of solely numerical variables
or categorical variables, but a mixture. Our next section provides an extension to
the k-Means algorithm, called k-Modes, which accepts only categorical data.
4.2 k-Modes Clustering
The k-Modes Clustering algorithm is an extension to the k-Means Clustering
algorithm discussed in the previous section. In contrast to the k-Means and k-
Nearest Neighbor algorithms, it does not consider numerical data, and therefore
does not use Euclidean distance measure. Rather, the k-Modes algorithm only uses
categorical data and incorporates a measure of dissimilarity. In other words, rather
than minimizing the squared distances between instances and the corresponding
cluster centers as the k-Means algorithm does, the k-Modes algorithm aims to
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minimize the dissimilarity between instances and the corresponding cluster centers,
called modes. Therefore, when using the k-Modes algorithm, any numerical variables
must be converted into categorical variables. One way to do this is by using the
ChiMerge Algorithm for Global Discretisation introduced in Chapter 3 when
discussing Naive Bayes Classification.
There are a couple different dissimilarity measures that can be used when
implementing the k-Modes algorithm. First, a function very similar to the dist(xi, yi)
function defined in Chapter 3 can be used. This function assigns a 0 as the distance
between two categorical values if they are the same, and a 1 as the distance between








0 (xi = yi)
1 (x j , y j)
Another, more complex form of dissimilarity measure considers the frequencies




(nx j + ny j)
nx jny j
dist(xi, yi)
where nx j and ny j represent the frequencies of instances that have categories x j and
y j for attribute j in the entire data set, [7]. Since this second dissimilarity measure
includes the first one, some of the values being added together will be 0 (if the
categorical values are the same) and some of the values will be fractions (depending
on the frequencies of instances that have certain categories for each attribute.)
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There are also a couple different ways to choose the k initial modes for a set
of data. The simplest method for choosing the initial k modes is by choosing the
first k instances from the data set that are distinct. However, one obvious setback
to this overly simple method is that the records may be distinct, but still could be
very similar. Therefore, there is another method that can be used that more likely
produces initial modes that are significantly different.
In order to implement the second way to choose k initial modes, one must first
calculate the frequencies of each category within each attribute and create a matrix
like the one shown below by descending order of frequency, [7]. Each of the three
columns represents a different attribute, and each entry in a given column is a
frequency of a category within that attribute. For instance, the attribute represented
in the left-most column has three possible categories, and c1,1 > c2,1 > c3,1. In general,
the frequency matrix created, let us call it qi, j, will have i rows where i is the highest
number of categories that any of the attributes contains, and j columns where j is







Once a frequency matrix is made, one can create initial modes by starting in
the top left corner, and moving diagonally down to the right. One must do this k
times to create k initial modes, each time starting one row below where the creation
of the previous initial mode started at. This method results in modes that contain
combinations of categories within variables that vary tremendously in frequency,
while simultaneously exhibiting different categories. This is a useful and practical
method because it generates initial modes that are quite different from one another,
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therefore making the clustering algorithm more accurate and efficient. For instance,
if we arbitrarily choose k = 3 for our frequency matrix above, then we create three
initial modes Q1 = [q1,1 = c1,1, q1,2 = c2,2, q1,3 = c3,3],Q2 = [q2,1 = c2,1, q2,2 = c1,2, q2,3 =
c4,3],Q3 = [q3,1 = c3,1, q3,2 = c1,2, q3,3 = c1,3], [7].
And lastly, once the k initial modes have been created from the frequency matrix,
one must identify the records in the data set that are closest to these modes and
substitute them in as the actual initial modes. This process can be done by calculating
the dissimilarity measure between the instances in the data set and the modes
created from the frequency matrix. If an instance in the data set is found that is
identical to a mode created by the frequency matrix, then that instance in the data
set would be chosen as the initial mode of a cluster, and if not, then an instance is
chosen that is the next closest to being identical as possible. It should be noted that
there are most likely several different instances in the data set that would suffice
as being the actual initial mode for a cluster. For instance, we would take Q1 and
identify the instance in the data set that had the most similar entries to [c1,1, c2,2, c3,3],
and then do the same thing for Q2 and Q3. This step is taken to ensure that no
clusters are empty. In other words, when the instances in the data set are placed into
the clusters based on one of the dissimilarity measures defined above, it is possible
that not a single instance is closest to one of the modes chosen. However, since the
mode was chosen directly from the data set, that cluster will at least contain one
instance from the data set.
More formally, the goal of k-Modes Clustering is to take a set of instances
X = {X1,X2, . . . ,Xn} and partition them into k clusters C1,C2, . . . ,Ck which have
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Another way to describe this goal is by saying that we are trying to find k modes
Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qk and an n × k matrix Y = [yi,l] so that each row of Y has exactly one 1













where C = {C1,C2, . . . ,Cs}. And ultimately, when the algorithm terminates, we







This cost function is the same as the one used for the k-Means algorithm except that
the distance measure is different. However, how do we determine when D(C,Q) is
minimized for each individual cluster? There is a Theorem (provided below) that
tells us how to find a Q so that D(C,Q) is minimized for each cluster. The proof of
the theorem is adapted from [7]. Let A j stand for the domain of A j where A j is a
categorical variable and let fr stand for relative frequency. We will say that nck, j is the
number of objects that exhibit category ck, j and n is the total number of objects in C.
Theorem 4.1.
The function D(C,Q) is minimised iff fr(A j = q j|C) ≥ fr(A j = ck, j|C) for q j , ck, j for all
j = 1 . . .m, [7].
Proof. Let fr(A j = ck, j|C) =
nck, j
n
be the relative frequency of the category ck, j of
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categorical attribute A j. Thus, it follows that
nck, j
n
≤ 1. Then, for the dissimilarity
measure d(x, y) =
m∑
j=1






























n(1 − fr(A j = q j|C))
Since we know that n(1 − fr(A j = q j|C)) ≥ 0 for 1 ≤ j ≤ m, then we know that
n∑
i= j
d(Ci,Q) is minimized iff every single n(1 − fr(A j = q j|C)) is minimal. And in
order to make this true, fr(A j = q j|C) needs to be maximal. 
A similar proof for the dissimilarity measure dχ2(X,Y) is shown in [7]. Essentially,
the theorem above shows that the sum of the dissimilarity measures between all of
the objects in Ci and the corresponding modes is equal to the sum of the number of
objects in C times (1 − fr(A j = q j|C) for every categorical attribute. Thus, in order
to minimize the dissimilarity measure within clusters, we want to maximize the
frequency of category q j in attribute A j for each categorical attribute in each mode.
Looking back at the theorem, we can see that it calls for the categories exhibited by
the modes of the clusters to have a greater or equal frequency to the category ck j in
C. Therefore, after each object is placed into one of the clusters, updating the mode
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according to this theorem ensures that at that time we have an optimal solution.
Now that we have stated this theorem, we can introduce the general steps taken to
implement the k-Modes algorithm according to [7].
Step 1: Choose a value for k.
Step 2: Choose k initial modes through one of the two methods described above.
Step 3: Choose one of the two dissimilarity measures described above.
Step 4: Allocate each instance in the data set to the cluster whose mode it is closest
to it. This will depend on the dissimilarity measure chosen. After every
single allocation, update the mode of the cluster chosen based on Theorem 4.1
described above.
Step 5: Once all instances have been placed into a cluster, retest the dissimilarity of
each instance to each current mode. If an instance is closest to another mode
than the mode of the cluster it belongs to, move it to the cluster with the closest
mode and update all of the modes based on Theorem 4.1 described above.
Step 6: Repeat Step 5 until no instances have changed clusters after going through an
entire cycle of the data set.
4.2.1 Example: k-Modes
From the steps given above to implement the k-Modes algorithm, one might be
able to infer that demonstrating this algorithm by hand would be a tedious and
time consuming task. Thus, in this section we will demonstrate how to prepare a
set of data to be used and then will report the results of the implementation of the
algorithm in Maple but will not actually demonstrate the implementation of the
algorithm. The Maple code used to get the results can be found in the Appendix.
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Let us combine the initial 20 data points we used with the additional 42 data
points used later on in the Naive Bayes Classification example. This will give us a
data set with 62 data points total. We know that we want to end up with two clusters,
one that hopefully consists of mostly females, and one that hopefully consists of
mostly males. Thus, we will choose k = 2. However, before we can choose our initial
modes, we must convert our numerical variables to categorical ones. Using Maple,
we can apply the ChiMerge Algorithm to obtain the best possible categories for this
particular data set. The code used is provided in the Appendix. The determined
categories are provided below, each labelled with what they will be called from now
on.
1. Height Categories (Height=H)
(a) 4.917 ≤ H < 5.417 (Short)
(b) 5.417 ≤ H < 5.833 (Medium)
(c) H ≥ 5.833 (Tall)
2. Weight Categories (Weight=W)
(a) 107 ≤W < 128 (So Light)
(b) 128 ≤W < 152 (Light)
(c) 152 ≤W < 155 (Medium)
(d) 155 ≤W < 158 (Heavy)
(e) W ≥ 158 (So Heavy)
3. # Piercings Categories (Piercings=P)
(a) P = 0 (None)
(b) 1 ≤ P < 4 (Some)
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(c) P ≥ 4 (A Lot)





The next step is to calculate the frequencies of each category within each attribute.
The frequency matrix for this data set is provided below.

Tall = 25 SoHeavy = 24 None = 29 Brown = 35
Medium = 22 Light = 23 Some = 20 Blonde = 15
Short = 15 SoLight = 11 ALot = 13 Black = 9
Medium = 3 Red = 3
Heavy = 1

Next, from the frequency matrix above, we must create two initial modes by
starting in the upper left-hand corner and working our way down to the right-
hand bottom corner. These two initial modes are: Q1 = [Tall,Light,ALot,Red] and
Q2 = [Medium,SoLight,None,Brown]. As we would have hoped, we can see that
these two initial modes are in fact very different. Next, using Maple, we must
identify the instance in the data set most similar to Q1 and substitute it and identify
the instance in the data set most similar to Q2 and substitute it. The instance in the
data set found to be closest to Q1 is M1 = [Short,Light,ALot,Blonde] and the instance
in the data set found to be closest to Q2 is M2 = [Medium,Light,None,Brown]. Next,
the algorithm calculates the dissimilarity measure between each instance in the data
set and the two modes and places the instances into the cluster it is most similar
to. After an instance is put into a cluster, the mode of that cluster is automatically
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updated to exhibit a combination of height, weight, number of piercings, and hair
color categories that minimizes the dissimilarity within that cluster. Furthermore,
the algorithm does not terminate until the dissimilarity between every single
instance and each mode has been calculated and not a single instance changes
clusters.
When the algorithm terminates the two resulting modes are:
M1 = [Short,Light,Some,Brown],M2 = [Tall,SoHeavy,None,Brown].
When considering the combinations of characteristics found in each mode, we might
suspect that the cluster around M1 contains mostly females and the cluster around
M2 contains mostly males. Sure enough, a total of 30 instances are around M1 and
a total of 32 instances are around M2, adding up to the total of 62 instances in the
data set. Furthermore, of the 30 instances around M1, 27 of them are females and
only 3 of them are males. Similarly, of the 32 instances around M2, 28 of them
are males and only 4 of them are females. Thus, we can conclude that, roughly
speaking, M1 is the mode of the cluster of females and M2 is the mode of the cluster
of males. Therefore, we can say that of the 62 total instances, the k-Modes algorithm
only “misclassified" 6 of them. Below, Table 4.1 shows the dissimilarity measure
from each misclassification to both modes. The first three misclassifications were
put into the cluster with M1 as the mode, but are actually males. The last three
misclassifications were put into the cluster with M2 as the mode, but are actually
females.
We can recognize a few important things about the k-Modes algorithm from Table
4.1. First, we can see that there are three misclassified instances that are equidistant
to each mode. This demonstrates that due to the use of a dissimilarity measure by
the k-Modes algorithm, there will be instances that are somewhat arbitrarily placed
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Table 4.1: k-Modes Misclassifications
M1 M2
Misclassifications S, L, S, Brown T, SH, N, Brown
(M1) M, L, N, Black 3 3
(M1) M, L, N, Black 3 3
(M1) M, ME, S, Black 3 4
(M2) M, L, N, Brown 3 2
(M2) M, SH, S, Brown 2 2
(M2) M, SH, N, Brown 3 1
in a given cluster because they are not closer to one or the other. However, the
specific dissimilarity measure that we used allows there to be much more possibility
that an instance will be equidistant to each mode. If we had incorporated the
alternative dissimilarity measure that involves the frequency of each characteristic
in the training set then the equidistance of instances to modes would be much less
of an issue and perhaps result in no misclassifications. Furthermore, we can see
that both of the modes have brown hair which suggests that hair color may not
have a huge impact on whether a person is male or female. Clearly, the other three
considered characteristics are all different when comparing the two modes. Since
the modes are updated after each instance is placed into a cluster, the frequency
of brown hair in our training data set clearly impacted both modes. Interestingly,
when the k-Modes algorithm was implemented a second time without hair color as
a predictor variable, the exact same clusters as the ones shown in Table 4.1 were
created with identical resulting modes as when hair color was included. Essentially,
this implies that hair color has absolutely no impact on whether a person is male
or female. However, the identical clusters and modes for this data set may be a
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consequence of having such an extremely small data set to begin with. Hair color
may have some association to gender, but this particular data set may be too small
to pick up on that. Thus, in a data set with thousands of instances, hair color may
be a relevant predictor variable.
It is necessary to comment on the fact that we have been using a very simplistic
method for measuring the dissimilarity between instances. In this case, if two
characteristics are the same the distance between them is 0 and if two characteristics
are different the distance between them is 1. Even if we employed the alternative
dissimilarity measure that takes into consideration the frequency of each possible
category within the predictor variables, we are ignoring a quite obvious factor.
Technically, the distance between two categories within a variable should not all be
1 considering that the differences between each category are not equally different.
For example, within the height variable, the difference between being short and
medium is smaller than the difference between being short and tall. Similarly,
within the weight category, the difference between being so light and light is much
less significant than the difference between being so light and so heavy. A similar
argument could be made for the different categories created within the number
of piercings variable. Thus, we would ideally receive the best results if we used
the dissimilarity measure that incorporates the frequency of categories within each
variable while simultaneously implementing some sort of weighted difference
measure within each variable.
CHAPTER 5
Application to Songs andMood
The aim of this thesis is to determine whether or not certain combinations of
musical properties in songs will evoke a specific mood in a person. According to
previous research, as mentioned in the Introduction, humans associate the way
music sounds and specific moods surprisingly similarly. However, the amount
of research that has been done involving musical properties and mood has been
comparatively limited; and I hope to give a small contribution to the topic. After all,
music, mood, and the way the two relate is extremely relevant to our everyday lives.
Furthermore, knowledge about the way specific elements of a song may affect one’s
mood could potentially be highly useful in several arenas.
In order to address the question at hand through the data mining techniques
that have been introduced in the previous chapters, we first and foremost must
obtain data to use. Thus, it makes natural sense to have people listen to songs and
report how those songs make them feel.
I chose 30 songs randomly from Pandora by choosing a song from almost every
single genre station. Genre is of no relevance in this study, but was used in the
song selection process to ensure that the songs chosen were as diverse as possible.
Once the 30 songs were chosen, I identified a 14-19 second segment of each song to
be used in the music file I created using Garageband for people to listen to. The
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file contains all of the song segments in no particular order. In-between each song
segment there is a 4 second break of silence to be used by the person listening to
choose which mood (happy, sad, calm, or agitated) the song made he/she feel closest
to. To make the process as easy as possible for each participant, I created a PDF that
is numbered from 1 to 30 and contains the options of happy, sad, calm, and agitated
for each song. The sheet that each participant filled out is provided in the Appendix.
A total of 70 people listened to the 30 song segments and reported their moods for
each one. This results in a total of 2100 data points to use when implementing the
data mining techniques. Due to requirements for different algorithms, 50 of the
participants are used as the training set of data, and 20 of the participants are used
as the test data set. The training set of data and the test set of data are both provided
in the Appendix as well.
Next, the musical properties that I chose as the most relevant to affect one’s
mood must be identified for each song segment that people listen to in the music
file. The musical properties that I chose to use are mode, harmony, tempo, rhythm,
dominant orchestration, and lyrics. The mode of each song was identified as either
major or minor. The harmony of each song was identified as consonant or dissonant.
Consonant harmonies can be thought of as more simple, and dissonant harmonies
can be thought of as more complex. The tempo of each song was determined by
using an online metronome, [2]. The rhythm of each song was identified as either
firm or flowing. A song was said to have a firm rhythm if the beat was easily
identified and was significantly audible. A song was said to have a flowing rhythm
if the beat was not as easily identified and was not as audible. The dominant
orchestration was identified as chordophones, aerophones, membranophones,
idiophones, a synthesizer, or none. A chordophone is an instrument that produces
sound by vibrating strings. Common chordophones are the violin, piano, and guitar.
Aerophones consist of wind instruments, such as clarinets, flutes, and trumpets.
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A membranophone is an instrument that produces sound by vibrating skin. The
most common example is a drum. Idiophones are instruments that produce sound
by vibrating a solid instrument such as striking cymbals together, [17]. The other
two options for dominant orchestration are a synthesizer, which produces musical
sounds digitally, or no orchestration at all. Clearly, songs may potentially have
more than one type of orchestration; thus the most prominent orchestration type
was chosen for this variable. And lastly, the lyrics of each song were classified as
being sung by males, females, both, or neither.
The 30 songs chosen to be used in this study along with the identified musical
properties are listed below. The musical properties of each song will be given in the
form: Mode, Harmony, Tempo, Rhythm, Dominant Orchestration, Lyrics.
1. Harvester of Sorrow by Metallica
(a) Musical Properties: Major, Dissonant, 92, Firm, Chordophones, Male
2. Good Bait by James Moody and Hank Jones Quartet
(a) Musical Properties: Major, Consonant, 120, Flowing, Aerophones, None
3. What Was I Thinkin by Dierks Bentley
(a) Musical Properties: Major, Dissonant, 84, Firm, Chordophones, Male
4. The Fever (Aye Aye) by Death Grips
(a) Musical Properties: Minor, Dissonant, 76, Firm, Membranophones, Male
5. Witch by Maps & Atlases
(a) Musical Properties: Major, Consonant, 66, Flowing, Idiophones, Male
6. Turning Tables by Adele
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(a) Musical Properties: Minor, Dissonant, 76, Flowing, Chordophones,
Female
7. Something There from Beauty and The Beast
(a) Musical Properties: Major, Consonant, 120, Flowing, Chordophones,
Female
8. Timestretch by Bassnectar
(a) Musical Properties: Minor, Dissonant, 69, Firm, Synthesizer, None
9. So Much Trouble In The World by Bob Marley
(a) Musical Properties: Minor, Dissonant, 72, Firm, Chordophones, Male
10. Grateful by Hezekiah Walker
(a) Musical Properties: Major, Consonant, 46, Flowing, Chordophones, Both
11. No Excuses by Alice In Chains
(a) Musical Properties: Minor, Dissonant, 116, Firm, Membranophones, Male
12. Leaves on the Seine by David Lanz
(a) Musical Properties: Major, Dissonant, Flowing, 84, Chordophones, None
13. Someday by The Strokes
(a) Musical Properties: Major, Consonant, 104, Firm, Chordophones, Male
14. I Cry by Flo Rida
(a) Musical Properties: Major, Consonant, 120, Firm, Synthesizer, Both
15. Open Thou Mine Eyes by John Rutter
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(a) Musical Properties: Major, Dissonant, 50, Flowing, None, Both
16. Addicted by Saving Abel
(a) Musical Properties: Minor, Dissonant, 69, Firm, Chordophones, Male
17. Catch My Breath by Kelly Clarkson
(a) Musical Properties: Major, Consonant, 126, Firm, Synthesizer, Female
18. Adagio fro Strings by Samuel Barber
(a) Musical Properties: Minor, Dissonant, 40, Flowing, Chordophones, None
19. I’m Different by 2 Chains
(a) Musical Properties: Minor, Dissonant, 96, Firm, Chordophones, Male
20. Can’t Give Up Now by Mary Mary
(a) Musical Properties: Major, Dissonant, 60, Flowing, Chordophones, Fe-
male
21. Good Time by Owl City & Carly Rae Jepson
(a) Musical Properties: Major, Consonant, 120, FIrm, Synthesizer, Both
22. A quick one, while she’s away by The Who
(a) Musical Properties: Major, Dissonant, 80, Flowing, Chordophones, None
23. When It’s Sleepy Time by Wynton Marsalis
(a) Musical Properties: Major, Dissonant, 84, Flowing, Aerophones, None
24. Gymnopedie No. 1 by Erik Satie
(a) Musical Properties: Minor, Dissonant, 66, Flowing, Chordophones, None
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25. Lights by Ellie Goulding
(a) Musical Properties: Minor, Dissonant, 116, Flowing, Synthesizer, Female
26. Suave by Johannes Linstead
(a) Musical Properties: Major, Consonant, 104, Flowing, Chordophones,
None
27. I Wanna Know by Joe
(a) Musical Properties: Major, Consonant, 69, Flowing, Synthesizer, Male
28. Tin Pan Alley by Stevie Ray Vaughan
(a) Musical Properties: Minor, Dissonant, 40, Flowing, Chordophones, Male
29. Troubles by Alicia Keys
(a) Musical Properties: Minor, Dissonant, 72, Firm, Idiophones, Female
30. Cloudburst by Eric Whitacre
(a) Musical Properties: Major, Dissonant, 63, Flowing, None, Both
It must be realized that there are several significant limitations to this method.
First, a 14-19 second segment of a song is not representative of the song in its entirety,
and may evoke a different mood in a person than the song as a whole would.
Furthermore, people may feel different moods at different times throughout a song;
but the moods were not reported over time. It is very probable that participants
recognized one or more songs in the music file, and this fact could potentially have
a great effect on the mood that is evoked in them. In other words, two people could
have very different emotional responses to the same song due to associating very
different experiences with that song. Also, the limitation on the possible mood
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options could potentially lead to misleading results. After listening to one of the
song segments, a person may not feel any of the four possible mood options, but
he/she is still forced to choose one of them. In addition, it is likely that some of
the 30 songs may truly contain musical properties that do not generally evoke one
of the four possible moods, which could lead to people selecting a different mood
in an inconsistent way. Furthermore, the specific order that the song segments
are in could affect different people’s moods in different ways, and therefore result
in unnecessary inconsistency. Similarly, the fact that each person who reported
their moods contributed 30 data points to the entire data set rather than just one
is technically inaccurate. Ideally, the study would contain several thousands of
instances, each instance a different song with a corresponding mood reported by
only one person. And last but certainly not least, the small amount of data is
certainly not sufficient for realistic results. Several thousands of instances would be
needed for the algorithms to truly determine if their is a correlation between musical
properties and mood. As of now, a mere 30 song segments does not suffice as
enough variation in musical properties to make significant and useful conclusions.
5.1 PredictingMoodsUsingClassification Techniques
First, we will apply Classification techniques to our training data set. Recall that
classification techniques aim to predict a variable that is categorical given several
predictor variables. In our case of music and mood, the musical properties of each
song segment are the predictor variables and mood is our target variable. Below,
we will employ the Naive Bayes Classification method and the k-Nearest Neighbor
Classification method to the data.
Later on, when attempting to determine the accuracy of our results from Naive
Bayes Classification and k-Nearest Neighbor Classification, it will be useful to be
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able to reference the actual number of people who classified a song as a certain
mood. Having this information will be useful to help explain why songs with
certain properties were classified as evoking a particular mood. Furthermore,
if a classification made using Naive Bayes Classification or k-Nearest Neighbor
Classification is inconsistent with the majority of classifications made in the test
data set, then we may potentially look back to determine why this is the case. In
Table 5.1 below, the number of people in the training data set who classified each
song as a given mood is provided.
It is evident from Table 5.1 that some songs have an obvious potential classifi-
cation due to a large number of people choosing one mood. However, there are
also several songs that seem to be more evenly distributed across all four moods,
and some that have two moods with a very close number of classifications for each.
It will be interesting to see how the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm and the
k-Nearest Neighbor Classification algorithm classifies these songs. Also, it must
be noted that song number 14 and song number 21 (counting from the top down)
contain the exact same combination of musical properties. Interestingly, the two
songs received remarkably similar responses from the people in the training data
set. Neither of the songs received a sad or calm classification from a single person,
and the happy and agitated moods received close to identical numbers.
5.1.1 Naive Bayes Classification
As discussed in Chapter 3, the Naive Bayes Classification method involves the
use of probability theory to classify unknown instances. More specifically, it uses
both prior and conditional probabilities determined by the training data set to
classify instances that are in the test set. However, as we know, we cannot calculate
conditional probabilities with numerical variables. Thus, as we did previously
for our height, weight, and number of piercing variables, we must convert the
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Table 5.1: Original Music/Mood Data: Number of People Per Mood
Mode Harmonies Tempo Rhythm Instrument Lyrics Happy Sad Calm Agitated
MA DI 92 I CH M 3 0 1 46
MA CO 120 L AE N 9 2 36 3
MA DI 84 I CH M 36 0 1 13
MI DI 76 I ME M 5 1 0 44
MA CO 66 L ID M 14 2 22 12
MI DI 76 L CH F 4 32 13 1
MA CO 120 L CH F 48 0 0 2
MI DI 66 I SY N 11 0 19 20
MI DI 72 I CH M 19 1 29 1
MA CO 46 L CH B 6 10 28 6
MI DI 116 I ME M 7 10 6 27
MA DI 84 L CH N 1 24 24 1
MA CO 104 I CH M 33 3 4 10
MA CO 120 I SY B 45 0 0 5
MA DI 50 L NO B 6 7 34 3
MI DI 69 I CH M 21 2 2 25
MA CO 126 I SY F 40 3 1 6
MI DI 40 L CH N 5 27 17 1
MI DI 96 I CH M 19 4 4 23
MA DI 60 L CH F 17 12 18 3
MA CO 120 I SY B 44 0 0 6
MA DI 80 L CH N 14 1 25 10
MA DI 84 L AE N 0 8 42 0
MI DI 66 L CH N 4 29 17 0
MI DI 116 L SY F 36 8 5 1
MA CO 104 L CH N 23 0 17 10
MA CO 69 L SY M 13 1 31 5
MI DI 40 L CH M 9 5 31 5
MI DI 72 I ID F 4 11 20 15
MA DI 63 L NO B 6 6 17 21
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tempos in our training data set to categorical values. Numerically, the tempos of
our song segments range from 40 to 126. Our goal is to translate these numerical
values into a certain number of categories that represent ranges of tempo. We can
do this using the ChiMerge Algorithm for Global Discretisation. Recall that this
method determines appropriate ranges for the continuous data based on a threshold
value. This value depends on a specified significance level as well as the degrees of
freedom. The degrees of freedom are determined by (# of rows in a contingency
table −1)× (# of columns−1) = (2 − 1) × (4 − 1) = 3. Therefore, by implementing
the ChiMerge Algorithm on the tempo variable with 3 degrees of freedom and a
significance level of 99.99%, the new categories for tempo are as follows:
1. Tempo Categories (Tempo = T)
(a) T1 = 40 ≤ T < 60
(b) T2 = 60 ≤ T < 76
(c) T3 = 76 ≤ T < 80
(d) T4 = 80 ≤ T < 92
(e) T5 = 92 ≤ T < 96
(f) T6 = 96 ≤ T < 120
(g) T7 = T ≥ 120
The code used to determine these categories is provided in the Appendix.
Now that we have all of our predictor variables in the appropriate form,
we can move on to the next step of the Naive Bayes Classification method,
which is to determine the prior probabilities of the moods and the conditional
probabilities of each possible combination of musical property and mood.
In reality, we are looking for the probability of a given mood (x) given a
combination of the six musical properties chosen: mode (m), harmony (h),
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tempo (t), rhythm (r), dominant orchestration (o), and lyrics (l). Thus, we are
looking for:
P(x|m, h, t, r, o, l) = P(x|m = a, h = b, t = c, r = d, o = e, l = f )
=
P(m = a, h = b, t = c, r = d, o = e, l = f |x)P(x)
P(m = a, h = b, t = c, r = d, o = e, l = f )
=
P(m = a|x)P(h = b|x)P(t = c|x)P(r = d|x)P(o = e|x)P(l = f |x)P(x)
P(m = a, h = b, t = c, r = d, o = e, l = f )
which is proportional to P(m = a|x)P(h = b|x)P(t = c|x)P(r = d|x)P(o = e|x)P(l =
f |x)P(x) where a, b, c, d, e, f are categorical values appropriate to each musical
property. Below, Table 5.2 contains all of the prior probabilities for each
possible mood and the conditional probabilities to implement the Naive Bayes
Classification algorithm. All of the values in the table were determined using
Excel.
Now that we have the necessary tools to implement the algorithm, we
must conceptualize what needs to be done. Using the values in Table 5.2, we
can apply the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm to determine which mood
each of the 30 song segments should evoke according to our training set of
data. Table 5.3 shows percentage values (determined using Excel) for each
possible mood depending on the combination of musical properties identified
for that particular song segment. The percentages represent the probability
that a song that contains those specific musical properties will evoke that
mood in a person when they listen to it. For example, the first song segment
contains the values 2.3% happy, 0.0% sad, 0.3% calm, and 97.4% agitated.
In other words, there is a 97.4% chance that a person will feel agitated after
listening to a song that is in a major key, dissonant, contains a tempo between
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Table 5.2: Prior and Conditional Probabilities for Music and Mood Data
MusicProp Class=Happy Class=Sad Class=Calm Class=Agitated
MA 0.713147 0.377990 0.648707 0.498462
MI 0.286853 0.622010 0.351293 0.501538
CO 0.547809 0.100478 0.299569 0.200000
DI 0.452191 0.899522 0.700431 0.800000
T1 0.051793 0.234450 0.237069 0.046154
T2 0.217131 0.306220 0.377155 0.313846
T3 0.017928 0.157895 0.028017 0.138462
T4 0.101594 0.157895 0.198276 0.073846
T5 0.005976 0.000000 0.002155 0.141538
T6 0.235060 0.119617 0.077586 0.218462
T7 0.370518 0.023923 0.079741 0.067692
I 0.571713 0.167464 0.187500 0.741538
L 0.428287 0.832536 0.812500 0.258462
AE 0.017928 0.047847 0.168103 0.009231
CH 0.521912 0.717703 0.497845 0.483077
ID 0.035857 0.062201 0.090517 0.083077
ME 0.023904 0.052632 0.012931 0.218462
NO 0.023904 0.062201 0.109914 0.073846
SY 0.376494 0.057416 0.120690 0.132308
B 0.213147 0.110048 0.170259 0.126154
F 0.296813 0.315790 0.122845 0.086154
M 0.356574 0.138756 0.282328 0.649231
N 0.133466 0.435407 0.424569 0.138462
PriorProb 0.334667 0.139333 0.309333 0.216667
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92 and 96, has a firm rhythm, exhibits chordophones (stringed instruments) as
the dominant orchestration, and is sung by a male.
Now that we have the probabilities of each possible classification for the
musical properties for each song segment, classifications can be made. In
Naive Bayes Classification, the classification with the highest probability is
chosen. Thus, for each row in the table above, we will pick the mood with
the highest percentage value as the classification. The next step would be to
use the algorithm on a test set of data. However, this situation is unique in
the fact that the test set of data obtained consists of the same songs as the
training set of data, and therefore contains identical musical properties for
each song segment. Attempting to classify the song segments would give us
the exact same results that we have right now. Therefore, I believe it would
be interesting to compare the classifications the Naive Bayes Classification
algorithm has made for the current 30 song segments to the percentage of
people who gave the most frequent classification in the test data set. It can
be expected that the percentages will be generally lower for the test data set
because there are only 20 mood classifications for every song segment rather
than 50 as in the training data set. Furthermore, the mood with the highest
frequency in the test set for a song segment may not always align with the
classification made by the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm. We must also
be reminded that the significantly limited size of the training and test data
sets may have a large impact on the accuracy of the results. Later on when we
implement the k-NearestNeighbor Classification algorithm, we will randomly
identify six musical properties that a song exhibits, and classify that song as
evoking a happy, sad, calm, or agitated mood using the algorithm we have
created for Naive Bayes Classification.
Table 5.4 below demonstrates the Naive Bayes Classification for each
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Table 5.3: Probability of Each Mood After Naive Bayes Classification
Mode Harmony Tempo Rhythm Orchestra Lyrics Happy Sad Calm Agitated
MA DI T5 I CH M 2.3% 0.0% 0.3% 97.4%
MA CO T7 L AE N 15.0% 0.7% 84.2% 0.1%
MA DI T4 I CH M 33.2% 3.6% 20.9% 42.3%
MI DI T3 I ME M 0.3% 1.2% 0.1% 98.4%
MA CO T2 L ID M 21.2% 1.6% 64.3% 12.9%
MI DI T3 L CH F 2.0% 89.0% 4.1% 5.0%
MA CO T7 L CH F 92.0% 0.7% 6.8% 0.5%
MI DI T2 I SY N 26.6% 9.8% 27.1% 36.4%
MI DI T2 I CH M 11.8% 4.7% 8.9% 74.6%
MA CO T1 L CH B 23.0% 5.8% 70.0% 1.1%
MI DI T6 I ME M 2.4% 0.6% 0.2% 96.8%
MA DI T4 L CH N 4.6% 27.1% 66.8% 1.5%
MA CO T6 I CH M 72.7% 0.2% 2.7% 24.4%
MA CO T7 I SY B 98.4% 0.0% 0.8% 0.8%
MA DI T1 L NO B 2.1% 10.7% 85.6% 1.6%
MI DI T2 I CH M 11.8% 4.7% 8.9% 74.6%
MA CO T7 I SY F 99.2% 0.0% 0.4% 0.4%
MI DI T1 L CH N 0.8% 59.5% 38.8% 0.9%
MI DI T6 I CH M 18.7% 2.7% 2.7% 76.0%
MA DI T2 L CH F 21.5% 37.9% 36.5% 4.0%
MA CO T7 I SY B 98.4% 0.0% 0.8% 0.8%
MA DI T4 L CH N 4.6% 27.1% 66.8% 1.5%
MA DI T4 L AE N 0.6% 7.4% 91.9% 0.1%
MI DI T2 L CH N 2.4% 52.2% 41.5% 4.0%
MI DI T6 L SY F 64.6% 18.6% 9.4% 7.4%
MA CO T6 L CH N 46.7% 8.4% 40.8% 4.2%
MA CO T2 L SY M 67.4% 0.4% 25.9% 6.2%
MI DI T1 L CH M 4.4% 37.1% 50.5% 8.0%
MI DI T2 I ID F 16.8% 23.1% 17.6% 42.5%
MA DI T2 L NO B 5.1% 8.2% 80.2% 6.5%
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of the musical property combinations the song segments contained and
the corresponding percentage of people in the test set who reported the
same mood. If there is not a mood specified in parenthesis in the far right
column, then the mood most frequently chosen for that combination of musical
properties in the test set aligns with the mood chosen by the Naive Bayes
Classification algorithm. If there is a mood specified in parenthesis in the far
right column, then the most frequently chosen mood for that combination
of musical properties in the test set does not align with the mood chosen by
the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm. In the eighth row down from the
top that represents the eighth song segment, one can notice that the test set
contained 7 people who felt agitated and 7 people who felt calm.
Looking at Table 5.4, we can see that of the 30 song segments, the Naive
Bayes Classification algorithm classified eight of them as happy, four of them
as sad, nine of them as calm, and nine of them as agitated. If we only consider
which of the classifications had a 70% chance or higher of evoking a particular
mood, then we would have five happy song segments, one sad song segment,
five calm song segments, and six agitated song segments. Thus, in general,
it seems as if the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm classified the most
amount of songs as agitated and the least amount of songs as sad. And
furthermore, the algorithm seems to be most certain about the song segments
that it classified as agitated and least certain about the songs it classified as
sad.
Another more obvious feature of Table 5.4 is the inconsistencies between the
Naive Bayes Classification and the most frequent mood chosen by participants
for that song segment in the test data set. There are six total discrepancies
which, in retrospect to how small our data sets are, is not bad. Let us take
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Table 5.4: Naive Bayes Classification vs. Test Set Frequency
Mo Ha Te Rh Or Ly NBC Test Set % Most Frequent Mood
MA DI T5 I CH M A (97.4%) 16/20 = 80%
MA CO T7 L AE N C (84.2%) 15/20 = 75%
MA DI T4 I CH M A (42.3%) 9/20 = 45% ( H )
MI DI T3 I ME M A (98.4%) 19/20 = 95%
MA CO T2 L ID M C (64.3%) 10/20 = 50% ( H )
MI DI T3 L CH F S (89.0%) 13/20 = 65%
MA CO T7 L CH F H (92.0%) 19/20 = 95%
MI DI T2 I SY N A (36.4%) 7/20 = 35% ( A, C )
MI DI T2 I CH M A (74.6%) 13/20 = 65% ( C )
MA CO T1 L CH B C (70.0%) 10/20 = 50%
MI DI T6 I ME M A (96.8%) 11/20 = 55%
MA DI T4 L CH N C (66.8%) 10/20 = 50%
MA CO T6 I CH M H (72.7%) 14/20 = 70%
MA CO T7 I SY B H (98.4%) 14/20 = 70%
MA DI T1 L NO B C (85.6%) 16/20 = 80%
MI DI T2 I CH M A (74.6%) 11/20 = 55%
MA CO T7 I SY F H (99.2%) 11/20 = 55%
MI DI T1 L CH N S (59.5%) 8/20 = 40%
MI DI T6 I CH M A (76.0%) 10/20 = 50%
MA DI T2 L CH F S (37.9%) 11/20 = 55%
MA CO T7 I SY B H (98.4%) 17/20 = 85%
MA DI T4 L CH N C (66.8%) 9/20 = 45%
MA DI T4 L AE N C (91.9%) 15/20 = 75%
MI DI T2 L CH N S (52.2%) 14/20 = 70%
MI DI T6 L SY F H (64.6%) 12/20 = 60%
MA CO T6 L CH N H (46.7%) 13/20 = 65%
MA CO T2 L SY M H (67.4%) 11/20 = 55% ( C )
MI DI T1 L CH M C (50.5%) 11/20 = 55%
MI DI T2 I ID F A (42.5%) 7/20 = 35% ( S )
MA DI T2 L NO B C (80.2%) 11/20 = 55%
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a closer look at the six song segments that do not match up including the
musical properties.
Table 5.5: Six Discrepancies between Naive Bayes Classification and Test Set Frequency
Mo Ha Te Rh Or Ly NBC Test Set % Most Frequent Mood
MA DI T4 I CH M A (42.3%) 9/20 = 45% ( H )
MA CO T2 L ID M C (64.3%) 10/20 = 50% ( H )
MI DI T2 I SY N A (36.4%) 7/20 = 35% ( A, C )
MI DI T2 I CH M A (74.6%) 13/20 = 65% ( C )
MA CO T2 L SY M H (67.4%) 11/20 = 55% ( C )
MI DI T2 I ID F A (42.5%) 7/20 = 35% ( S )
Looking at Table 5.5, the first thing that stands out is the relatively low
percentage values for both the Naive Bayes Classification and the most frequent
mood in the test set. This leads me to believe that these particular combinations
of musical properties do not necessarily evoke a similar feeling in people. The
songs above correspond to songs 3, 5, 8, 9, 27, and 29 in Table 5.1 (counting
from the top down). Referring back to table 5.1, we can see that 36 people
in the training data set classified song 3 as happy, which is consistent with
the highest frequency in the test set. On the contrary, song 5 had 22 people
in the training data set classify it as calm, which is consistent with the Naive
Bayes Classification. Song 8 had 19 people classify it as calm and 20 people
classify it as agitated in the training data set, which provides support for why
the frequencies are equal in the test set. Interestingly, song 9 is classified as
agitated by the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm, but only one person
classified it as agitated in the test set. This may suggest either that song 9 has
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very similar musical properties to other song segments that were classified as
agitated by a large amount of people in the test set, or that the Naive Bayes
Classification algorithm is too likely to classify a song as agitated. This will be
investigated further later on. Moving towards the bottom of Table 5.1, we can
see that song 27 had 31 people from the training data set classify it has calm,
which is consistent with the frequency of the test set but inconsistent with the
Naive Bayes Classification. And lastly, song 29 had 21 people in the training
data set classify it as agitated and 17 people in the training data set classify it
as sad, which somewhat explains the discrepancy between the Naive Bayes
Classification and the frequency in the test data set.
Therefore, through comparing these numbers, it is evident that sometimes
the Naive Bayes Classification makes an accurate classification based on the
number of people who classified it as a given mood in the training data set.
However, other times the Naive Bayes Classification is not as accurate and
the training data set and the test data set are more consistent. This could
imply a couple of things. Let us take into consideration the total number of
classifications given to each mood in the training data set; there were 502 happy
classifications, 209 sad classifications, 464 calm classifications, and 325 agitated
classifications. Since the training data set has less data for the sad and agitated
moods, we might expect for there to be more misclassifications regarding
those two moods, which seems to be the case since four of the six songs that
do not align with the most frequent mood in the test data were classified by
the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm as agitated. Furthermore, we can
see that song 5 and song 27 (which have very similar musical properties) are
inconsistent with regards to being calm or happy. This might suggest that
songs that are in a major key, consonant, have a tempo between 60 and 76, a
flowing rhythm, and are sung by males may make some people feel happy
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and other people calm. Lastly, it is hard to miss the fact that five out of these
six songs have a tempo between 60 and 76, which may suggest that slower
songs are less definitive in evoking a particular mood or are more likely to
have a different affect on different types of people. The slower tempo may
make people feel calm, but in combination with the other musical properties
could make some people feel more happy than they feel calm.
Now let us have a look more specifically at the songs classified as happy, sad,
calm, and agitated in hopes of identifying patterns in the musical properties
that these songs demonstrate. In order to make strong conclusions, let us only
consider the song segment classifications that have a 70% chance or above of
evoking that mood in a person when listening to a song with those musical
properties. Hopefully this will eliminate the song segments that demonstrate
musical properties that do not evoke one mood the majority of the time. Table
5.6 below contains all of the song segments that were classified as happy by
the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm with a probability of 70% or above.
Table 5.6: Naive Bayes Classification: Happy 70% or Above
Mo Ha Te Rh Or Ly NBC Test Set % Most Frequent Mood
MA CO T7 L CH F H (92.0%) 19/20 = 95%
MA CO T6 I CH M H (72.7%) 14/20 = 70%
MA CO T7 I SY B H (98.4%) 14/20 = 70%
MA CO T7 I SY F H (99.2%) 11/20 = 55%
MA CO T7 I SY B H (98.4%) 17/20 = 85%
The song segments in Table 5.6 demonstrate strikingly similar musical
properties. Every single one of the song segments is in a major key and
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contains consonant harmonies. Furthermore, all but one of the song segments
contains a tempo over 120, and that one song segment contains a tempo of
96. Thus, all of the songs have a fairly upbeat tempo. Similarly, all but the
first song segment demonstrate a firm rhythm. The orchestration for the
songs are either chordophones (stringed instruments) or a synthesizer. The
lyrics demonstrate three of the four total options, which could indicate that
lyrics may not have a huge affect on whether or not a song makes a person
happy. Therefore, generally speaking, I suggest that songs in a major key with
consonant harmonies, quick tempos, firm rhythms, and orchestration through
chordophones or a synthesizer would be the most likely to evoke a happy
mood in a person. Next let us look at the song segments classified as sad
by the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm. Since there are only four song
segments total classified as sad, let us consider all of them rather than just the
ones that have a probability greater than or equal to 70%.
Table 5.7: Naive Bayes Classification: Sad
Mo Ha Te Rh Or Ly NBC Test Set % Most Frequent Mood
MI DI T3 L CH F S (89.0%) 13/20 = 65%
MI DI T1 L CH N S (59.5%) 8/20 = 40%
MA DI T2 L CH F S (37.9%) 11/20 = 55%
MI DI T2 L CH N S (52.2%) 14/20 = 70%
Although the four song segments in Table 5.7 do not all have probabilities
above 70% of being sad according to the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm,
the test data set shows that the classifications are accurate. The two songs
with the lowest percentages by the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm even
demonstrate significantly higher probabilities in the test training set. It is clear
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that these four song segments demonstrate very similar musical properties
just as we saw with the songs classified as happy. For instance, all four songs
contain dissonant harmonies, a flowing rhythm, and have chordophones as
the dominant orchestration. Furthermore, all but one of the songs are in a
minor key and all of the songs have a tempo below 80. The lyrics are either
sung by a female or are nonexistent, but I do not believe that there is enough
evidence to conclude that sad songs contain no lyrics or are sung by females.
Therefore, I believe that sad songs will most likely be in a minor key, have
dissonant harmonies, a fairly slow tempo, and flowing rhythm, and clearly
contain stringed instruments. Now let us consider the song segments classified
as calm.
Table 5.8: Naive Bayes Classification: Calm 70% or Above
Mo Ha Te Rh Or Ly NBC Test Set % Most Frequent Mood
MA CO T7 L AE N C (84.2%) 15/20 = 75%
MA CO T1 L CH B C (70.0%) 10/20 = 50%
MA DI T1 L NO B C (85.6%) 16/20 = 80%
MA DI T4 L AE N C (91.9%) 15/20 = 75%
MA DI T2 L NO B C (80.2%) 11/20 = 55%
From the five song segments in Table 5.8, we can see that the classification
made by the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm is accurate based on
the percentages we see in the test set. However, the musical properties
demonstrated in these song segments are not as clearly defined as in the
happy and sad tables above. For example, the harmony, tempo, dominant
orchestration, and lyric columns demonstrate a variety of categories and are
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not as uniform as may be expected. Nevertheless, it is clear that all of the songs
classified as calm are in a major key and have flowing rhythms. Interestingly,
we can notice that being in a major key is also a good predictor that a song
will evoke a happy mood in someone. However, the critical thing to notice is
that almost all of the songs classified as happy are in a major key and have a
firm rhythm, whereas the songs in the table above are all in a major key in
combination with having a flowing rhythm. Therefore, we might be able to
infer that songs in major keys can be distinguished as happy or calm based on
whether they have a firm rhythm or a flowing rhythm. Lastly, let us consider
the song segments classified by the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm as
agitated.
Table 5.9: Naive Bayes Classification: Agitated 70% or Above
Mo Ha Te Rh Or Ly NBC Test Set % Most Frequent Mood
MA DI T5 I CH M A (97.4%) 16/20 = 80%
MI DI T3 I ME M A (98.4%) 19/20 = 95%
MI DI T2 I CH M A (74.6%) 13/20 = 65% ( C )
MI DI T6 I ME M A (96.8%) 11/20 = 55%
MI DI T2 I CH M A (74.6%) 11/20 = 55%
MI DI T6 I CH M A (76.0%) 10/20 = 50%
As we can see in Table 5.9, there is one song segment that contains a 74.6%
probability of evoking an agitated feeling in a person according to the Naive
Bayes Classification algorithm. However, the test set frequency does not agree
with this classification, and instead would choose calm as the classification.
The fact that this song is in a minor key and has a firm rhythm is inconsistent
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with our findings above that songs that evoke a calm mood will most likely
be in a major key and have a flowing rhythm. Furthermore, we can see that
this song does in fact demonstrate several of the musical properties that the
other songs classified as agitated have. However, referencing Table 5.1, we can
see that only one person classified this song as agitated in the training data
set. There must be something about this song that makes people feel calm
despite the musical properties it demonstrates. It is also possible that the song
is well known by many people in the training data set (since it is sung by Bob
Marley), which could have a large impact on how people classify the song.
Generally speaking, we can see that the songs in Table 5.9 all have dissonant
harmonies, firm rhythms, and are sung by a male. Furthermore, all but one
of the songs is in a minor key and the dominant orchestration in the song
segments is either membranophones (i.e. drums) or chordophones (stringed
instruments). Thus, I propose that songs that evoke an agitated mood in
people are most likely in a minor key, have dissonant harmonies, firm rhythms,
sung by males, and feature either membranophones or chordophones. The
conclusions regarding the most common musical properties demonstrated in
songs that evoke happy, sad, calm, and agitated moods according to the Naive
Bayes Classification algorithm are summarized in the table below.
5.1.2 k-Nearest Neighbor Classification
The k-Nearest Neighbor Classification technique involves calculating the
distance measure between instances in the training set and an unseen instance
to classify that unseen instance. As mentioned in Chapter 3, this technique does
not take much preparation of the training data set except for the normalization
of the continuous variables. The normalization involves the minimum and
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Table 5.10: Musical Properties and Mood Summary for Naive Bayes Classification
Happy Sad Calm Agitated
Mo MA MI MA MI
Ha CO DI N/A DI
Te T > 96 T < 80 N/A N/A
Rh I L L I
Or CH or SY CH N/A CH or ME
Ly N/A N/A N/A M
maximum values exhibited in the training data set. The only continuous
variable that we have out of our six musical properties is tempo; the minimum
tempo in the training data set is 40 and the maximum tempo in the training
data set is 126. Thus, the normalization of the tempos for each song segment











This will express all of the tempo values as a decimal between 0 and 1 where
the minimum tempo value is 0 and the maximum tempo value is 1. This
normalization is necessary in order to ensure that when calculating the distance
between two instances the song segments with larger tempos do not put a
heavier weight on tempo than on other musical properties. Since all of the
other musical properties are categorical variables, those distances will be
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calculated using the dissimilarity function defined below, [13]:
dist(xi, yi) =

0 if xi = yi
1 otherwise
Thus, the distance between two categorical values will be 0 if they are the
same and 1 if they are different.
Generally speaking, the k-Nearest Neighbor Classification algorithm is
used to classify unseen instances. However, as with the implementation of the
Naive Bayes Classification algorithm above, our test data set contains identical
song segments–and therefore identical combinations of musical properties–as
our training data set. Therefore, if we were to calculate the distance between
an instance in our test set and all the instances in our training set, we would
be left with at least 50 instances in our training data set that are equally close
to the instance in our test set since they contain identical musical properties.
And furthermore, if we were to go ahead and classify this instance based on
an arbitrary number of instances in the training data set that are closest to our
unseen instance, we would be forced to choose k = 50 because all 50 of those
instances are equally close. In addition, each of the 50 instances associated
with one of the 30 song segments has a corresponding mood classification.
This means that going through with the standard procedure of the k-Nearest
Neighbor Classification algorithm would give us roughly the same results
to the ones when we implemented the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm.
Thus, we must modify the way we go about implementing the k-Nearest
Neighbor Classification algorithm to obtain worth-while results.
Rather than using combinations of musical properties that we have in our
test set, let us arbitrarily create different combinations that do not appear in
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the training data set or the test data set. Then, rather than calculating the
Euclidean distance from those unclassified instances to all 1500 instances in the
training data set, we only need to calculate the distance to the 30 different song
segments used in the training data set. Then, since each of the musical property
combinations contains 50 mood classifications, the mood classification for the
unseen instance can be made based on the highest frequency mood out of
those 50 classifications.
Therefore, when we implement this algorithm in this way, the value for
k no longer corresponds to the closest single instances in the training data
set. Rather, the value for k corresponds to the closest combination of musical
properties in the training data set. Each of those combinations corresponds to
50 instances in the training data set. Thus, if we set k = 1 then the closest song
segment will be determined and the classification for the unseen instance will
depend on which mood occurs the most frequently in the 50 instances that
correspond to that song segment. If we set k = 2 then the closest two song
segments will be determined and the classification for the unseen instance
will depend on which mood occurs the most frequently in the 100 instances
that correspond to those two song segments, and so on.
Let us arbitrarily create 10 different combinations of the six musical
properties that do not correspond to one of the song segments in our training
data set. Then, let us implement the k-Nearest Neighbor Classification
algorithm for when k = 1, k = 2, k = 3, k = 4, and k = 5 to see which values
for k give us the best results. We can also use the Naive Bayes Classification
algorithm we obtained from our training data set to classify these unseen
instances. Then we can juxtapose the classifications made by the k-Nearest
Neighbor algorithm and the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm to observe
any consistencies and inconsistencies that occur in the classification process.
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Ultimately, we might be able to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the
k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm based on comparing the unseen instances and
their corresponding classifications to Table 5.10. Below Table 5.11 demonstrates
the 10 arbitrary musical property combinations, the k-Nearest Neighbor
classifications for each depending on the value for k, as well as the Naive
Bayes Classification for the musical property combination. The Maple code
used to determine these values is provided in the Appendix.
Let us first consider the classifications only by the k-Nearest Neighbor
algorithm for the 10 musical properties. Almost all of the musical property
combinations exhibit the same classification for all values of k. The fourth
combination from the top shows that the classification by the k-Nearest
Neighbor Classification algorithm is agitated for k = 1 but calm for the rest
of the values for k. The sixth combination from the top shows that the
classification by the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm is happy for k = 5 but
agitated for the other values of k. And very similarly, the ninth combination of
musical properties from the top shows that the classification for the k-Nearest
Neighbor algorithm is happy for k = 5 but calm for the rest of the values
for k. Therefore, all but three of the different combinations exhibit the same
classification regardless of the k value; and the three that do not agree on all
classifications agree on the classification for 4 out of the 5 different values
for k. Most importantly, we can see that the classifications for the different
musical property combinations do not change once across the board for when
k = 2, k = 3, and when k = 4. Thus, we can conclude that the values for
k that may give us the most accurate or consistent mood classifications are
k = 2, k = 3, and k = 4.
Now let us move on to compare the k-Nearest Neighbor mood classifications
to the Naive Bayes Classification. Let us conclude that the most common
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Table 5.11: k-Nearest Neighbor Classification vs. Naive Bayes Classification
MusicProps k-NN k-NN k-NN k-NN k-NN NBC
k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5
MA, CO, 130, H H H H H H
I, NO, F 80% 88.50% 88.50% 84% 73% 91%
MI, CO, 62, S S S S S C
L, CH, N 58% 56% 37.30% 44% 39.20% 64.70%
MI, DI, 80, A A A A A A
I, ID, M 88% 40% 40% 42% 43.20% 67.70%
MA, DI, 76, A C C C C A
L, ME, B 42% 51% 50.70% 56.80% 56.80% 64.30%
MA, CO, 40, C C C C C C
L, ID, M 44% 53% 54% 40.80% 40.80% 83.20%
MA, DI, 94, A A A A H A
I, CH, F 92% 59% 41.30% 42.50% 36.30% 86.20%
MI, DI, 58, S S S S S C
L, CH, B 58% 46.50% 46.50% 46.50% 42% 47.50%
MA, CO, 116, H H H H H H
I, SY, N 89% 86% 69% 64.70% 64.70% 88.80%
MA, CO, 154, C C C C H C
L, AE, M 72% 67% 59.30% 44.50% 46.70% 57.70%
MI, DI, 128, A A A A A A
I, ME, F 54% 71% 57.30% 43.50% 44% 53.20%
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mood classification across the different values of k is the actual classification
for the k-Nearest Neighbor classification algorithm. Then, we can see that
there are only 3 total inconsistencies in the mood classifications between
the two algorithms. Interestingly, as we can see in the second and seventh
rows, two out of these three inconsistencies involve the k-Nearest Neighbor
algorithm classifying the combinations of musical properties as sad while the
Naive Bayes Classification algorithm classifies the combinations as calm. The
similarity of these two discrepancies in misclassification leads to the concern
that the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm is potentially misclassifying
some musical property combinations that evoke a sad mood as calm. This
seems to be the case because both of these combinations are classified as sad by
the k-Nearest Neighbor classification algorithm for all five possible values for
k. The other discrepancy occurs in the fourth row down from the top where
the k-Nearest Neighbor classification algorithm classifies the musical property
combination as calm while the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm classifies
the combination as agitated. In order to identify why the discrepancies in
classification are occurring, let us compare all of the classifications made in
Table 5.11 to the general patterns in Table 5.10.
The first combination of musical properties is MA, CO, 130, I, NO, F. As we
can see, this combination contains four out of the five characteristics associated
with a happy mood. Thus, the happy classification made by both algorithms
along with the relatively high percentages is fairly consistent with the patterns
I identified from the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm’s classifications of
the 30 musical property combinations in the training data set.
The second combination of characteristics is MI, CO, 62, L, CH, N. In
comparison to Table 5.10, this combination contains four out of the five
properties associated with a sad mood which is consistent with the classification
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made by the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm for every value for k. However,
the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm classified this combination as calm
even though it only exhibits one characteristic associated with a calm mood.
Although both sad songs and calm songs will most likely have a flowing
rhythm as shown in Table 5.10, the clear difference between them is that sad
song segments tended to be in minor keys while calm song segments tended
to be in major keys. Thus, I believe that the most correct classification for this
particular combination of musical properties is sad.
The third combination of characteristics is MI, DI, 80, I, ID, M. This combi-
nation exhibits four of the five musical properties associated with an agitated
mood. The k-Nearest Neighbor and Naive Bayes Classification algorithms
classified it as agitated. However, the relatively low percentages may be due
to the fact that the major orchestration is idiophones (i.e. tambourine) or that
a fair amount of people might classify it as sad because of the minor key and
dissonant harmonies.
The fourth combination of characteristics is MA, DI, 76, L, ME, B. This com-
bination demonstrates both of the musical properties that correlate with being
classified as calm, hence why the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm classified it as
calm for four out of the five values for k. However, the Naive Bayes Classifi-
cation algorithm classified it as agitated, which aligns with the classification
made by the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm for k = 1. This may be the case
because the combination has membranophones (i.e. drums) as the dominant
orchestration which is associated with an agitated mood. However, referring
back to Table 5.9 we can see that of the song segments that were classified by
the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm as agitated with a 70% probability or
above that a person who listens to a song with those musical properties will
feel agitated, only one of them was in a major key and the other five were in
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minor keys. Furthermore, the one that was in a major key had chordophones
as the dominant orchestration, not membranophones. Therefore, I believe that
the correct classification for this combination of musical properties is calm.
The fifth combination of characteristics is MA, CO, 40,L, ID, M. Interestingly,
this combination exhibits at least one property associated with every single
mood. It’s major key is associated with a happy or calm mood, its consonant
harmonies is consistent with a happy mood; the slow tempo corresponds
to a sad mood, the flowing rhythm corresponds to a sad or calm mood,
and the male vocalist corresponds to an agitated mood. The key here is to
identify which mood is associated with the most musical properties possible
shown in the combination without going against any of the properties. For
instance, the combination of characteristics contains both MA and CO which
are associated with a happy mood, but the combination also has a tempo
less that 96, a flowing rhythm, and idiophones as the dominant orchestration;
thus, happy is most likely not a good classification for this musical property
combination. Similarly, although the musical property combination exhibits
a tempo less that 80 and a flowing rhythm, it is not in a minor key and
does not have dissonant harmonies; therefore, sad does not seem to be the
best classification for the combination either. Lastly, the combination does
exhibit the characteristic of being sung by a male, but does not exhibit any
of the other properties associated with an agitated mood. Therefore, the best
classification for the musical property combination is calm because it is in
a major key and has a flowing rhythm, and does not go against any of the
properties associated with a calm mood. This logic is reflected in the fact that
both the k-Nearest Neighbor Classification algorithm and the Naive Bayes
Classification algorithm classified this musical property combination as calm.
The sixth combination of characteristics is MA, DI, 94, I, CH, F. Similar to
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the combination of characteristics above, this combination contains properties
that align with a couple different classifications while simultaneously going
against them. The fact that this combination is in a major key, has a firm
rhythm, and the dominant orchestration is chordophones, it may appear at
first that is should be classified as happy. However, we must realize that
the tempo is not greater than 96, so happy may not be the best classification.
Similarly, we can see that the combination exhibits dissonant harmonies, a
firm rhythm, and the dominant orchestration is chordophones; thus, we might
conclude that the best classification is agitated. However, the vocals are sung
by a female, which contradicts an agitated mood classification; so, agitated
may not be the best classification. As we can see, this musical property
combination aligns with three properties associated with both happy and
agitated song segments, but simultaneously contradicts one property in each
of those categories. Thus, the most accurate classification seems to be unclear.
Table 5.11 shows that the k-Nearest Neighbor Classification algorithm and the
Naive Bayes Classification algorithm classified this combination of musical
properties as agitated. The slight indication that this is the correct classification
is in the comparison of Table 5.6 and Table 5.9. In Table 5.6 we can see that
not a single song that was classified as happy had the combination of a major
key and dissonant harmonies. However, in Table 5.9 we can see that the
first musical property combination contains that combination. Thus, the best
classification for this sixth combination of musical properties is agitated.
The seventh combination of characteristics is MI, DI, 58, L, CH, B. This
musical property combination exhibits all five of the properties associated
with being classified as sad. Thus, the k-Nearest Neighbor Classification
algorithm classified it as such for every single value for k. However, as we
can see in Table 5.11, the percentages for these classifications are surprisingly
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low; and furthermore, the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm classified
this combination as calm. This musical property combination does exhibit a
flowing rhythm but is not in a major key so calm is most likely not the correct
classification. Nevertheless, if we consider Table 5.8 we can see that three out
of the five combinations of musical properties classified as calm with a 70%
probability or more of evoking a calm mood in someone who listens to a song
that exhibits these musical properties were sung by both males and females.
This is the most likely factor that is resulting in the Naive Bayes Classification
algorithm to classify this combination as calm despite its obvious alignment
with a sad mood. Therefore, regardless of the misclassification by the Naive
Bayes Classification algorithm, this combination of musical properties will
most likely evoke a sad mood.
The eighth combination of characteristics is MA, CO, 116, I, SY, N. This
particular combination of musical properties exhibits every single property
associated with being classified as happy. Consequently, the k-Nearest Neigh-
bor Classification algorithm and the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm
classified this combination as happy. Furthermore, we can see that compared
to most of the other percentage values in the table, this musical property
combination has some of the highest percentages for k = 2, k = 3, and k = 4. In
addition, the 88.8% probability that this musical property combination will
evoke a happy mood in someone determined by the Naive Bayes Classification
algorithm is the second highest of all ten musical property combinations.
The ninth combination of characteristics is MA, CO, 154, L, AE, M. Similarly
to some of the musical property combinations above, this combination also
appears to align with a couple of the classifications. For one, it demonstrates
being in a major key, having consonant harmonies, and having a tempo over
96; thus, we might originally think that happy is the best classification for
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this combination. However, it does not have a firm rhythm or chordophones
or a synthesizer as the dominant orchestration. Thus, two out of the five
properties associated with being happy are contradicted. On the other hand,
this combination is both in a major key and has a flowing rhythm; therefore, it
does not go against any of the properties associated with being calm. Thus, I
believe the best classification for this musical property combination is calm.
For the most part, this is demonstrated by the classifications made by the k-
Nearest Neighbor Classification algorithm and the Naive Bayes Classification
algorithm with the slight exception to the classification made when k = 5.
The tenth and last combination of characteristics is MI, DI, 128, I, ME,
F. When looking at Table 5.10, it is clear that this combination of musical
properties most closely aligns with being classified as agitated. It is in a
minor key, has dissonant harmonies, exhibits a firm rhythm, and the dominant
orchestration is membranophones. However, the one inconsistency is that
this combination contains a female vocalist, which directly contradicts being
classified as agitated. Referencing Table 5.9 we can see that every single
song classified as agitated has a male singer; and furthermore, if we consider
Table 5.6 and Table 5.7 we can see that musical property combinations with
female singers are more commonly classified as happy or sad. Nevertheless,
compared to the other possible classifications, agitated is the best option. The k-
Nearest Neighbor Classification algorithm and the Naive Bayes Classification
algorithm reflect this classification, but the low percentage values may be due
to the female lyricist in this musical property combination.
In conclusion, the k-Nearest Neighbor Classification algorithm offers a
very consistent method for classifying a musical property combination. More
specifically, there is a good chance that the classifications will be the same
when k = 2, k = 3, and k = 4. There were three total discrepancies in
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classification between the k-Nearest Neighbor Classification algorithm and
the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm. When the two classifications were
compared against Table 5.10 the k-Nearest Neighbor Classification algorithm
seemed to have made the most accurate classification each time. The Naive
Bayes Classification algorithm seems to misclassify some musical property
combinations as calm instead of sad. This tendency is most likely due to the
relatively low number of song segments classified as sad in the training data set.
In the training data set, only 209 song segments were classified as sad compared
to the 464 songs that were classified as calm. This is resulting in the Naive
Bayes Classification algorithm classifying musical property combinations that
exhibit a flowing rhythm (which is associated with a calm classification) as
calm even though the classification exhibits other properties that align with
a sad classification (i.e. minor key, dissonant harmonies, tempo less than
80, or chordophones as dominant orchestration). Furthermore, the Naive
Bayes Classification algorithm may occasionally misclassify a musical property
combination as agitated rather than calm due to the dissonant harmonies or
type of orchestration exhibited in the classification. We must make note that
there will always be exceptions to the patterns identified in this section, but
Table 5.10 has proven to be quite accurate and consistent with the classifications
made by the k-Nearest Neighbor Classification algorithm. According to the
k-Nearest Neighbor classifications in Table 5.11 for k = 2, k = 3, and k = 4,
Table 5.12 below provides a summary for the musical properties associated
with each mood.
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Table 5.12: Musical Properties and Mood Summary for k-Nearest Neighbor
Happy Sad Calm Agitated
Mo MA MI MA N/A
Ha CO N/A N/A DI
Te faster slower N/A N/A
Rh I L L I
Or N/A CH N/A N/A
Ly N/A N/A N/A N/A
5.2 PredictingMoodsUsingClusteringTechniques
Finally, we will apply Clustering techniques to our training data set. Clustering
techniques aim to separate a data set into a specified number of clusters that
contain instances that are similar. In our case of music and mood, the musical
properties of each song segment are the predictor variables and we will aim to
create four distinct clusters where each cluster (hopefully) contains instances
that were classified similarly. Thus, once the clusters have been correctly
created, we will identify the mood that the majority of the instances in that
cluster obtain and conclude that the cluster represents that specific mood.
Lastly, we will look at the centers of each cluster to determine the type of musical
properties that most of the instances in that cluster demonstrate. Therefore, we
will be able to compare the resulting musical properties associated with a given
mood to the results we obtained when employing classification techniques.
Below, we will implement the k-Means Clustering algorithm and the k-Modes
Clustering algorithm to the data.
In contrast to the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm and the k-Nearest
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Neighbor algorithm, clustering algorithms do not consider the classifications
of the instances in the data set. Thus, for the k-Means and k-Modes algorithms,
we must strategically choose k = 4 to create four clusters that will hopefully
each contain song segments that evoke one of the four moods. We must be
aware that the clusters may vary significantly in size. In our data set we have
502 song segments classified as happy, 209 song segments classified as sad, 464
song segments classified as calm, and 325 song segments classified as agitated.
Therefore, we might hypothesize that we will obtain clusters containing from
around 200 to around 500 instances.
We also must be aware that there are several song segments that do not
have an obvious mood classification majority. Looking back at Table 5.1 we can
see that many of the musical property combinations received classifications for
all four moods, and furthermore, that the classifications are split between two
moods in several cases. These blatant discrepancies in mood will most likely
have a large effect on the number of instances that contain each mood in a given
cluster. This is significant because, conceptually speaking, all 50 instances for
each song segment will inevitably be contained in the same cluster because
the combination of musical properties are identical. Since the dissimilarity
measure from an instance to the center of a cluster is what determines an
instance’s placement into a cluster, there will never be a case where some
instances of a given combination of musical properties are closer to one cluster
than another since classification is not taken into account. Thus, the clusters
will each contain all 50 instances of the song segments that they obtain; this
will result in clusters where each might represent one mood, but nevertheless,
each will contain several instances classified as other moods. We will compare
our resulting clusters from the k-Means algorithm to the k-Nearest Neighbor
algorithm because they both deal with continuous variables and we will
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compare our resulting clusters from the k-Modes algorithms to our results
from the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm because they both deal with
categorical variables.
5.2.1 k-Means Clustering
The k-Means Clustering algorithm creates clusters by calculating the
Euclidean distance between the instances in the data set and each randomly
chosen cluster centers, called the centroid. Each instance is placed into the
cluster with the closest centroid according to actual distance. Thus, the
k-Means algorithm is relevant to our question involving music and mood
because our tempo variable is continuous. Each song segment in our data set
exhibits a tempo between 40 and 126 beats per minute. However, we must
take into account that our other variables are all categorical, and the distances
between those variables will be 0 if they are the same and 1 if they are different.
We do not want the much higher values for tempo to put too much weight
on the distance that the other variables are not taken into account. Therefore,
just as we did the the k-Nearest Neighbor Classification algorithm, we must












Doing this for the tempo for each song segment will provide tempo values
between 0 and 1 (inclusive) which are much more reasonable in this case.
The next step for implementing the k-Means clustering algorithm is to pick
initial cluster centers. For our specific research question, we are aiming to
create four clusters where each contains instances that are primarily classified
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as either happy, sad, calm, or agitated. Thus, we must choose k = 4 and
find an initial cluster center for each. In contrast to the k-Modes algorithm,
the frequencies of each possible category for each predictor variable are
not considered when finding initial cluster centers because the k-Means
algorithm deals with continuous values. The k-Means algorithm simply calls
for randomly selecting k instances from the data set to act as the initial centroids
for the clusters during the first iteration of the algorithm. Once every instance
has been placed into a cluster and the centroids are re-calculated, the initial
cluster centers are put back into the entire data set and are placed into one of
the four possible clusters. The k-Means clustering algorithm continues placing
each instance into one of the four possible clusters and updating the centroids
until the centroids have been re-calculated and have not changed at all from
the previous time, meaning that no instances switched clusters. When the
algorithm terminates, it means that the four clusters contain similar instances
within themselves and the instances in different clusters are not very similar.
Everything discussed about implementing the k-Means algorithm on our
data is done in Maple and the code is provided in the Appendix. Table
5.13 below shows the resulting four clusters when the k-Means algorithm
terminated. It shows the musical property combination exhibited by the
cluster centers and the number of instances classified as each mood contained
in each cluster. Furthermore, it shows a mood classification for that cluster if
we choose based on the most frequent mood classification in that cluster.
Looking at the table, we can see that the k-Means clustering algorithm
successfully created four clusters that each have a majority of instances
classified as one of the four possible moods. Although majority mood
percentages appear rather low, the fact that the algorithm created four clusters
that each represent song segments for one of the four moods is incredible
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Table 5.13: k-Means Clusters - Including All Variables
Mode MusicProps Happy Sad Calm Agitated Classification
M1 MA, DI, .505, L, CH, N 113 58 223 56 C (49.6%)
M2 MI, DI, .510, I, CH, M 121 18 62 199 A (49.8%)
M3 MI, DI, .316, L, CH, F 79 124 121 26 S (35.4%)
M4 MA, CO, .707, I, SY, M 189 9 58 44 H (63%)
considering the classifications of the song segments are not even remotely
considered. Furthermore, the algorithm was able to terminate with centroids
that exhibit fairly different musical property combinations. When these
musical property combinations are compared to Table 5.12, which shows the
musical properties exhibited for each mood according to our results when
implementing the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm, we can see that they perfectly
align with what is to be expected. Thus, despite the rather low majorities of
song segments classified for each mood, the musical property combinations
of the centroids for each mood cluster are consistent with the findings of
another algorithm, which provides support for both the k-Nearest Neighbor
classification algorithm as well as the k-Means clustering algorithm.
When we actually implement the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm on M1,M2,M3,
and M4 from Table 5.13, the results are quite interesting. According to the
k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm, the musical property combination exhibited
by M1 will in fact evoke a calm mood in a person; when k = 3, 60.7% of the
instances considered are classified as calm. The musical property combination
in M2 is classified as happy when k = 1, k = 2, k = 3, and k = 4, but as agitated
when k = 5. Thus, more instances had to be considered for the k-Means
algorithm and the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm to agree. However, the
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k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm classification is not consistent with Table 5.12
since it classified a minor and dissonant song as happy until k = 5. Right from
the start M3 is classified as sad by the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm–64% of
the instances considered when k = 1 are classified as sad. Last but not least,
the algorithm classifies the musical property combination exhibited by M4 as
happy; when k = 2, 81.3% of the instances being considered are classified as
happy. Thus, the k-Means algorithm and the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm
agree across the board except for M2 when the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm
classifies the musical property combination as evoking a happy mood until
k = 5 when it classifies it as evoking an agitated mood.
However, we must also consider how Table 5.13 above highlights some
of the weaknesses of the k-Means algorithm. Although each cluster does
have a majority of song segments from different moods, three out of the four
majorities are under 50%. Not a single one of the clusters contains a large
majority of song segments classified as one of the moods, and all four clusters
contain significant amounts of song segments classified as each of the four
moods. For example, if we consider the cluster around M3, we can see that
the majority of song segments contained in that cluster are classified as sad,
but there are only three less song segments classified as calm. This brings into
question whether or not M3 is actually representative of a musical property
combination that will typically evoke a sad mood in someone.
Another potential problem that we can identify by looking at the musical
property combinations of each centroid is that three out of the four cluster
centers exhibits chordophones as the dominant orchestration. This is a bit
disconcerting because this might imply that calm, agitated, and sad songs all
are most likely to have chordophones, which I find hard to believe. Thus, we
might also infer that orchestration does not have the largest of an impact on a
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person’s mood when listening to a song. It could potentially be interesting
to see what type of clusters are created when we exclude specific predictor
variables from the k-Means algorithm. Therefore, let us re-run the k-Means
algorithm a few more times excluding certain properties to see if we obtain
better results.
Table 5.14: k-Means Clusters - Without Orchestration
Mode MusicProps Happy Sad Calm Agitated Classification
M1 MI, DI, .480, I, M 174 74 131 221 A (36.8%)
M2 MA, CO, .901, I, B 162 6 5 27 H (81%)
M3 MA, DI, .301, L, N 53 114 194 39 C (48.5%)
M4 MA, CO, .552, L, M 113 15 134 38 C (44.7%)
From Table 5.14, it is clear that removing orchestration from our predictor
variables did not improve our results. Instead of offering more definitive
clusters as we hoped for, it resulted in four clusters that do not each represent
song segments of different moods. Furthermore, 600 of the total 1500 instances
in the data set are in the first cluster, which only leaves 900 instances to be
placed in the other three clusters which resulted in less evenly distributed
clusters. We can also see that all of the clusters except for the second one have
over 100 instances classified as at least two moods which resulted in fairly low
majority mood percentages.
Comparing the table above to the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm summary
table, it is evident that the centroids are not as obviously associated with a
given mood as they should be to give good results. M1 and M2 demonstrate
the necessary musical properties to be associated with evoking an agitated
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mood and a happy mood, respectfully. However, M3 and M4 both exhibit
a major key and flowing rhythm which are associated with evoking a calm
mood; hence, both clusters have a majority of song segments classified as calm.
However, it is hard to tell which one is the authentic cluster for calm song
segments because they both contain over 100 instances classified as calm. We
might be able to infer that M3 should be considered the centroid for the sad
cluster because that cluster contains the majority of song segments classified
as sad. However, M3 has a major harmony which is definitely not associated
with evoking a sad mood. Thus, there genuinely is no cluster that represents
the sad song segments and simply removing orchestration as a predictor
variable does not suffice in giving us more definitive results. Therefore, let us
consider the table below that excludes lyrics as a predictor variable.
Table 5.15: k-Means Clusters - Without Lyrics
Mode MusicProps Happy Sad Calm Agitated Classification
M1 MA, DI, .311, L, CH 50 68 188 14 C (53.7%)
M2 MI, DI, .495, I, CH 125 29 82 214 A (47.6%)
M3 MI, DI, .321, L, CH 58 101 83 8 S (40.4%)
M4 MA, CO, .761, L, SY 269 11 111 59 H (59.8%)
When lyrics are excluded, the clusters created are extremely similar to
the clusters created when all of the variables were included. Again, there is
a cluster for every possible mood, and the majority mood percentages are
around 50%. The centroids are almost identical to the ones in Table 5.13 when
all of the variables are included except for the flowing rhythm now present
in the fourth cluster. Also, the tempos have altered slightly but all are not
significantly different. Thus, the strikingly similar clusters created suggests
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that lyrics do not have a huge impact on the mood evoked in a person. As we
look at the dominant orchestration exhibited by each centroid, chordophones
are again exhibited in three of the four musical property combinations. Let
us perform the k-Means clustering algorithm again and exclude dominant
orchestration and lyrics as predictor variables.
Table 5.16: k-Means Clusters - Without Orchestration or Lyrics
Mode MusicProps Happy Sad Calm Agitated Classification
M1 MA, DI, .351, L 44 58 160 38 C (53.3%)
M2 MI, DI, .495, I 125 29 82 214 A (47.6%)
M3 MI, DI, .321, L 58 101 83 8 S (40.4%)
M4 MA, CO, .692, L 275 21 139 65 H (55%)
As we can see, Table 5.16 and Table 5.15 shown identical clusters except for
a shift of one set of 50 song segments from the first cluster in Table 5.15 to the
last cluster in Table 5.16. Remember, the instances in our data set are put into
clusters in groups of 50 instances because of the identical musical properties
exhibited because they represent the same song segment. Again, the tempos
are a bit different but not enough to make a significant difference. Therefore,
when lyrics are removed as a predictor variable and then orchestration is
taken out as well, the impact of removing orchestration is slim to none. It is
actually quite fascinating that the k-Means clustering algorithm has the ability
to create such strikingly similar clusters when it starts by randomly generating
four initial cluster centers. Though it seems evident that orchestration and
lyrics may not have the largest impact on the mood evoked in a person when
listening to a song segment, let us consider the clusters that the k-Means
clustering algorithm creates when we remove tempo as a predictor variable.
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Table 5.17: k-Means Clusters - Without Tempo
Mode MusicProps Happy Sad Calm Agitated Classification
M1 MI, DI, I, CH, M 174 74 131 221 A (36.8%)
M2 MA, DI, L, CH, N 85 116 247 52 C (49.4%)
M3 MA, CO, I, SY, B 129 3 1 17 H (86%)
M4 MA, CO, L, CH, M 114 16 85 35 H (45.6%)
Removing tempo as a predictor variable does not give us as good of results
as some of the other implementations of the k-Means clustering algorithm. For
one, it does not create clusters that represent the majority of song segments
classified as each mood. Rather, it creates a cluster with 600 instances in it
that has a very small majority of song segments that evoke an agitated mood
and a cluster with 500 instances in it that has a majority of song segments
that evoke a calm mood. Thus, it leaves only 400 instances to be split into
the remaining two clusters; this results in two clusters that contain a majority
of song segments classified as happy and no cluster to represent the song
segments classified as sad.
If we compare the cluster centers to Table 5.12, we can see that M1 and
M2 do exhibit the necessary musical property combinations to be classified as
agitated and calm, respectively. However, we must determine whether M3
or M4 is the true happy song segment cluster. And according to Table 5.12,
songs that evoke a happy mood are generally in a major key, have consonant
harmonies, and a firm rhythm. Thus, the third cluster is the cluster for song
segments classified as happy. We can see that 86% of the song segments in that
cluster were classified as happy in our data set, which is the highest percentage
we have seen yet with the k-Means clustering algorithm. However, how is this
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the cluster for song segments classified as happy if the first cluster contains
even more song segments classified as happy. Therefore, this discrepancy
along with the fact that there is no cluster for song segments classified as sad
implies that the removal of tempo as a predictor variable alone will not get
us good enough results to make legitimate conclusions. Let us try excluding
tempo as a predictor variable along with the other two variables that do not
seem to have a large effect on the mood evoked in a person after listening to a
song segment.
Table 5.18: k-Means Clusters - Without Tempo, Orchestration, or Lyrics
Mode MusicProps Happy Sad Calm Agitated Classification
M1 MA, DI, L 83 58 162 97 C (40.5%)
M2 MI, DI, I 86 29 80 155 A (44.3%)
M3 MI, DI, L 58 101 83 8 S (40.4%)
M4 MA, CO, L 275 21 139 65 H (55%)
Table 5.18 shows that the k-Means algorithm creates a cluster that represents
each mood even when three of the six total predictor variables are excluded
from the algorithm. The overall distribution of the instances in the data set
is fairly good in the table above, but the majority mood percentages are a bit
lower than when more predictor variables were included. Comparing the
cluster centers to Table 5.12, we can see that the musical property combinations
for each cluster match perfectly with what would be expected for each mood.
Thus, it is possible that only the key, harmony, and rhythm are necessary
variables when predicting the mood a song segment will evoke in a person.
As we can see from the six tables above, we have several different combi-
nations of predictor variables that result in four clusters that each individually
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represent the majority of song segments of a particular mood. The inclusion
of all of the predictor variables when implementing the k-Means clustering
algorithm gives us good results, but excluding dominant orchestration, lyrics,
tempo, or a combination of those also creates significant clusters. Although
the majority mood percentages for the clusters created are not as high as we
hoped for, the fact that the algorithm can create four distinct clusters that each
represent one of the four moods when starting out with randomly generated
initial cluster centers is very impressive.
Just out of curiosity, let us observe what clusters the k-Means clustering
algorithm creates if we specify that we only want two clusters created. It is
evident that our data set is extremely small, and the k-Means algorithm might
be able to create two clusters that have very similar instances rather than four
clusters that have semi-similar instances.
Table 5.19: k-Means Clusters - k=2
Mode MusicProps Happy Sad Calm Agitated Classification
M1 MI, DI, .596, I, CH, M 332 48 123 247 H (44.3%)
M2 MA, DI, .409, L, CH, N 170 161 341 78 C (45.5%)
Unfortunately, when we set k = 2 for the k-Modes clustering algorithm,
we received two clusters that have majority mood percentages less than 50%.
The fact that the algorithm created a cluster for happy song segments and a
cluster for calm song segments makes logical sense because those two moods
have the highest frequency of classification in our data set. However, if we
compare these musical property combinations to Table 5.12, we can see that
the first cluster actually demonstrates a combination previously associated
with evoking an agitated mood, not a happy one. Thus, Table 5.19 does
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not demonstrate cluster centers that are reflective of the majority of mood
classifications contained in those clusters according to our previous findings.
Overall, the k-Means clustering algorithm created sufficient clusters several
times when it was implemented. Of the six times the algorithm was imple-
mented when k = 4, it created four clusters that each represented a different
mood four of those times. The algorithm was not as successful when we solely
eliminated orchestration as a predictor variable nor when we solely eliminated
tempo as a predictor variable. However, when tempo, orchestration, and lyrics
were all eliminated as predictor variables the k-Means algorithm successfully
created four distinct clusters that each represented a different mood. Thus, it is
possible that eliminating one variable alone will not make the algorithm more
accurate but eliminating different combinations of variables can potentially
give sufficient results.
Furthermore, the four times that the k-Means algorithm did successfully
create four clusters that each demonstrate a majority of song segments classified
as a different mood, the cluster centers of those clusters were fairly accurate
when compared with Table 5.12. Therefore, not only does the k-Means
algorithm do a good job of creating clusters, but it also generates very accurate
cluster centers that align with the musical property combinations associated
with each mood according to the k-Nearest Neighbor classification algorithm.
Below is a table that summarizes the musical property combinations associated
with each mood according to the implementations of the k-Means clustering
algorithm that resulted in four clusters that each demonstrate a majority of
song segments classified as a different mood (i.e. a summary of Table 5.13,
Table 5.15, Table 5.16, and Table 5.18).
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Table 5.20: Musical Properties and Mood Summary for k-Means
Happy Sad Calm Agitated
Mo MA MI MA MI
Ha CO DI DI DI
Te T>100 T<68 N/A N/A
Rh N/A L L I
Or N/A N/A N/A N/A
Ly N/A N/A N/A N/A
5.2.2 k-Modes Clustering
As discussed in Chapter 4, the k-Modes Clustering method is an extension to
the k-Means algorithm because of its acceptance of categorical variables. It
aims to create clusters based on a dissimilarity measure between each instance
and each cluster center, called the mode of the cluster. Specific to our research
question involving music and mood, the k-Modes algorithm is very relevant
because all but one of our musical properties are categorical. Therefore, just
as we did for the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm example, we must
convert the tempos in our data set to categorical values. Using the ChiMerge
Algorithm for Global Discretisation just as we did above, the categories for
tempo that we will use for the k-Modes algorithm are as follows:
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(a) Tempo Categories (Tempo = T)
i. T1 = 40 ≤ T < 60
ii. T2 = 60 ≤ T < 76
iii. T3 = 76 ≤ T < 80
iv. T4 = 80 ≤ T < 92
v. T5 = 92 ≤ T < 96
vi. T6 = 96 ≤ T < 120
vii. T7 = T ≥ 120
Briefly, it must be pointed out that since the tempo variable is now
expressed categorically, the distance between the tempos of two instances
will be 0 if they are the same category and 1 if they are different categories.
However, realistically speaking, the distance between two categories
within the tempo variable should not always be 1 since the extent of
the differences between each category is not all the same. For example,
within the tempo category, the difference between T1 and T3 is much less
than the difference between T1 and T7. Thus, we would ideally receive
the best results if we weighted the differences between the possible tempo
categories. This is definitely possible and may yield slightly better results,
but will not be explored in this thesis for the sake of time.
Next, we must calculate the frequencies of each category within each
musical property characteristic in order to create four initial modes for our
clusters. The frequency matrix for the musical property characteristics is
provided below.
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
MA = 900 DI = 1000 T2 = 450 L = 850 CH = 800 M = 550
MI = 600 CO = 500 T6 = 250 I = 650 SY = 300 N = 400
T7 = 250 AE = 100 F = 300
T1 = 200 ME = 100 B = 250
T4 = 200 ID = 100
T3 = 100 NO = 100
T5 = 50

As we can see in the frequency matrix above, several of the musical
property characteristics have categories with the same frequencies, in
which case they were simply put in the matrix in random order. From
the matrix above, we can create our four initial modes by starting in the
upper left corner and diagonally moving our way to the right bottom
corner of the matrix. For each new mode, we will start one row below
the previous row we started at in the left-most column. The four initial
modes are: Q1 = [MA,CO,T7, I, ID,N],Q2 = [MI,DI,T1,L,NO,F],Q3 =
[MA,CO,T4, I,CH,B], and Q4 = [MI,DI,T3,L,SY,M]. Looking at the
four initial modes, we can see that they vary significantly across all
musical properties, which is a main reason why this method for choos-
ing initial modes is used. Then, using Maple, we will identify the
instances in the data set that are as similar to these initial modes as
possible, and choose those instances to be the initial modes in the im-
plementation of the k-Modes algorithm. Thus, we will replace Q1 with
M1 = [MA,CO,T7,L,AE,N], Q2 with M2 = [MI,DI,T3,L,CH,F], Q3 with
M3 = [MA,DI,T4, I,CH,M], and Q4 with M4 = [MI,DI,T3, I,ME,M].
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Once we have the modes determined, we can implement the k-Modes al-
gorithm using Maple. The Maple code used is provided in the Appendix.
First, it measures the dissimilarity between all instances in the data set
and each mode and places the instances into the most similar cluster.
The mode of each cluster is updated after an instance is placed into it to
exhibit musical property characteristics that minimize the dissimilarity
between itself and the instances currently in that cluster. Once every
instance has been placed into one of the four clusters, the algorithm
measures the dissimilarity between each instance and each of the modes
again and moves any instances that are closer to a different mode than
the mode of its current cluster, updating the modes accordingly. The
k-modes algorithm is done when it measures the dissimilarity between
each instance and each mode and not a single instance changes clusters.
Table 5.21 below shows the resulting four clusters after the k-Modes
algorithm was implemented. It demonstrates the musical property
combination and the number of instances for each mood contained in
each mode. Lastly, it shows a potential mood classification for that cluster
solely based on the highest occurring mood classification out of all of the
instances contained in that cluster.
Table 5.21: k-Modes Clusters - Including All Variables
Mode MusicProps Happy Sad Calm Agitated Classification
M1 MA, CO, T7, L, CH, B 287 34 190 89 H (47.8%)
M2 MI, DI, T1, L, CH, F 75 113 101 11 S (37.7%)
M3 MA, DI, T4, L, CH, N 51 33 92 24 C (46%)
M4 MI, DI, T2, I, CH, M 89 29 81 201 A (50.3%)
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From Table 5.21, we can identify several positive and negatives
regarding the k-Modes algorithm. On a positive note, we can see that
the k-Modes algorithm resulted in four clusters each with a majority of
instances representing each one of the four moods. Considering all of
the reasons why this occurrence may have been unlikely, this is actually
quite good. Furthermore, looking at the musical property combinations
and the corresponding mood classification for each mode, we can see
that the classifications are strikingly similar to Table 5.10 which shows
the general results from the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm. All of
the musical property combinations are consistent with the Naive Bayes
Classification algorithm results except for the flowing rhythm in mode
M1 because most happy songs were found to have firm rhythms.
When we actually implement the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm
on M1,M2,M3, and M4, the classifications support that the clusters
formed by the k-Modes algorithm do in fact each represent song segments
that evoke a specific mood. The musical property combination in M1 will
evoke a happy mood in a person 86.5% of the time. The musical property
combination in M2 will evoke a sad mood in a person 76.0% of the time.
The musical property combination in M3 will evoke a calm mood in a
person 66.8% of the time and the musical property combination in M4
will evoke an agitated mood in a person 74.6% of the time. As we can see,
the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm reiterates the resulting clusters
formed by the k-Modes algorithm.
However, there are also several weaknesses to the k-Modes algorithm
according to the table above. For one, although each of the four modes
contains a different majority mood classification, those majorities are
not by much. Each mode contains somewhat of a significant amount
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of each possible mood, resulting in the classification percentages to be
much lower than we would hope for. Furthermore, M3 represents song
segments that are calm but only contains 92 of the 464 total instances that
were classified as calm in the data set.
Another thing that should be pointed out is the uniform dominant
orchestration in each of the modes. Rather than each mode exhibiting a
different dominant orchestration, each of the modes has chordophones as
the dominant orchestration. This may lead us to believe that orchestration
may have little or no impact on the mood that is evoked in a person
when listening to a song similar to our findings when implementing the
k-Means Clustering algorithm. Furthermore, there may be other musical
properties that do not play a significant role in determining one’s mood.
Therefore, let us re-run the k-Modes clustering algorithm excluding one
or more of the musical properties that seem to have less impact on the
mood evoked and see if we receive more definitive results.
Table 5.22: k-Modes Clusters - Without Orchestration
Mode MusicProps Happy Sad Calm Agitated Classification
M1 MI, DI, T2, I, M 165 66 183 236 A (36.3%)
M2 MA, DI, T4, L, N 81 87 230 52 C (51.1%)
M3 MA, CO, T7, I, B 216 16 33 35 H (72%)
M4 MI, DI, T3, L, F 40 40 18 2 S/H (40%)
Table 5.22 shows the k-Modes algorithm clustering results when the
dominant orchestration of each song segment is not taken into account.
We can see that there are three clearly defined clusters that correspond to
agitated, calm, and happy song segments. However, the fourth mode has
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the same number of song segments classified as happy and sad. Since
there is already another cluster that contains 72% happy classifications,
let us assume the cluster around M4 represents the sad song segments.
When comparing the modes to Table 5.10, the corresponding moods for
each combination of musical properties is right on par. Therefore, it
is fair to say that so far the k-Modes clustering algorithm does a good
job of creating modes that correspond to the expected musical property
combinations for each specified mood.
On the other hand, the frequencies of instances classified as each
mood in each cluster are not as accurate as we would hope for. There are
650 instances contained in the first cluster alone, yet only 100 instances
total in the last cluster. This may be due to the fact that the largest number
of instances in the data set were classified as happy while the smallest
number of instances in the data set were classified as sad. However, we
would still hope for more definitive clusters that more clearly represent
the four moods separately. Below in Table 5.23 we have implemented
the k-Modes clustering algorithm without including lyrics as a predictor
variable.
Table 5.23: k-Modes Clusters - Without Lyrics
Mode MusicProps Happy Sad Calm Agitated Classification
M1 MA, CO, T7, L, CH 275 21 139 65 H (55%)
M2 MA, DI, T1, L, CH 98 130 226 46 C (45.2%)
M3 MA, DI, T4, I, CH 39 0 2 59 A (59%)
M4 MI, DI, T2, I, CH 90 58 97 155 A (38.8%)
As we can see above, implementing the k-Modes algorithm without
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lyrics does not result in four clusters that each have the majority of a
different mood. Furthermore, the percentages of the mood classifications
are relatively low compared to the percentages in Table 5.21 and Table
5.22. Despite the fact that the second cluster is ultimately classified as
calm, it simultaneously contains a large majority of the song segments
that were classified as sad in the data set. This explains why there are two
clusters that supposedly represent agitated song segments while there is
no cluster that represents sad song segments.
When comparing the musical property combinations to Table 5.10,
we can see that there are several discrepancies between the two. First,
while M1 contains a flowing rhythm but contains mostly happy song
classifications, Table 5.10 shows that most happy classifications have a
firm rhythm. Instances in this cluster may have been put into it because it
is the only cluster that demonstrates consonant harmonies which showed
to be a clear indication of evoking a happy mood when we implemented
the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm on the data set. Furthermore,
M2 contains a mode that demonstrates a major key and a flowing rhythm
which directly corresponds to calm classifications according to Table
5.10. The majority of the sad song classifications may have ended up
in this cluster due to its combination of the dissonant harmonies and
flowing rhythm which was not present in any of the other cluster centers.
Lastly, when comparing the musical property combinations between M3
and M4 it becomes evident from Table 5.10 that M4 is the mode that
ideally should contain the majority of the agitated song segments, which
it does. Due to the very small number of instances contained in the third
cluster compared to the other clusters, it seems as if it does not genuinely
represent song segments that exhibit any mood.
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Interestingly, just as we saw in Table 5.21, every single one of the
modes in Table 5.23 contain chordophones as the dominant orchestration.
Again, it appears that orchestration may not have a large effect on the
classification of the song segments. Thus, below in Table 5.24 we have
implemented the k-Modes clustering algorithm excluding both dominant
orchestration and lyrics as predictor variables.
Table 5.24: k-Modes Clusters - Without Orchestration or Lyrics
Mode MusicProps Happy Sad Calm Agitated Classification
M1 MA, CO, T7, L 275 21 139 65 H (55%)
M2 MA, DI, T1, L 98 130 226 46 C (45.2%)
M3 MA, DI, T4, I 39 0 2 59 A (59%)
M4 MI, DI, T2, I 90 58 97 155 A (38.8%)
The table above should look very familiar, because it is in fact exactly
the same as Table 5.23. When we eliminate dominant orchestration as a
predictor variable while simultaneously leaving out lyrics, we receive
identical clusters to when we solely excluded lyrics as a predictor variable.
Thus, orchestration does not seem to be an important factor when
predicting the mood that a song will evoke in a person. However, this
may also appear to be the case because several of the song segments that
people listened to exhibited chordophones as the dominant orchestration.
Perhaps there is simply not enough variation of dominant orchestration
in our data set.
However, regardless of the possibility that orchestration may not be
a relevant variable, the results obtained from the k-Modes clustering
algorithm when it has been excluded are still not as definitive as we
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would like. Below, Table 5.25 shows the clusters created when tempo is
excluded as a predictor variable.
Table 5.25: k-Modes Clusters - Without Tempo
Mode MusicProps Happy Sad Calm Agitated Classification
M1 MA, CO, L, SY, B 206 31 186 77 H (41.2%)
M2 MI, DI, I, CH, M 104 90 145 161 A (32.2%)
M3 MA, DI, L, CH, F 120 85 127 18 C (36.3%)
M4 MA, DI, I, CH, M 72 3 6 69 H (48%)
Table 5.25 shows a better overall distribution of the instances in the
data set throughout the four clusters than some of the previous tables.
However, each cluster also contains a comparable number of instances
for at least two of the mood classifications. This is reflected in the farthest
column to the right that demonstrates that all of the percentages for the
mood classifications are below 50%. In the first cluster there are 206
instances that were classified as happy in the data set and thus the cluster
is labelled happy. In the third cluster there are 127 instances that were
classified as calm in the data set and thus the cluster is labelled calm.
Interestingly, there are more song segments classified as calm in the first
cluster than in the actual cluster that is labelled calm.
When we compare the table above to Table 5.10, the first cluster
demonstrates all of the expected musical properties associated with
happy song segments. Similarly, the second cluster demonstrates the
musical properties associated with agitated songs and the third cluster
demonstrates the musical properties associated with calm song segments.
However, the last mode demonstrates a major key which is associated
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with happy song segments and dissonant harmonies which is associated
with agitated song segments. The two moods share the association with
the firm rhythms and chordophones as the dominant orchestration. Thus,
it is understandable that the last cluster has a very similar number of
song segments classified as happy and agitated. And again, it seems as
if the fourth cluster does not genuinely represent song segments of any
particular mood.
Of all of the musical properties, the ones that seem to be the most
consistent in classifying a song segment are the key, harmonies, and
rhythm. All three of these musical properties are broken up into only
two categories. Below is a table that shows the clusters created from
implementing the k-Modes clustering algorithm when only the key,
harmonies, and rhythm are included as predictor variables.
Table 5.26: k-Modes Clusters - Without Tempo, Orchestration or Lyrics
Mode MusicProps Happy Sad Calm Agitated Classification
M1 MA, CO, L 319 79 299 103 H (39.9%)
M2 MI, DI, I 86 29 80 155 A (44.3%)
M3 MA, DI, I 39 0 2 59 A (59%)
M4 MI, DI, L 58 101 83 8 S (40.4%)
The results in Table 5.26 are very problematic for several reasons. For
one, there is a total of 800 instances contained only in the first cluster. The
instances are therefore not well distributed throughout the clusters. Also,
the first cluster has a majority of instances classified as happy, which is
is only 20 more instances than the ones classified as calm. This results
in having no cluster that represents the calm song segments. This most
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likely occurred because the musical property combination exhibited by
M1 contains a major key which is associated with happy song segments
when paired with consonant harmonies and associated with calm song
segments when paired with a flowing rhythm.
Again, if we compare the table above to Table 5.10, we can see that
although M1 contains a majority of instances classified as happy, it does
not exhibit a firm rhythm which would be expected. Furthermore, M3
contains a majority of instances classified as agitated yet demonstrates a
major key which is not associated with being agitated. Thus, between M2
and M3, M2 should be considered the legitimate cluster that represents
instances classified as agitated. And lastly, M4 accurately demonstrates
the musical property combination associated with evoking a sad mood
in a person.
As we can see from the several tables included above, the k-Modes
clustering algorithm is not resulting in four clusters that each definitively
represent one of the four moods. For the implementations of the k-
Modes algorithm for the above situations, the initial modes have been
created using the frequency matrix (or a variation of it depending on
which variables are being included) provided above. This frequency
matrix ensures that the initial modes created vary tremendously in order
to avoid the formation of very similar clusters. However, clearly, the
initial modes chosen do not directly correspond a musical property
combination associated with one of the possible moods. Rather than
using the frequency matrix to choose our initial modes, let us try to
create a mode for each mood where the musical property combinations
correspond (as well as they can) to Table 5.10. Below we can see the four
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clusters created from Table 5.10 and the corresponding mood from which
each one is modeled.
i. C1 = [MA,CO,T6, I,SY,F] (happy)
ii. C2 = [MI,DI,T2,L,CH,N] (sad)
iii. C3 = [MA,DI,T3,L,NO,B] (calm)
iv. C4 = [MI,DI,T6, I,ME,M] (agitated)
After implementing the k-Modes algorithm using the initial modes above,
Table 5.27 below demonstrates the resulting modes and the instances
contained in each cluster.
Table 5.27: k-Modes Clusters - Including All Variables, Initial Modes decided from Table 5.10
Mode MusicProps Happy Sad Calm Agitated Classification
M1 MA, CO, T7, L, SY, F 289 28 130 53 H (57.8%)
M2 MI, DI, T2, I, CH, M 108 122 158 162 A (29.5%)
M3 MA, DI, T1, L, NO, B 18 31 121 30 C (60.5%)
M4 MA, DI, T4, I, CH, M 87 28 55 80 H (34.8%)
Unfortunately, the clusters made above still do not exhibit one cluster
for each possible mood. The first mode and the third mode stayed
relatively the same and ended up being classified as happy and calm
(respectfully) as intended. However, the third mode changed from
having a flowing rhythm to a firm rhythm which resulted in creating a
cluster that contains several song segments classified as agitated while
simultaneously containing the vast majority of song segments classified
as sad. Thus, there is no cluster that contains a majority of song segments
classified as sad. Furthermore, the fourth mode changed from a minor
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key to a major key which resulted in containing a good amount of song
segments classified as happy while simultaneously containing several
song segments classified as agitated. Thus, as we have seen several times
in the clusters created above, M4 seems to be the mode of a cluster that
does not truly represent song segments of a particular mood.
Since this implementation of the k-Modes clustering algorithm in-
cludes all six of the musical properties, we can implement the Naive Bayes
Classification algorithm on them to determine how it would classify the
musical property combinations contained in each mode. The musical
property combination exhibited by M1 is classified as evoking a happy
mood in someone 97.4% of the time, which is consistent with the majority
of instances in that cluster made by the k-Modes clustering algorithm.
Similarly, the combination of musical properties in M2 is classified as
agitated 74.6% of the time and the combination of musical properties in
M3 is classified as calm 85.6% of the time. However, the last combination
of musical properties exhibited by M4 in the table above is classified as
agitated 42.3% of the time by the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm,
which is a relatively low percentage for the algorithm compared to other
classifications. This low percentage is consistent with the obvious split
between the song segments classified as happy and agitated contained in
the last cluster in Table 5.27.
As we can see from the seven tables above, the very first implementa-
tion of the k-Modes clustering algorithm gives us the best results by far.
Although this was not expected, the inclusion of all of the musical proper-
ties in combination with allowing the frequency matrix to determine the
initial modes resulted in four clusters that each had a majority of song
segments classified as a different mood. Surprisingly, taking out certain
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musical properties that seemed to not have a large impact on the mood
classification of a song segment did not improve the k-Modes clustering
algorithm. Furthermore, even when we created initial modes that directly
corresponded to musical property combinations associated with a given
mood the algorithm did not give us better results. I suspect that the
overall lack of definitive results stems from the unequal balance of song
segment classifications for each mood. There is a significantly larger
amount of song segments classified as happy and calm, which allowed
for the song segments classified as sad to get lost in the other clusters.
Furthermore, due to the fact that the k-Modes clustering algorithm does
not take the classifications of the instances into consideration whatsoever,
all 50 of the same musical property combinations inevitably end up in
the same cluster which gives an obvious explanation for the high amount
of variation within clusters. Thus, although it is evident that some of the
musical properties have less of an impact on mood than others, including
all of the musical properties allowed for the k-Modes algorithm to create
clusters with modes that are similar to what we would expect them to
exhibit for each mood.
Although the ultimate goal is to create four clusters that each contain
song segments classified as different moods, it might be interesting to
see what kind of clusters are created if we only create two of them. In
other words, creating four clusters may be too many for such a small
data set and the k-Modes algorithm may be able to separate our data into
two clusters that each contain very similar instances. Below Table 5.28
shows the two clusters created by the k-Modes algorithm when we set
k = 2 instead of k = 4.
As we can see, setting k = 2 does not give us any better results than
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Table 5.28: k-Modes Clusters - k = 2
Mode MusicProps Happy Sad Calm Agitated Classification
M1 MA, CO, T7, L, CH, B 319 79 299 103 H (39.9%)
M2 MI, DI, T2, I, CH, M 183 130 165 222 A (31.7%)
when k = 4. The first cluster contains a majority of song segments
classified as happy by only 20 instances, where the number of songs
classified as calm is comparatively high. Similarly, the second cluster
contains a majority of song segments classified as agitated, but the
number of song segments classified as happy is only 39 less. Thus,
this shows that despite our attempt to create less clusters in hopes of
having more clear cut separations, the k-Modes algorithm still does not
end up giving us very useful results. However, the modes of the two
clusters do exhibit musical property combinations that align with their
corresponding moods according to Table 5.10.
Overall, the k-Modes clustering algorithm did not give us as definitive
results as we would hope for. The clusters that were created always
contained several song segments that were not classified as the dominant
mood for each cluster. Thus, the percentages for the mood that each
cluster represented was always fairly low. Furthermore, when we
excluded variables in hopes of focusing on crucial variables such as
the key, harmony, and rhythm of a song segment we received even
worse results. Of all of the times we implemented the algorithm, we
only received clusters that each represented a majority of song segments
from a different mood the very first time. Although, as we can see by
looking back at Table 5.10, the modes contain the exact musical property
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characteristics that would be expected for each mood when we compare
them to Table 5.10. Thus, despite the low majority mood classification
percentages, the modes are extremely accurate. And furthermore, it makes
complete logical sense that the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm gives
us results that are much more confident because it takes into account the
classifications of the instances in the training data set along with the prior




As it has been mentioned throughout the previous chapters, there are
several limitations to this project. Throughout the course of doing this
project, it became very evident that there was more research that should
have been done, things that I should have done differently, and how
those changes could potentially give much more accurate and therefore
useful results. Thus, if this project were to be repeated or extended, I have
several suggestions for how it could be improved and ideas for how the
results could be applied. Below I elaborate on the multiple limitations of
this project, several ways that it could be improved, and a few potential
extensions.
6.1 Limitations
Looking back on the research done on the relationship between musical
properties and mood, I realize that a much more in-depth research process
should have been done. Although I found a few studies that dealt with
musical properties and mood, more information on the relationship
between the two as well as on musical properties and mood separately
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would have provided a deeper, more psychological understanding of
how a person’s mood is in fact altered when listening to different types of
music. Furthermore, much more information should have been gathered
about the different types of orchestration that potentially can be present
in music, along with whether or not two or more different types of
orchestration can be equally prominent simultaneously. And finally, a
more sophisticated understanding and inclusion of musical tension in
the project might have added even more depth and additional flavor to
the project.
Similarly, the choice of moods could have been given much more
thought. Perhaps happy, sad, calm, and agitated are not moods that are
commonly evoked in people when listening to music in general. There
might be certain feelings that people more commonly associate with
music, such as alive or energetic or inspired. Furthermore, it is extremely
limiting in itself to have a finite number of moods that people can choose
from after listening to music. To receive the most accurate results, maybe
having specified moods chosen beforehand defeats the entire purpose of
the project all together.
The method that I used to pick song segments for people to listen
to is extremely flawed. For one, going to random genre stations on
Pandora and choosing the first song that plays is far from choosing songs
randomly. Pandora most likely has a systematic way of choosing which
songs to play, in which order to play them, and so on. Furthermore,
I suspect that choosing all 30 of the songs used in this project from a
single music website does not offer up the most diverse set of songs as
possible, despite the fact that I originally thought that my method was
going to ensure that I obtained a unique variety of songs. In addition, the
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fact that I went through each song and chose a 14 − 19 second interval
from each is extremely biased to my own opinions and what type of
music appeals to me. Although I did not purposefully try to choose the
song segments in any particular way, I have no doubt in my mind that
my musical preference or knowledge about the purpose of the project
influenced the segments that I chose. Whether or not this affected the
project significantly is indeterminable.
The music file was constructed to play one of the 30 song segments,
provide a four second break for the listener to choose a mood, play
the next song segment, and to continue this pattern until the last song
segment had played. In retrospect, four seconds may not be enough
time for a person to choose the mood that most closely reflects how the
song segment made them feel. On the flip side, four seconds may be too
long. That four seconds could either have served as a time to over-think
the evoked mood or the beginning of the next song segment could force
the listener to choose a mood without putting enough thought into it.
Either way, the four second interval between song segments could be
very detrimental to the results of this project.
It is also possible that having people report the mood that a song
evoked in them solely at the end of the segment is another potential
downfall of this project. It is possible that the reported moods only
represent how people felt at the end of the song segments, but not at the
beginning or in the middle. People’s moods very well could be thought
of more on a continuum, where they are constantly changing. Especially
when listening to music where there is always movement, people’s moods
could potentially change several times throughout the course of a song.
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Therefore, one mood classification representing a 14 − 19 second song
segment might be very inaccurate.
Another factor that was not taken into consideration when having
people listen to the music file was gauging people’s moods prior to and
after they listened to the music file and classified each song as happy, sad,
calm, or agitated. It is actually extremely likely that a person’s mood prior
to classifying the song segments had an impact on how the song segments
made them feel, and therefore, how they classified them. Determining
the way people felt after classifying the song segments could also be very
useful. For example, if people tended to generally feel more frustrated
after the activity than before, then I might have suspected that the activity
took too long and people did not put as much thought into classifying
the later song segments in the music file. That could also imply, however,
that there were more song segments towards the end of the music file
that evoke an agitated mood. Or perhaps, the transition from certain
song segments to other song segments might evoke an agitated feeling
without the actual song segments themselves evoking an agitated feeling
whatsoever.
One of the largest factors that could skew the results of this project
is that some of the song segments used were recognizable to people
who classified them. While observing people listen to the music file
and classifying each song segment, it was clear that some of the song
segments were familiar while other song segments were completely new.
Clearly, different people knew different song segments. There may have
been one or two song segments that almost every participant recognized
due to its popularity. However, it is undeniable that once people are
familiar with a song, they associate a specific mood with it regardless
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of whether or not it is actually how it makes them feel. Songs can carry
huge amounts of emotion with them for people who recognize them for
a variety of reasons. Nevertheless, having song segments classified by
people who had already heard them and already had a predetermined
idea of how that song makes them feel does not strengthen my results at
all. Rather, it makes them much weaker and much less representative of
how those song segments actually evoke feeling in people.
Even more importantly, it is simply bad method to have each par-
ticipant in the project contribute 30 instances to the data set. Although
this occurred to save time and because of the lack of readily available
participants, it realistically adds a whole other dynamic to the project
that was not considered. Each person who participated in this project
listened to a music file and provided a mood classification for every
single song segment (or musical property combination). However, those
instances were put into a larger data set as if they were not associated
with one another at all. Technically speaking, each set of 30 instances that
a person contributed are somewhat dependent on one another. In other
words, every person had his/her own method for how he/she classified
each song segment, and to a certain extent that method was carried
through the entire time they classified each song segment. Some people
might be more likely to classify a large majority of songs as happy, while
others might be more inclined to more evenly distribute their mood
classifications across the 30 song segments. Therefore, the assumption
of independence of every single instance is inaccurate and ignores the
evident fact that instances contributed to the data set by the same person
are in some way connected.
The extremely small number of instances in the data set for this project
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is the most significant limitation of this study. Usually when data mining
techniques are employed there are thousands and thousands of instances
in the data set. Thinking logically, this makes sense because in order
to truly identify patterns and correlations in data, a large amount of
data would be necessary to ensure the accuracy of the conclusions. As
mentioned above, the lack of a sufficient number of data points hindered
the different algorithms from sufficiently classifying and clustering the
data. Aside from the extremely small data set, there were a few other
limitations of the project within each algorithm that are discussed below.
The Naive Bayes Classification algorithm calls for all categorical data.
Thus, the tempo variable had to be converted into tempo categories using
the ChiMerge algorithm which creates categories based on chi square
values that measure the homogeneity of groups. When the ChiMerge
algorithm was implemented on the tempo variable, it resulted in a total
of seven different tempo categories. Compared to the other predictor
variables, tempo then became the one with (by far) the most possible
categories within the variable and tended to be less predictable than other
variables. In other words, despite the ChiMerge algorithm’s establishment
of seven categories, I suspect that the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm
may have been able to classify musical property combinations better if
there were less options for the tempo category. Also, the test set that
was collected for this algorithm was the same 30 song segments used in
the training data set, just classified by different people. In order to truly
compare the accuracy of the algorithm, a test set with completely new
song segments (and therefore new musical property combinations) and
classifications by an entirely new set of people would be needed. The
identicalness of the musical property combinations in the training data
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set and the test data set made it difficult to test the accuracy of the Naive
Bayes Classification algorithm’s ability to correctly classify entirely new
instances.
In contrast to the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm, the k-Nearest
Neighbor Classification algorithm requires the normalization of all contin-
uous variables. Thus, the tempo variable was normalized using min-max
normalization where the minimum was 40 and the maximum was 126.
However, these values are not actually the slowest and fastest tempos
that a song can take on. Although this does not directly cause huge
problems in the implementation of the algorithm, a larger data set would
most likely have consisted of instances with tempos closer to the extremes
of tempo values, and therefore would have allowed for the instances
to take on more representative tempo values than what they did in this
particular project. Furthermore, the test data set was not able to be
used when analyzing the success of the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm
in classifying musical property combinations because it consisted of the
same combinations as the training data set. Instead, ten arbitrary musical
property combinations were created to test how the k-Nearest Neighbor
Classification algorithm would classify them. It must be kept in mind,
however, that these combinations do not correspond to actual songs, and
therefore may exhibit musical property combinations that are extremely
unlikely to actually occur. Thus, the classifications made by the algorithm
could be totally irrelevant or unrepresentative of the algorithm’s ability
to classify songs that actually exist. And lastly, due to the fact that there
are sets of 50 identical instances in the data set, the increase in the value
of k results in the consideration of 50 additional instances rather than just
one additional instance. This is a bit problematic because the algorithm
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is not intended to consider huge amounts of instances when classifying
an unseen instance. But rather, it is intended to classify instances based
on the few instances that are nearest, hence the name.
Again, the fact that there are sets of 50 identical instances in the data
set becomes an even bigger problem when implementing the k-Means
and k-Modes clustering algorithms. Since neither one of the algorithms
takes the classifications of the instances into consideration, the algorithms
are attempting to break a data set of 1500 instances into clusters when
each instance has 49 others identical to it. Furthermore, since the data
set is so small and has such few distinct instances, randomly choosing
cluster centers as the k-Means algorithm does can potentially result in
clusters that are too similar. The k-Modes algorithm has the luxury
of taking the frequency of categories within predictor variables into
consideration when identifying the modes of the clusters because it only
accepts categorical variables, but the k-Means algorithm is not able to do
so and is therefore at risk of choosing cluster centers that do not provide
enough variety. This can potentially result in a set of final clusters where
two or more of them are fairly similar and therefore contain semi-similar
instances.
Lastly, another more general limitation of this project is the fact that
the code used to implement the algorithms are very specific to each
algorithm and the way that the data is imported into Maple. For instance,
the code is very specific about taking a certain column that represents
a specific predictor variable and converting it to a categorical variable,
normalizing the values, or something of the sort. Furthermore, the way
things are defined are very specific to the way I have labelled the musical
property characteristics in the Excel files being imported. In general, the
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code should be rethought and altered to implement the algorithms more
efficiently; and furthermore, it should be changed to be more accepting
of various types of compilations of data being imported.
6.2 Improvements and Extensions
First and foremost, more research on musical properties, mood, and the
connection between the two could result in more relevant and influential
musical properties to be chosen as the independent variables in this
project. Furthermore, including different or better developed variables
that are related to the texture and tension of the music could result
in algorithms that provide much better results due to the inclusion of
variables that are directly related to the mood evoked in a person after
listening to a song.
A significant improvement to this project would be to have songs
randomly generated from a song archive or something similar. Each
participant in the project should listen to one song only, and in its absolute
entirety. Furthermore, the method through which the participants report
the mood the song evokes in them should be changed. One possibility is
to have the participants report the moods they feel as time goes on, maybe
every 30 seconds or so. Allowing things to get even more complicated,
the participants could be encouraged to report any time that their mood
changes or to report more than one mood at a time. Furthermore, it might
be beneficial to measure how the participants feel before and after they
listen to a song in order to control for external moods that could effect the
overall results of the project. And adding even another dimension to the
project, each participants overall musical preferences could be gauged
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and compared to how they classified the song to which they listened. It
is absolutely crucial to ensure that every single participant has not ever
heard the song that they intend to classify. Lastly, it cannot be re-iterated
enough that a huge amount of people would need to participate in the
project in order for the algorithms to successfully classify unseen instances
or cluster the data set.
With many more data points, it is my hunch that the ChiMerge
algorithm used to express tempo as a categorical variable for the Naive
Bayes Classification algorithm would create fewer categories because it
would be able to more clearly identify where the homogeneity occurs.
Furthermore, a test set should be collected to test that Naive Bayes
Classification algorithm’s accuracy in classifying unseen instances that
consists of entirely different songs that were classified by entirely different
people. And lastly, it might be interesting to see if the results of the
algorithm improve if one of the predictor variables that we know is
not independent of all the other variables was excluded, (i.e. mode or
harmony).
For the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm, if the data set were much larger,
then a wider variety of tempos would be present and the normalization of
the tempo variable would provide a more accurate distribution of values
for tempo in general. Similar to the Naive Bayes Classification algorithm
above, obtaining a test set that consists of different musical property
combinations would be very helpful in determining how well the k-
Nearest Neighbor algorithm classifies unseen instances. Furthermore,
since there would no longer be sets of 50 identical instances in the data
set, running the algorithm several times with different values for k could
be much more telling of what value of k gives the best results. It might
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also be interesting to run the algorithm excluding some of the predictor
variables to see how the classifications of musical property combinations
might change.
In regards to the k-Means and k-Modes algorithms, I believe that the
results would significantly improve with a much larger data set where
each instance is a different song classified by a different person because
there would be much less homogeneity in the distances between instances
and the cluster centers and instances would no longer change clusters
in groups of 50. Furthermore, the randomly chosen centroids for the
k-Means algorithm are bound to become more varied and the category
frequencies within attributes calculated for the k-Modes algorithm would
be much more representative of musical pieces in general. Rather than
eliminating specific variables that seemed to have less of an influence
on the mood evoked in a person, I would suggest running both of the
algorithms several times leaving out one predictor variable at a time and
then evaluating which exclusions (or none at all) give the best results.
And lastly, testing different values for k could potentially be very telling
as to how many general moods are evoked in people when listening to
music, or more generally, how many clusters songs can be broken into in
regards to their musical properties.
If the project was redone following the guidelines above, I believe
that the results would be significantly more clear, and hopefully more
definitive. Certainly, several of the problems that we encountered in
this project would be eliminated if the suggested improvements above
were made. Furthermore, every single instance in the data set would
be independent from the others. If anything, the study would be much
more legitimate. Hopefully it would also show more clear correlations
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between certain musical property combinations and the general moods
that those combinations evoke in people.
It is clear through the heavy reliance on coding to implement the classi-
fication and clustering techniques that this project could be continued by
someone who aims to write an Independent Study Thesis for a major in
computer science. A potential, quite innovative way that the results from
the improved algorithms could be applied to real life is by creating an
iPhone Application that accepts any song and reports the mood that it will
evoke in the majority of people. More specifically, the application would
identify the musical properties that the song exhibits and determine the
mood that songs that exhibit that specific musical property combination
usually evoke in people. On the flip side, a different iPhone Application
could be created where a person specifies the mood that he/she wants to
feel at that moment and the application would generate a playlist of songs
that could make him/her feel that way. More specifically, the application
would identify the musical property combination associated with the
specified mood and then locate songs that exhibit that musical property
combination and make a playlist of those songs. Either one of these
applications could be useful for a variety of reasons and I believe have
the potential to be very popular. Therefore, the potential applications of
the results found in this thesis are useful, entirely relevant, and should
be explored further.
APPENDIX A
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Figure A.1: Maple code used to implement the ChiMerge algorithm for height variable (Chapter 4).
Code is easily adaptable for the weight and number of piercings variables.
with LinearAlgebra : with Statistics :
pd Column hei, 2 : pd convert p, set
pd convert p, list
pd sort p
nops p
interface rtablesize = nops p ; datd Matrix nops p , 3
for j from 1 to nops p  do dat j, 1 d p j  od:
testd convert p, Vector Column dat, 2 Column dat, 3
for j from 1 to RowDimension test  do
 for k from 1 to RowDimension hei  do
 if hei k, 2 = test j, 1  and hei k, 6 = "F"  then test j, 2 d test j, 2 C 1  fi;
  if hei k, 2 = test j, 1  and hei k, 6 = "M"  then  test j, 3 d test j, 3 C 1  fi;
 od; od;
test
combdproc rr, i ;
 rr 1, 1 , rr 1, 2 C rr 2, 2 , rr 1, 3 C rr 2, 3 ;
 end proc:
chsdproc m  local i, j, rs, cs, gt, mm, s, J;
 Jd 1, 1 ; sd 0;





 for i from 1 to 2 do for j from 1 to 2 do sd sC
m i, j Kmm i, j 2




for k from 1 to nops p K1 do   
 for j from 1 to RowDimension test K 1 do v j d chs SubMatrix test, j ..jC 1, 2 ..3  od: v
d seq v j , j = 1 ..RowDimension test K 1 :if min v ! Percentile ChiSquare 1 , 90.0  
then  jd 1 :while v j  s min v  do jd jC 1; od: testd Matrix seq test i, 1 , test i, 2 ,
test i, 3 , i = 1 ..jK 1 , comb SubMatrix test, j ..jC 1, 1 ..3 , seq test i, 1 , test i, 2 , test i,




Figure A.2: Maple code used to implement k-Modes (Chapter 4).
with LinearAlgebra : with Statistics :
datd ExcelTools:-Import "/Users/sarahsmith-polderman/Desktop/I.S./62DataPoints.xls", "Sheet1"
interface rtablesize = 62
dat
fhdproc M  local i, j, N : 
 Nd Matrix RowDimension M , ColumnDimension M :
 for i from 1 to RowDimension M  do for j from 1 to ColumnDimension M  do N i, j d M i, j  
od: od: 
 for i from 1 to RowDimension M  do 
 if N i, 2  ! 5.417 then N i, 2  d "S" elif N i, 2  ! 5.833 then N i, 2 d "M" else N i, 2  
d "T" fi od;
N;
 end proc: 
fwdproc M  local i, j, N : 
 Nd Matrix RowDimension M , ColumnDimension M :
 for i from 1 to RowDimension M  do for j from 1 to ColumnDimension M  do N i, j d M i, j  
od: od: 
 for i from 1 to RowDimension M  do 
 if N i, 3  ! 128 then N i, 3  d "SL" elif N i, 3  ! 152 then N i, 3 d "L" elif N i, 3  ! 155 
then N i, 3 d "ME" elif N i, 3  ! 158 then N i, 3 d "H" else N i, 3 d "SH" fi od;
N;
 end proc: 
fpdproc M  local i, j, N : 
 Nd Matrix RowDimension M , ColumnDimension M :
 for i from 1 to RowDimension M  do for j from 1 to ColumnDimension M  do N i, j d M i, j  
od: od: 
 for i from 1 to RowDimension M  do 
 if N i, 4  = 0 then N i, 4  d "N" elif N i, 4  ! 4 then N i, 4 d "S" else N i, 4 d "L" fi od;
N;
 end proc:  
fadproc M ; 
 fp fw fh M ; 
 end proc: 
dat1d fa dat  
for i from 1 to RowDimension dat  do v i d Transpose SubMatrix dat1, i, 2 ..6  od :
disdproc W, X  local c, i;
 cd 0; for i from 1 to max RowDimension W , RowDimension X K1 do if W i, 1 s X i, 1  
then cd cC 1 fi: od; 
 c 
 end proc: 
hd 0, 0, 0 ;  
for i from 1 to RowDimension dat  do if v i 1, 1 = "S" then h 1 d h 1 C 1 elif v i 1, 1
= "M" then h 2 d h 2 C 1 else h 3 d h 3 C 1 fi: od:
h
wd 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ;
for i from 1 to RowDimension dat  do if v i 2, 1 = "SL" then w 1 d h 1 C 1 elif v i 2, 1  
= "L" then w 2 d w 2  C 1 elif v i 2, 1  = "ME" then w 3 d w 3 C 1 elif v i 2, 1  
= "H" then w 4 d w 4 C 1 else w 5 d w 5 C 1 fi: od: 
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Figure A.3: Maple code used to implement k-Modes (Chapter 4) continued.
w 
pd 0, 0, 0 ;
for i from 1 to RowDimension dat  do if v i 3, 1 = "N" then p 1 d p 1 C 1 elif v i 3, 1
= "S" then p 2 d p 2 C 1 else p 3 d p 3 C 1 fi: od: 
p
hcd 0, 0, 0, 0 ;
for i from 1 to RowDimension dat  do if v i 4, 1  = "Brown" then hc 1 d hc 1 C 1 elif v i 4,
1  = "Blonde" then hc 2 d hc 2 C 1 elif v i 4, 1 = "Red" then hc 3 d hc 3 C 1 
else hc 4 d hc 4 C 1 fi: od: 
hc
Q1d Transpose Matrix "T", "L", "L", "Red", "X" ;
M1d Q1 : 
 md1d 4 : 
 j1d 63 :
 for i from 1 to RowDimension dat  do if dis Q1, v i ! md1 then M1d v i ; j1d i; md1
d dis Q1, M1  fi: od:
M1, j1, md1
Q2d Transpose Matrix "M", "SL", "N", "Brown", "X"
M2d Q2 :
 md2d 4 :
 j2d 63 :
 for i from 1 to RowDimension dat  do if dis Q2, v i ! md2 then M2d v i ; j2d i; md2
d dis Q2, M2  fi: od: 
M2, j2, md2
Wd seq v i , i = 1 ..min j1, j2 K1 , seq v i , i = min j1, j2 C 1 ..max j1, j2 K1 , seq v i , i
= max j1, j2 C 1 ..RowDimension dat :
C 1 d M1, M1 ;
 C 2 d M2, M2 ;
with ListTools :
upddproc C  local L, i, ch, cw, cp, chc, ph, pw, pp, phc, M :
 Ld C 2 : 
 chd 0, 0, 0 ; cwd 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ; cpd 0, 0, 0 ; chcd 0, 0, 0, 0 ;
 for i from 1 to nops L  do 
 if L i 1 1  = "S" then ch 1 d ch 1 C 1 elif L i 1 1  = "M" then ch 2 d ch 2 C 1 
else ch 3 d ch 3 C 1 fi: 
 if L i 2 1  = "SL" then cw 1 d cw 1 C 1 elif L i 2 1  = "L" then cw 2 d cw 2 C 1 
elif L i 2 1  = "ME" then cw 3 d cw 3 C 1 elif L i 2 1  = "H" then cw 4 d cw 4
C 1 else cw 5 d cw 5 C 1 fi: 
 if L i 3 1  = "N" then cp 1 d cp 1 C 1 elif L i 3 1  = "S" then cp 2 d cp 2 C 1 
else cp 3 d cp 3 C 1 fi: 
 if L i 4 1  = "Brown" then chc 1 d chc 1 C 1 elif L i 4 1  = "Blonde" then chc 2
d chc 2 C 1 elif L i 4 1  = "Red" then chc 3 d chc 3 C 1 else chc 4 d chc 4 C 1 fi: 
od:
 phd FindMaximalElement ch, position 2 :
 pwd FindMaximalElement cw, position 2 :
 ppd FindMaximalElement cp, position 2 :
 phcd FindMaximalElement chc, position 2 :
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Figure A.4: Maple code used to implement k-Modes (Chapter 4) continued.
nops W
for j from 1 to nops W  do for k from 1 to 2 do d k d dis W j , C k 1  od: 
 pd FindMinimalElement d 1 , d 2 , position 2 ;
 C p 2 d seq C p 2 i , i = 1 ..nops C p 2 , W j ;
 C p d upd C p  od:
C 1
C 2
movedproc V, L1, L2  local i, F1, F2, k; 
id 1; F1d L1; F2d L2; 
 while V s L1 i  do id iC 1 od: 
 F1d seq F1 k , k = 1 ..iK 1 , seq F1 k , k = iC 1 ..nops L1 ; 
 F2d seq F2 k , k = 1 ..nops L2 , V ; 
 F1, F2  
 end proc:
move 2, 1, 2, 2 , 2, 5, 6
passdproc C1, C2  local D1, D2, i, L, n1, n2, swaps, S; 
 D1d C1; D2d C2; 
 swapsd 0; n1d nops C1 2 ; n2d nops C2 2 ; 
 Ld seq D1 2 i , i = 1 ..n1 , seq D2 2 i , i = 1 ..n2 ;
 for i from 1 to n1 do if dis L i , D2 1 ! dis L i , D1 1  then Sd move L i , D1 2 ,
 D2 2 ; 
  D1d D1 1 , S 1 ; D2d D2 1 , S 2 ; D1d upd D1 ; D2d upd D2 ; swapsd swaps
C 1; fi: od:  
 for i from 1 to n2 do if dis L iC n1 , D1 1 ! dis L iC n1 , D2 1  then Sd move L i
C n1 , D2 2 , D1 2 ; 
  D1d D1 1 , S 2 ; D2d D2 1 , S 1 ; D1d upd D1 ; D2d upd D2 ; swapsd swaps
C 1; fi: od: 
 D1, D2, swaps  
 end proc:
Td pass C 1 , C 2  
G1d T 1 ; G2d T 2 ; nops G1 2 ; nops G2 2 ; 
nops C 1 2 ; nops C 2 2 ; 
ffdproc a  local j, c, k;
 cd 0, 0 ; kd RowDimension a 1 ;





pass G1, G2  
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Figure A.5: Sheet filled out by participants while listening to .m4a file entitled “I.S. Songs.”
Directions:  Listen to the .m4a file entitled “I.S. songs.”  There are 14-19 second long segments 
of 30 different songs.  After each song segment plays, you will have 4 seconds to choose Happy, 










































































































































































































































































































Figure A.6: Maple code used to implement ChiMerge algorithm for tempo variable (Chapter 5).




pd Column tempo, 5 : pd convert p, set
pd convert p, list
pd sort p
nops p
interface rtablesize = nops p ; datd Matrix nops p , 5
for j from 1 to nops p  do dat j, 1 d p j  od:
testd convert p, Vector Column dat, 2 Column dat, 3 Column dat, 4 Column dat, 5
for j from 1 to RowDimension test  do
 for k from 1 to RowDimension tempo  do
 if tempo k, 5 = test j, 1  and tempo k, 9 = "H"  then test j, 2 d test j, 2 C 1 fi; 
 if tempo k, 5 = test j, 1  and tempo k, 9 = "S"  then test j, 3 d test j, 3 C 1 fi; 
 if tempo k, 5 = test j, 1  and tempo k, 9 = "C"  then test j, 4 d test j, 4 C 1 fi; 
 if tempo k, 5 = test j, 1  and tempo k, 9 = "A"  then test j, 5 d test j, 5 C 1 fi; 
 od; od;
test
combdproc rr, i ;
 rr 1, 1 , rr 1, 2 C rr 2, 2 , rr 1, 3 C rr 2, 3 , rr 1, 4 C rr 2, 4 , rr 1, 5 C rr 2, 5 ;
 end proc:
chsdproc m  local i, j, rs, cs, gt, mm, s, J;
 Jd 1, 1 ; sd 0;





 for i from 1 to 2 do for j from 1 to ColumnDimension m  do sd sC
m i, j Kmm i, j 2




 end proc: oldtestd test
testd oldtest
for k from 1 to nops p K 1 do   
 for j from 1 to RowDimension test K 1 do v j d chs SubMatrix test, j ..jC 1, 2 ..5  od: v
d seq v j , j = 1 ..RowDimension test K 1 :if min v ! Percentile ChiSquare 3 , 99.9  
then  jd 1 :while v j  s min v  do jd jC 1; od: testd Matrix seq test i, 1 , test i, 2 ,
test i, 3 , test i, 4 , test i, 5 , i = 1 ..jK 1 , comb SubMatrix test, j ..jC 1, 1 ..5 , seq test i, 1 ,
test i, 2 , test i, 3 , test i, 4 , test i, 5 , i = jC 2 ..RowDimension test : fi:
 od:
test;
for j from 1 to RowDimension test K 1 do v j d chs SubMatrix test, j ..jC 1, 2 ..5  od
Percentile ChiSquare 3 , 99.9
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Figure A.7: Maple code used to implement the k-Nearest Neighbor classification algorithm
(Chapter 5).
with Statistics : with LinearAlgebra :
dad ExcelTools:-Import "/Users/sarahsmith-polderman/Desktop/I.S./MusicMoodOriginalData.xls",
"k-NNMaple"
for i from 1 to 20 do s i d convert SubMatrix da, i, 1 ..6 , list  od;for i from 22 to 30 do s iK 1
d convert SubMatrix da, i, 1 ..6 , list  od;
for j from 1 to 30 do s j  od
trdproc st
 if st then 1 else 0 fi;
 end
for i from 1 to 29 do cl i d 0, 0, 0, 0  od:
for j from 1 to 1500 do for i from 1 to 29 do
 if convert SubMatrix da, j, 1 ..6 , list = s i  then cl i d cl i C tr da j, 7 = "H" , tr da j, 7
= "S" , tr da j, 7 = "C" , tr da j, 7 = "A"  fi; od; od;
cl 1
for k from 1 to 29 do k, cl k  od
md min seq s i 3 , i = 1 ..29 ;Md max seq s i 3 , i = 1 ..29
for i from 1 to 29 do ss i d s i 1 , s i 2 ,
s i 3 Km
MKm
, s i 4 , s i 5 , s i 6  od;
disdproc a, b
 sqrt 1K tr a 1 = b 1 2 C 1K tr a 2 = b 2 2 C a 3 Kb 3 2 C 1K tr a 4
= b 4 2 C 1K tr a 5 = b 5 2 C 1K tr a 6 = b 6 2  end:
nearsdproc a, k  local j, d, se, ca, b; global ss, dis, cl, M, m;
 bd a;




 dd sort seq dis b, ss i , i = 1 ..29 ;
 sed ;
 for j from 1 to 29 do if dis b, ss j % d k  then sed se union j  fi; od;
 sed convert se, list ;
 cad 0, 0, 0, 0 ;
 for j from 1 to nops se  do cad caC cl se j  od;
 100$ evalf
 ca
ca 1 C ca 2 C ca 3 C ca 4
, 3 ;
 end:
cd "MA", "CO", 101, "I", "SY", "M"
for k from 1 to 10 do nears c, k  od;
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Figure A.8: Maple code used to implement the k-Means clustering algorithm (Chapter 5).
with LinearAlgebra : with Statistics :
datd ExcelTools:-Import "/Users/sarahsmith-polderman/Desktop/I.S./MusicMoodOriginalData.xls",
"k-NNMaple"
interface rtablesize = 62
for i from 1 to RowDimension dat  do s i d convert SubMatrix dat, i, 1 ..7 , list  od:
Td convert SubMatrix dat, 1 ..RowDimension dat , 3 ..3 , list : 
fadproc M, k  local i, j, N, T, mm, MM :
Td convert SubMatrix M, 1 ..RowDimension M , k ..k , list : 
 mmd min T :
 MMd max T :
 Nd Matrix RowDimension M , ColumnDimension M : 
 for i from 1 to RowDimension M  do for j from 1 to ColumnDimension M  do N i, j d M i, j  
od: od: 
 for i from 1 to RowDimension M  do 
 N i, k d





dad fa dat, 3 :
md min seq s i 3 , i = 1 ..29 ;Md max seq s i 3 , i = 1 ..29
for i from 1 to RowDimension da  do v i d convert Transpose SubMatrix da, i, 1 ..7 , Vector  
od: 
trdproc st
 if st then 1 else 0 fi;
 end
disdproc a, b
 sqrt 1K tr a 1 = b 1 2 C 1K tr a 2 = b 2 2 C a 3 Kb 3 2 C 1K tr a 4
= b 4 2 C 1K tr a 5 = b 5 2 C 1K tr a 6 = b 6 2  end:
j1d rand 1 ..30 ; j2d rand 1 ..30 ; j3d rand 1 ..30 ; j4d rand 1 ..30 ;  
M1d v j1 ; M2d v j2 ; M3d v j3 ; M4d v j4 ;
jjd sort j1, j2, j3, j4 ;Wd seq v i , i = 1 ..jj 1 K1 , seq v i , i = jj 1 C 1 ..jj 2 K1 ,
 seq v i , i = jj 2 C 1 ..jj 3 K 1 , seq v i , i = jj 3 C 1 ..jj 4 K1 , seq v i , i = jj 4 C 1
..RowDimension dat : nops W  
C 1 d M1, M1 ; 
C 2 d M2, M2 ;
C 3 d M3, M3 ;
C 4 d M4, M4 ;
with ListTools :
for j from 1 to nops W  do for k from 1 to 4 do d k d dis W j , C k 1  od: 
 pd FindMinimalElement d 1 , d 2 , d 3 , d 4 , position 2 ;
 C p 2 d seq C p 2 i , i = 1 ..nops C p 2 , W j ; od: 
nops C 1 2 , nops C 2 2 , nops C 3 2 , nops C 4 2
upddproc C  local L, i, cmode, charm, ctemp, crhy, corch, clyr, pmode, pharm, ptemp, prhy, porch,
 plyr, M : 
 Ld C 2 :
 cmoded 0, 0 ; charmd 0, 0 ; ctempd 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ; crhyd 0, 0 ; corchd 0, 0, 0, 0,
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Figure A.9: Maple code used to implement the k-Means clustering algorithm (Chapter 5) continued.
d 0, 0, 0, 0 ;
 for i from 1 to nops L  do 
 if L i 1 = "MA" then cmode 1 d cmode 1 C 1 else cmode 2 d cmode 2 C 1 fi:  
 if L i 2 = "CO" then charm 1 d charm 1 C 1 else charm 2 d charm 2 C 1 fi:  
 if L i 4 = "I" then crhy 1 d crhy 1 C 1 else crhy 2 d crhy 2 C 1 fi: 
 if L i 5 = "CH" then corch 1 d corch 1 C 1 elif L i 5 = "AE" then corch 2 d corch 2
C 1 elif L i 5  = "ME" then corch 3 d corch 3 C 1 elif L i 5 = "ID" then corch 4
d corch 4 C 1 elif L i 5  = "SY" then corch 5 d corch 5 C 1 else corch 6 d corch 6
C 1 fi: 
 if L i 6  = "M" then clyr 1 d clyr 1 C 1 elif L i 6  = "F" then clyr 2 d clyr 2 C 1 
elif L i 6 = "B" then clyr 3 d clyr 3 C 1 else clyr 4 d clyr 4 C 1 fi: od:
 pmoded FindMaximalElement cmode, position 2 : 
 pharmd FindMaximalElement charm, position 2 : 
 ptempd Mean seq L i 3 , i = 1 ..nops L : 
 prhyd FindMaximalElement crhy, position 2 :
 porchd FindMaximalElement corch, position 2 : 
 plyrd FindMaximalElement clyr, position 2 : 
 Md Vector "MA", "MI" pmode , "CO", "DI" pharm , ptemp, "I", "L" prhy , "CH",
 "AE", "ME", "ID", "SY", "NO" porch , "M", "F", "B", "N" plyr :
 M, L ;
 end proc: 
U1d upd C 1 : U2d upd C 2 : U3d upd C 3 : U4d upd C 4 : 
C 1 d U1 1 , : C 2 d U2 1 , : C 3 d U3 1 , : C 4 d U4 1 , :
Wd seq v i , i = 1 ..RowDimension dat :
nops W ;
for j from 1 to nops W  do for k from 1 to 4 do d k d dis W j , C k 1  od: 
 pd FindMinimalElement d 1 , d 2 , d 3 , d 4 , position 2 ;
 C p 2 d seq C p 2 i , i = 1 ..nops C p 2 , W j ; od: 
nops C 1 2 , nops C 2 2 , nops C 3 2 , nops C 4 2
U1d upd C 1 : U2d upd C 2 : U3d upd C 3 : U4d upd C 4 : 
C 1 d U1 1 , : C 2 d U2 1 , : C 3 d U3 1 , : C 4 d U4 1 , :
for j from 1 to nops W  do for k from 1 to 4 do d k d dis W j , C k 1  od: 
 pd FindMinimalElement d 1 , d 2 , d 3 , d 4 , position 2 ;
 C p 2 d seq C p 2 i , i = 1 ..nops C p 2 , W j ; od: 
nops C 1 2 , nops C 2 2 , nops C 3 2 , nops C 4 2
evalb convert U1 1 , list = convert C 1 1 , list , evalb convert U2 1 , list
= convert C 2 1 , list , evalb convert U3 1 , list = convert C 3 1 , list ,
evalb convert U4 1 , list = convert C 4 1 , list
ffdproc a  local j, c, k;
 cd 0, 0, 0, 0 ; kd RowDimension a 1 ;
 for j from 1 to nops a  do if a j k 1 = "H" then c 1 d c 1 C 1 elif a j k 1 = "S" 
then c 2 d c 2 C 1 elif a j k 1  = "C" then c 3 d c 3 C 1 else c 4 d c 4 C 1 fi; od;
 c;
 end:
for j from 1 to 4 do  ff C j 2  od 
seq C j 1 , j = 1 ..4
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Figure A.10: Maple code used to implement the k-Modes clustering algorithm (Chapter 5).
with LinearAlgebra : with Statistics :
datd ExcelTools:-Import "/Users/sarahsmith-polderman/Desktop/I.S./MusicMoodOriginalData.xls",
"Converted Tempo"
for i from 1 to RowDimension dat  do v i d Transpose SubMatrix dat, i, 3 ..9  od: 
disdproc W, X  local c, i; 
 cd 0; for i from 1 to max RowDimension W , RowDimension X K 1 do if W i, 1  s X i, 1  
then cd cC 1 fi: od; 
 c 
 end proc:
moded 0, 0 ;
for i from 1 to RowDimension dat  do if v i 1, 1 = "MA" then mode 1 d mode 1 C 1 
else mode 2 d mode 2 C 1 fi: od: 
mode 
harmd 0, 0 ; 
for i from 1 to RowDimension dat  do if v i 2, 1 = "CO" then harm 1 d harm 1 C 1 
else harm 2 d harm 2 C 1 fi; od: 
harm
tempd 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ; 
for i from 1 to RowDimension dat  do if v i 3, 1  = "T1" then temp 1 d temp 1 C 1 
elif v i 3, 1  = "T2" then temp 2 d temp 2 C 1 elif v i 3, 1  = "T3" then temp 3
d temp 3 C 1 elif v i 3, 1  = "T4" then temp 4 d temp 4 C 1 elif v i 3, 1  = "T5" 
then temp 5 d temp 5 C 1 elif v i 3, 1  = "T6" then temp 6 d temp 6 C 1 else temp 7
d temp 7 C 1 fi: od: 
temp
rhyd 0, 0 ;
for i from 1 to RowDimension dat  do if v i 4, 1  = "I" then rhy 1 d rhy 1 C 1 else rhy 2
d rhy 2 C 1 fi: od: 
rhy
orchd 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ;
for i from 1 to RowDimension dat  do if v i 5, 1  = "CH" then orch 1 d orch 1 C 1 
elif v i 5, 1  = "AE" then orch 2 d orch 2 C 1 elif v i 5, 1  = "ME" then orch 3
d orch 3 C 1 elif v i 5, 1  = "ID" then orch 4 d orch 4 C 1 elif v i 5, 1  = "SY" 
then orch 5 d orch 5 C 1 else orch 6 d orch 6 C 1 fi: od:
orch
lyrd 0, 0, 0, 0 ;
for i from 1 to RowDimension dat  do if v i 6, 1  = "M" then lyr 1 d lyr 1 C 1 elif v i 6, 1  
= "F" then lyr 2 d lyr 2 C 1 elif v i 6, 1  = "B" then lyr 3 d lyr 3 C 1 else lyr 4
d lyr 4 C 1 fi: od:
lyr




for i from 1 to RowDimension dat  do if dis Q1, v i  ! md1 then M1d v i ; j1d i; md1
d dis Q1, M1  fi: od:
M1, j1, md1
Q2d Transpose Matrix "MI", "DI", "T1", "L", "NO", "F" ; 
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Figure A.11: Maple code used to implement the k-Modes clustering algorithm (Chapter 5)
continued.
M2d Q2 : 
md2d 6 : 
j2d 1501 : 
for i from 1 to RowDimension dat  do if dis Q2, v i ! md2 then M2d v i ; j2d i; md2
d dis Q2, M2  fi: od: 
M2, j2, md2




for i from 1 to RowDimension dat  do if dis Q3, v i ! md3 then M3d v i ; j3d i; md3
d dis Q3, M3  fi: od:
M3, j3, md3




for i from 1 to RowDimension dat  do if dis Q4, v i ! md4 then M4d v i ; j4d i; md4
d dis Q4, M4  fi: od: 
M4, j4, md4
jjd sort j1, j2, j3, j4 ;Wd seq v i , i = 1 ..jj 1 K1 , seq v i , i = jj 1 C 1 ..jj 2 K1 ,
 seq v i , i = jj 2 C 1 ..jj 3 K 1 , seq v i , i = jj 3 C 1 ..jj 4 K1 , seq v i , i = jj 4 C 1
..RowDimension dat : nops W  
C 1 d M1, M1 ; 
C 2 d M2, M2 ;
C 3 d M3, M3 ;
C 4 d M4, M4 ;
with ListTools :
upddproc C  local L, i, cmode, charm, ctemp, crhy, corch, clyr, pmode, pharm, ptemp, prhy, porch,
 plyr, M : 
 Ld C 2 :
 cmoded 0, 0 ; charmd 0, 0 ; ctempd 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ; crhyd 0, 0 ; corchd 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0 ; clyrd 0, 0, 0, 0 ;
 for i from 1 to nops L  do 
 if L i 1 1 = "MA" then cmode 1 d cmode 1 C 1 else cmode 2 d cmode 2 C 1 fi:  
 if L i 2 1 = "CO" then charm 1 d charm 1 C 1 else charm 2 d charm 2 C 1 fi: 
 if L i 3 1 = "T1" then ctemp 1 d ctemp 1 C 1 elif L i 3 1  = "T2" then ctemp 2
d ctemp 2 C 1 elif L i 3 1  = "T3" then ctemp 3 d ctemp 3 C 1 elif L i 3 1  = "T4" 
then ctemp 4 d ctemp 4 C 1 elif L i 3 1  = "T5" then ctemp 5 d ctemp 5 C 1 
elif L i 3 1  = "T6" then ctemp 6 d ctemp 6 C 1 else ctemp 7 d ctemp 7 C 1 fi: 
 if L i 4 1  = "I" then crhy 1 d crhy 1 C 1 else crhy 2 d crhy 2 C 1 fi: 
 if L i 5 1 = "CH" then corch 1 d corch 1 C 1 elif L i 5 1  = "AE" then corch 2
d corch 2 C 1 elif L i 5 1  = "ME" then corch 3 d corch 3 C 1 elif L i 5 1  = "ID" 
then corch 4 d corch 4 C 1 elif L i 5 1  = "SY" then corch 5 d corch 5 C 1 
else corch 6 d corch 6 C 1 fi: 
 if L i 6 1  = "M" then clyr 1 d clyr 1 C 1 elif L i 6 1  = "F" then clyr 2 d clyr 2 C 1 
elif L i 6 1  = "B" then clyr 3 d clyr 3 C 1 else clyr 4 d clyr 4 C 1 fi: od:
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Figure A.12: Maple code used to implement the k-Modes clustering algorithm (Chapter 5)
continued.
 pmoded FindMaximalElement cmode, position 2 : 
 pharmd FindMaximalElement charm, position 2 : 
 ptempd FindMaximalElement ctemp, position 2 : 
 prhyd FindMaximalElement crhy, position 2 :
 porchd FindMaximalElement corch, position 2 : 
 plyrd FindMaximalElement clyr, position 2 : 
 Md Matrix "MA", "MI" pmode , "CO", "DI" pharm , "T1", "T2", "T3", "T4",
 "T5", "T6", "T7" ptemp , "I", "L" prhy , "CH", "AE", "ME", "ID", "SY",
 "NO" porch , "M", "F", "B", "N" plyr :
 M, L ;
 end proc: 
nops W
for j from 1 to nops W  do for k from 1 to 4 do d k d dis W j , C k 1  od: 
 pd FindMinimalElement d 1 , d 2 , d 3 , d 4 , position 2 ;
 C p 2 d seq C p 2 i , i = 1 ..nops C p 2 , W j ; 
C p d upd C p  od: 
map nops, C 1 2 , C 2 2 , C 3 2 , C 4 2  
movedproc V, L1, L2  local i, F1, F2, k; 
id 1; F1d L1; F2d L2; 
 while V s L1 i  do id iC 1 od: 
 F1d seq F1 k , k = 1 ..iK 1 , seq F1 k , k = iC 1 ..nops L1 ; 
 F2d seq F2 k , k = 1 ..nops L2 , V ; 
 F1, F2  
 end proc:
passdproc C1, C2, C3, C4  local m, D, i, j, l, k, nn, nnn, d1, d2, d3, d4, F, swaps, S; 
 D 1 d C1; D 2 d C2; D 3 d C3; D 4 d C4; F 1 d C1; F 2 d C2; F 3 d C3; F 4
d C4;
 nn 1 d nops D 1 2 ; nn 2 d nops D 2 2 ; nn 3 d nops D 3 2 ; nn 4
d nops D 4 2 ;
 swapsd 0;
 for m from 1 to 4 do 
 nnnd nn m ;
 for i from 1 to nnn do 
 ld dis F m 2 i , D 1 1 , dis F m 2 i , D 2 1 , dis F m 2 i , D 3 1 ,
dis F m 2 i , D 4 1 ; 
 kd FindMinimalElement l, position 2 ;   
if evalb ks m  then print l, k, m, i  fi;
 if k s m then Sd move F m 2 i , D m 2 , D k 2 ; 
 D m d D m 1 , S 1 ; D k d D k 1 , S 2 ; 
 D m d upd D m ; D k d upd D k ; 
 swapsd swapsC 1; fi: od: od;
 D 1 , D 2 , D 3 , D 4 , swaps ;
 end proc:
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Figure A.13: Maple code used to implement the k-Modes clustering algorithm (Chapter 5)
continued.
Td pass C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 : 
T 5
G1d T 1 : G2d T 2 : G3d T 3 : G4d T 4 : nops G1 2 ; nops G2 2 ; nops G3 2 ;
 nops G4 2 ; 
G1 1 , G2 1 , G3 1 , G4 1  
ffdproc a  local j, c, k;
 cd 0, 0, 0, 0 ; kd RowDimension a 1 ;
 for j from 1 to nops a  do if a j k 1 = "H" then c 1 d c 1 C 1 elif a j k 1 = "S" 
then c 2 d c 2 C 1 elif a j k 1  = "C" then c 3 d c 3 C 1 else c 4 d c 4 C 1 fi; od;
 c;
 end:





for j from 1 to 4 do C j 1  od
T1d pass G1, G2, G3, G4 :
T1 5
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Figure B.1: Training Data Set.
Person # Song # Mode Harmonies Tempo Rhythm Instrument Lyrics Mood
1 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
1 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
1 3 MA DI 84 I CH M A
1 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
1 5 MA CO 66 L ID M H
1 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
1 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
1 8 MI DI 66 I SY N A
1 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
1 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
1 11 MI DI 116 I ME M S
1 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
1 13 MA CO 104 I CH M S
1 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
1 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
1 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
1 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
1 18 MI DI 40 L CH N C
1 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
1 20 MA DI 60 L CH F S
1 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
1 22 MA DI 80 L CH N A
1 23 MA DI 84 L AE N S
1 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
1 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
1 26 MA CO 104 L CH N A
1 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
1 28 MI DI 40 L CH M A
1 29 MI DI 72 I ID F S
1 30 MA DI 63 L NO B A
2 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
2 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
2 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
2 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
2 5 MA CO 66 L ID M C
2 6 MI DI 76 L CH F H
2 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
2 8 MI DI 66 I SY N A
2 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
2 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
2 11 MI DI 116 I ME M H
2 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
2 13 MA CO 104 I CH M C
2 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
2 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
2 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
2 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
2 18 MI DI 40 L CH N C
2 19 MI DI 96 I CH M S
2 20 MA DI 60 L CH F C
2 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
2 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
2 23 MA DI 84 L AE N S
2 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
2 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
2 26 MA CO 104 L CH N C
2 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
2 28 MI DI 40 L CH M A
2 29 MI DI 72 I ID F S
2 30 MA DI 63 L NO B C
3 1 MA DI 92 I CH M C
3 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
3 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
3 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
3 5 MA CO 66 L ID M C
3 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
3 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
3 8 MI DI 66 I SY N C
3 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
3 10 MA CO 46 L CH B H
3 11 MI DI 116 I ME M C
3 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
3 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
3 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
3 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
3 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
3 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
3 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
3 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
3 20 MA DI 60 L CH F C
3 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
3 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
3 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
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Figure B.2: Training Data Set continued.
Person # Song # Mode Harmonies Tempo Rhythm Instrument Lyrics Mood
3 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
3 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
3 26 MA CO 104 L CH N A
3 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
3 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
3 29 MI DI 72 I ID F C
3 30 MA DI 63 L NO B H
4 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
4 2 MA CO 120 L AE N H
4 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
4 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
4 5 MA CO 66 L ID M C
4 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
4 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
4 8 MI DI 66 I SY N A
4 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
4 10 MA CO 46 L CH B H
4 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
4 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
4 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
4 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
4 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
4 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
4 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
4 18 MI DI 40 L CH N C
4 19 MI DI 96 I CH M H
4 20 MA DI 60 L CH F H
4 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
4 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
4 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
4 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
4 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
4 26 MA CO 104 L CH N C
4 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
4 28 MI DI 40 L CH M H
4 29 MI DI 72 I ID F C
4 30 MA DI 63 L NO B A
5 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
5 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
5 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
5 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
5 5 MA CO 66 L ID M C
5 6 MI DI 76 L CH F C
5 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
5 8 MI DI 66 I SY N A
5 9 MI DI 72 I CH M H
5 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
5 11 MI DI 116 I ME M C
5 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
5 13 MA CO 104 I CH M A
5 14 MA CO 120 I SY B A
5 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
5 16 MI DI 69 I CH M H
5 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
5 18 MI DI 40 L CH N C
5 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
5 20 MA DI 60 L CH F S
5 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
5 22 MA DI 80 L CH N H
5 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
5 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
5 25 MI DI 116 L SY F S
5 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
5 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
5 28 MI DI 40 L CH M S
5 29 MI DI 72 I ID F C
5 30 MA DI 63 L NO B A
6 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
6 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
6 3 MA DI 84 I CH M A
6 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
6 5 MA CO 66 L ID M C
6 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
6 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
6 8 MI DI 66 I SY N C
6 9 MI DI 72 I CH M H
6 10 MA CO 46 L CH B H
6 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
6 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
6 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
6 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
6 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
6 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
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Figure B.3: Training Data Set continued.
Person # Song # Mode Harmonies Tempo Rhythm Instrument Lyrics Mood
6 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
6 18 MI DI 40 L CH N C
6 19 MI DI 96 I CH M H
6 20 MA DI 60 L CH F H
6 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
6 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
6 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
6 24 MI DI 66 L CH N C
6 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
6 26 MA CO 104 L CH N C
6 27 MA CO 69 L SY M H
6 28 MI DI 40 L CH M S
6 29 MI DI 72 I ID F C
6 30 MA DI 63 L NO B C
7 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
7 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
7 3 MA DI 84 I CH M A
7 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
7 5 MA CO 66 L ID M H
7 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
7 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
7 8 MI DI 66 I SY N A
7 9 MI DI 72 I CH M H
7 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
7 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
7 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
7 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
7 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
7 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
7 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
7 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
7 18 MI DI 40 L CH N C
7 19 MI DI 96 I CH M H
7 20 MA DI 60 L CH F C
7 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
7 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
7 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
7 24 MI DI 66 L CH N C
7 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
7 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
7 27 MA CO 69 L SY M A
7 28 MI DI 40 L CH M H
7 29 MI DI 72 I ID F H
7 30 MA DI 63 L NO B C
8 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
8 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
8 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
8 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
8 5 MA CO 66 L ID M A
8 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
8 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
8 8 MI DI 66 I SY N A
8 9 MI DI 72 I CH M H
8 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
8 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
8 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
8 13 MA CO 104 I CH M A
8 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
8 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
8 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
8 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
8 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
8 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
8 20 MA DI 60 L CH F C
8 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
8 22 MA DI 80 L CH N H
8 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
8 24 MI DI 66 L CH N C
8 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
8 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
8 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
8 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
8 29 MI DI 72 I ID F A
8 30 MA DI 63 L NO B C
9 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
9 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
9 3 MA DI 84 I CH M A
9 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
9 5 MA CO 66 L ID M C
9 6 MI DI 76 L CH F H
9 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
9 8 MI DI 66 I SY N A
9 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
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Figure B.4: Training Data Set continued.
Person # Song # Mode Harmonies Tempo Rhythm Instrument Lyrics Mood
9 10 MA CO 46 L CH B S
9 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
9 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
9 13 MA CO 104 I CH M A
9 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
9 15 MA DI 50 L NO B H
9 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
9 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
9 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
9 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
9 20 MA DI 60 L CH F H
9 21 MA CO 120 I SY B A
9 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
9 23 MA DI 84 L AE N S
9 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
9 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
9 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
9 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
9 28 MI DI 40 L CH M A
9 29 MI DI 72 I ID F H
9 30 MA DI 63 L NO B H
10 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
10 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
10 3 MA DI 84 I CH M A
10 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
10 5 MA CO 66 L ID M C
10 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
10 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
10 8 MI DI 66 I SY N A
10 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
10 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
10 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
10 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
10 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
10 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
10 15 MA DI 50 L NO B H
10 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
10 17 MA CO 126 I SY F A
10 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
10 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
10 20 MA DI 60 L CH F H
10 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
10 22 MA DI 80 L CH N H
10 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
10 24 MI DI 66 L CH N C
10 25 MI DI 116 L SY F S
10 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
10 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
10 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
10 29 MI DI 72 I ID F C
10 30 MA DI 63 L NO B H
11 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
11 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
11 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
11 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
11 5 MA CO 66 L ID M C
11 6 MI DI 76 L CH F C
11 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
11 8 MI DI 66 I SY N A
11 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
11 10 MA CO 46 L CH B A
11 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
11 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
11 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
11 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
11 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
11 16 MI DI 69 I CH M H
11 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
11 18 MI DI 40 L CH N C
11 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
11 20 MA DI 60 L CH F A
11 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
11 22 MA DI 80 L CH N A
11 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
11 24 MI DI 66 L CH N C
11 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
11 26 MA CO 104 L CH N A
11 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
11 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
11 29 MI DI 72 I ID F A
11 30 MA DI 63 L NO B C
12 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
12 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
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Figure B.5: Training Data Set continued.
Person # Song # Mode Harmonies Tempo Rhythm Instrument Lyrics Mood
12 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
12 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
12 5 MA CO 66 L ID M H
12 6 MI DI 76 L CH F C
12 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
12 8 MI DI 66 I SY N A
12 9 MI DI 72 I CH M S
12 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
12 11 MI DI 116 I ME M H
12 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
12 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
12 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
12 15 MA DI 50 L NO B A
12 16 MI DI 69 I CH M S
12 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
12 18 MI DI 40 L CH N H
12 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
12 20 MA DI 60 L CH F H
12 21 MA CO 120 I SY B A
12 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
12 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
12 24 MI DI 66 L CH N H
12 25 MI DI 116 L SY F A
12 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
12 27 MA CO 69 L SY M A
12 28 MI DI 40 L CH M H
12 29 MI DI 72 I ID F A
12 30 MA DI 63 L NO B C
13 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
13 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
13 3 MA DI 84 I CH M A
13 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
13 5 MA CO 66 L ID M C
13 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
13 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
13 8 MI DI 66 I SY N A
13 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
13 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
13 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
13 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
13 13 MA CO 104 I CH M A
13 14 MA CO 120 I SY B A
13 15 MA DI 50 L NO B H
13 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
13 17 MA CO 126 I SY F A
13 18 MI DI 40 L CH N H
13 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
13 20 MA DI 60 L CH F C
13 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
13 22 MA DI 80 L CH N A
13 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
13 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
13 25 MI DI 116 L SY F C
13 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
13 27 MA CO 69 L SY M A
13 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
13 29 MI DI 72 I ID F A
13 30 MA DI 63 L NO B C
14 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
14 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
14 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
14 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
14 5 MA CO 66 L ID M S
14 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
14 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
14 8 MI DI 66 I SY N C
14 9 MI DI 72 I CH M H
14 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
14 11 MI DI 116 I ME M S
14 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
14 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
14 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
14 15 MA DI 50 L NO B A
14 16 MI DI 69 I CH M C
14 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
14 18 MI DI 40 L CH N C
14 19 MI DI 96 I CH M C
14 20 MA DI 60 L CH F C
14 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
14 22 MA DI 80 L CH N H
14 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
14 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
14 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
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Figure B.6: Training Data Set continued.
Person # Song # Mode Harmonies Tempo Rhythm Instrument Lyrics Mood
14 26 MA CO 104 L CH N C
14 27 MA CO 69 L SY M H
14 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
14 29 MI DI 72 I ID F S
14 30 MA DI 63 L NO B A
15 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
15 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
15 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
15 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
15 5 MA CO 66 L ID M A
15 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
15 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
15 8 MI DI 66 I SY N C
15 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
15 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
15 11 MI DI 116 I ME M S
15 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
15 13 MA CO 104 I CH M S
15 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
15 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
15 16 MI DI 69 I CH M H
15 17 MA CO 126 I SY F S
15 18 MI DI 40 L CH N C
15 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
15 20 MA DI 60 L CH F H
15 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
15 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
15 23 MA DI 84 L AE N S
15 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
15 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
15 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
15 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
15 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
15 29 MI DI 72 I ID F C
15 30 MA DI 63 L NO B C
16 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
16 2 MA CO 120 L AE N S
16 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
16 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
16 5 MA CO 66 L ID M H
16 6 MI DI 76 L CH F H
16 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
16 8 MI DI 66 I SY N H
16 9 MI DI 72 I CH M H
16 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
16 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
16 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
16 13 MA CO 104 I CH M A
16 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
16 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
16 16 MI DI 69 I CH M H
16 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
16 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
16 19 MI DI 96 I CH M H
16 20 MA DI 60 L CH F H
16 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
16 22 MA DI 80 L CH N A
16 23 MA DI 84 L AE N S
16 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
16 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
16 26 MA CO 104 L CH N C
16 27 MA CO 69 L SY M H
16 28 MI DI 40 L CH M H
16 29 MI DI 72 I ID F A
16 30 MA DI 63 L NO B A
17 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
17 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
17 3 MA DI 84 I CH M A
17 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
17 5 MA CO 66 L ID M H
17 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
17 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
17 8 MI DI 66 I SY N A
17 9 MI DI 72 I CH M A
17 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
17 11 MI DI 116 I ME M H
17 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
17 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
17 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
17 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
17 16 MI DI 69 I CH M H
17 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
17 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
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Figure B.7: Training Data Set continued.
Person # Song # Mode Harmonies Tempo Rhythm Instrument Lyrics Mood
17 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
17 20 MA DI 60 L CH F C
17 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
17 22 MA DI 80 L CH N H
17 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
17 24 MI DI 66 L CH N C
17 25 MI DI 116 L SY F S
17 26 MA CO 104 L CH N A
17 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
17 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
17 29 MI DI 72 I ID F S
17 30 MA DI 63 L NO B C
18 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
18 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
18 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
18 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
18 5 MA CO 66 L ID M A
18 6 MI DI 76 L CH F C
18 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
18 8 MI DI 66 I SY N A
18 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
18 10 MA CO 46 L CH B S
18 11 MI DI 116 I ME M H
18 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
18 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
18 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
18 15 MA DI 50 L NO B S
18 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
18 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
18 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
18 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
18 20 MA DI 60 L CH F C
18 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
18 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
18 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
18 24 MI DI 66 L CH N C
18 25 MI DI 116 L SY F C
18 26 MA CO 104 L CH N C
18 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
18 28 MI DI 40 L CH M H
18 29 MI DI 72 I ID F C
18 30 MA DI 63 L NO B S
19 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
19 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
19 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
19 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
19 5 MA CO 66 L ID M A
19 6 MI DI 76 L CH F C
19 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
19 8 MI DI 66 I SY N A
19 9 MI DI 72 I CH M H
19 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
19 11 MI DI 116 I ME M H
19 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
19 13 MA CO 104 I CH M A
19 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
19 15 MA DI 50 L NO B S
19 16 MI DI 69 I CH M H
19 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
19 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
19 19 MI DI 96 I CH M H
19 20 MA DI 60 L CH F S
19 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
19 22 MA DI 80 L CH N A
19 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
19 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
19 25 MI DI 116 L SY F S
19 26 MA CO 104 L CH N A
19 27 MA CO 69 L SY M H
19 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
19 29 MI DI 72 I ID F A
19 30 MA DI 63 L NO B S
20 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
20 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
20 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
20 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
20 5 MA CO 66 L ID M H
20 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
20 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
20 8 MI DI 66 I SY N A
20 9 MI DI 72 I CH M H
20 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
20 11 MI DI 116 I ME M S
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Figure B.8: Training Data Set continued.
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20 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
20 13 MA CO 104 I CH M S
20 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
20 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
20 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
20 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
20 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
20 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
20 20 MA DI 60 L CH F H
20 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
20 22 MA DI 80 L CH N H
20 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
20 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
20 25 MI DI 116 L SY F S
20 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
20 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
20 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
20 29 MI DI 72 I ID F S
20 30 MA DI 63 L NO B C
21 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
21 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
21 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
21 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
21 5 MA CO 66 L ID M C
21 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
21 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
21 8 MI DI 66 I SY N A
21 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
21 10 MA CO 46 L CH B S
21 11 MI DI 116 I ME M S
21 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
21 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
21 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
21 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
21 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
21 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
21 18 MI DI 40 L CH N C
21 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
21 20 MA DI 60 L CH F C
21 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
21 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
21 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
21 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
21 25 MI DI 116 L SY F C
21 26 MA CO 104 L CH N C
21 27 MA CO 69 L SY M H
21 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
21 29 MI DI 72 I ID F S
21 30 MA DI 63 L NO B S
22 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
22 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
22 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
22 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
22 5 MA CO 66 L ID M H
22 6 MI DI 76 L CH F C
22 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
22 8 MI DI 66 I SY N C
22 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
22 10 MA CO 46 L CH B S
22 11 MI DI 116 I ME M H
22 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
22 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
22 14 MA CO 120 I SY B A
22 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
22 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
22 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
22 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
22 19 MI DI 96 I CH M C
22 20 MA DI 60 L CH F C
22 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
22 22 MA DI 80 L CH N A
22 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
22 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
22 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
22 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
22 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
22 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
22 29 MI DI 72 I ID F S
22 30 MA DI 63 L NO B C
23 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
23 2 MA CO 120 L AE N H
23 3 MA DI 84 I CH M A
23 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
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Figure B.9: Training Data Set continued.
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23 5 MA CO 66 L ID M A
23 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
23 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
23 8 MI DI 66 I SY N A
23 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
23 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
23 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
23 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
23 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
23 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
23 15 MA DI 50 L NO B S
23 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
23 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
23 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
23 19 MI DI 96 I CH M H
23 20 MA DI 60 L CH F H
23 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
23 22 MA DI 80 L CH N H
23 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
23 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
23 25 MI DI 116 L SY F S
23 26 MA CO 104 L CH N C
23 27 MA CO 69 L SY M H
23 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
23 29 MI DI 72 I ID F C
23 30 MA DI 63 L NO B A
24 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
24 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
24 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
24 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
24 5 MA CO 66 L ID M A
24 6 MI DI 76 L CH F C
24 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
24 8 MI DI 66 I SY N C
24 9 MI DI 72 I CH M H
24 10 MA CO 46 L CH B S
24 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
24 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
24 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
24 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
24 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
24 16 MI DI 69 I CH M H
24 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
24 18 MI DI 40 L CH N C
24 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
24 20 MA DI 60 L CH F S
24 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
24 22 MA DI 80 L CH N H
24 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
24 24 MI DI 66 L CH N C
24 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
24 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
24 27 MA CO 69 L SY M A
24 28 MI DI 40 L CH M H
24 29 MI DI 72 I ID F A
24 30 MA DI 63 L NO B A
25 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
25 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
25 3 MA DI 84 I CH M A
25 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
25 5 MA CO 66 L ID M A
25 6 MI DI 76 L CH F C
25 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
25 8 MI DI 66 I SY N C
25 9 MI DI 72 I CH M H
25 10 MA CO 46 L CH B A
25 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
25 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
25 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
25 14 MA CO 120 I SY B A
25 15 MA DI 50 L NO B A
25 16 MI DI 69 I CH M H
25 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
25 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
25 19 MI DI 96 I CH M H
25 20 MA DI 60 L CH F S
25 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
25 22 MA DI 80 L CH N H
25 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
25 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
25 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
25 26 MA CO 104 L CH N A
25 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
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25 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
25 29 MI DI 72 I ID F A
25 30 MA DI 63 L NO B A
26 1 MA DI 92 I CH M H
26 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
26 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
26 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
26 5 MA CO 66 L ID M A
26 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
26 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
26 8 MI DI 66 I SY N A
26 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
26 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
26 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
26 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
26 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
26 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
26 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
26 16 MI DI 69 I CH M H
26 17 MA CO 126 I SY F A
26 18 MI DI 40 L CH N H
26 19 MI DI 96 I CH M S
26 20 MA DI 60 L CH F H
26 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
26 22 MA DI 80 L CH N S
26 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
26 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
26 25 MI DI 116 L SY F S
26 26 MA CO 104 L CH N C
26 27 MA CO 69 L SY M H
26 28 MI DI 40 L CH M A
26 29 MI DI 72 I ID F A
26 30 MA DI 63 L NO B A
27 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
27 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
27 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
27 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
27 5 MA CO 66 L ID M H
27 6 MI DI 76 L CH F C
27 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
27 8 MI DI 66 I SY N H
27 9 MI DI 72 I CH M H
27 10 MA CO 46 L CH B A
27 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
27 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
27 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
27 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
27 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
27 16 MI DI 69 I CH M H
27 17 MA CO 126 I SY F S
27 18 MI DI 40 L CH N A
27 19 MI DI 96 I CH M S
27 20 MA DI 60 L CH F H
27 21 MA CO 120 I SY B A
27 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
27 23 MA DI 84 L AE N S
27 24 MI DI 66 L CH N H
27 25 MI DI 116 L SY F C
27 26 MA CO 104 L CH N A
27 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
27 28 MI DI 40 L CH M A
27 29 MI DI 72 I ID F C
27 30 MA DI 63 L NO B H
28 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
28 2 MA CO 120 L AE N H
28 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
28 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
28 5 MA CO 66 L ID M C
28 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
28 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
28 8 MI DI 66 I SY N C
28 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
28 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
28 11 MI DI 116 I ME M S
28 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
28 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
28 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
28 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
28 16 MI DI 69 I CH M H
28 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
28 18 MI DI 40 L CH N C
28 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
28 20 MA DI 60 L CH F S
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Figure C.1: Training Data Set continued.
Person # Song # Mode Harmonies Tempo Rhythm Instrument Lyrics Mood
28 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
28 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
28 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
28 24 MI DI 66 L CH N C
28 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
28 26 MA CO 104 L CH N C
28 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
28 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
28 29 MI DI 72 I ID F S
28 30 MA DI 63 L NO B S
29 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
29 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
29 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
29 4 MI DI 76 I ME M H
29 5 MA CO 66 L ID M C
29 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
29 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
29 8 MI DI 66 I SY N C
29 9 MI DI 72 I CH M H
29 10 MA CO 46 L CH B S
29 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
29 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
29 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
29 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
29 15 MA DI 50 L NO B S
29 16 MI DI 69 I CH M H
29 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
29 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
29 19 MI DI 96 I CH M H
29 20 MA DI 60 L CH F S
29 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
29 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
29 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
29 24 MI DI 66 L CH N C
29 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
29 26 MA CO 104 L CH N C
29 27 MA CO 69 L SY M H
29 28 MI DI 40 L CH M S
29 29 MI DI 72 I ID F C
29 30 MA DI 63 L NO B A
30 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
30 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
30 3 MA DI 84 I CH M A
30 4 MI DI 76 I ME M H
30 5 MA CO 66 L ID M C
30 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
30 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
30 8 MI DI 66 I SY N C
30 9 MI DI 72 I CH M H
30 10 MA CO 46 L CH B S
30 11 MI DI 116 I ME M C
30 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
30 13 MA CO 104 I CH M C
30 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
30 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
30 16 MI DI 69 I CH M H
30 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
30 18 MI DI 40 L CH N C
30 19 MI DI 96 I CH M C
30 20 MA DI 60 L CH F S
30 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
30 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
30 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
30 24 MI DI 66 L CH N C
30 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
30 26 MA CO 104 L CH N C
30 27 MA CO 69 L SY M S
30 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
30 29 MI DI 72 I ID F C
30 30 MA DI 63 L NO B C
31 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
31 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
31 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
31 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
31 5 MA CO 66 L ID M H
31 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
31 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
31 8 MI DI 66 I SY N H
31 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
31 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
31 11 MI DI 116 I ME M S
31 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
31 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
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31 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
31 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
31 16 MI DI 69 I CH M H
31 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
31 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
31 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
31 20 MA DI 60 L CH F C
31 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
31 22 MA DI 80 L CH N H
31 23 MA DI 84 L AE N S
31 24 MI DI 66 L CH N C
31 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
31 26 MA CO 104 L CH N A
31 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
31 28 MI DI 40 L CH M S
31 29 MI DI 72 I ID F S
31 30 MA DI 63 L NO B C
32 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
32 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
32 3 MA DI 84 I CH M A
32 4 MI DI 76 I ME M H
32 5 MA CO 66 L ID M H
32 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
32 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
32 8 MI DI 66 I SY N C
32 9 MI DI 72 I CH M H
32 10 MA CO 46 L CH B H
32 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
32 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
32 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
32 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
32 15 MA DI 50 L NO B S
32 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
32 17 MA CO 126 I SY F A
32 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
32 19 MI DI 96 I CH M H
32 20 MA DI 60 L CH F C
32 21 MA CO 120 I SY B A
32 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
32 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
32 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
32 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
32 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
32 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
32 28 MI DI 40 L CH M H
32 29 MI DI 72 I ID F H
32 30 MA DI 63 L NO B A
33 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
33 2 MA CO 120 L AE N H
33 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
33 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
33 5 MA CO 66 L ID M A
33 6 MI DI 76 L CH F C
33 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
33 8 MI DI 66 I SY N A
33 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
33 10 MA CO 46 L CH B A
33 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
33 12 MA DI 84 L CH N A
33 13 MA CO 104 I CH M C
33 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
33 15 MA DI 50 L NO B H
33 16 MI DI 69 I CH M C
33 17 MA CO 126 I SY F A
33 18 MI DI 40 L CH N C
33 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
33 20 MA DI 60 L CH F A
33 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
33 22 MA DI 80 L CH N H
33 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
33 24 MI DI 66 L CH N C
33 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
33 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
33 27 MA CO 69 L SY M A
33 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
33 29 MI DI 72 I ID F H
33 30 MA DI 63 L NO B A
34 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
34 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
34 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
34 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
34 5 MA CO 66 L ID M A
34 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
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Figure C.3: Training Data Set continued.
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34 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
34 8 MI DI 66 I SY N C
34 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
34 10 MA CO 46 L CH B S
34 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
34 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
34 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
34 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
34 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
34 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
34 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
34 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
34 19 MI DI 96 I CH M H
34 20 MA DI 60 L CH F S
34 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
34 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
34 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
34 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
34 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
34 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
34 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
34 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
34 29 MI DI 72 I ID F A
34 30 MA DI 63 L NO B A
35 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
35 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
35 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
35 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
35 5 MA CO 66 L ID M H
35 6 MI DI 76 L CH F C
35 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
35 8 MI DI 66 I SY N H
35 9 MI DI 72 I CH M H
35 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
35 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
35 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
35 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
35 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
35 15 MA DI 50 L NO B S
35 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
35 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
35 18 MI DI 40 L CH N C
35 19 MI DI 96 I CH M H
35 20 MA DI 60 L CH F C
35 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
35 22 MA DI 80 L CH N H
35 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
35 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
35 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
35 26 MA CO 104 L CH N A
35 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
35 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
35 29 MI DI 72 I ID F C
35 30 MA DI 63 L NO B A
36 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
36 2 MA CO 120 L AE N H
36 3 MA DI 84 I CH M C
36 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
36 5 MA CO 66 L ID M C
36 6 MI DI 76 L CH F C
36 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
36 8 MI DI 66 I SY N H
36 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
36 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
36 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
36 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
36 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
36 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
36 15 MA DI 50 L NO B H
36 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
36 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
36 18 MI DI 40 L CH N H
36 19 MI DI 96 I CH M H
36 20 MA DI 60 L CH F C
36 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
36 22 MA DI 80 L CH N A
36 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
36 24 MI DI 66 L CH N C
36 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
36 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
36 27 MA CO 69 L SY M H
36 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
36 29 MI DI 72 I ID F C
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Figure C.4: Training Data Set continued.
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36 30 MA DI 63 L NO B C
37 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
37 2 MA CO 120 L AE N A
37 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
37 4 MI DI 76 I ME M H
37 5 MA CO 66 L ID M H
37 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
37 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
37 8 MI DI 66 I SY N H
37 9 MI DI 72 I CH M H
37 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
37 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
37 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
37 13 MA CO 104 I CH M A
37 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
37 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
37 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
37 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
37 18 MI DI 40 L CH N C
37 19 MI DI 96 I CH M H
37 20 MA DI 60 L CH F C
37 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
37 22 MA DI 80 L CH N A
37 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
37 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
37 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
37 26 MA CO 104 L CH N A
37 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
37 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
37 29 MI DI 72 I ID F C
37 30 MA DI 63 L NO B A
38 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
38 2 MA CO 120 L AE N H
38 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
38 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
38 5 MA CO 66 L ID M C
38 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
38 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
38 8 MI DI 66 I SY N H
38 9 MI DI 72 I CH M H
38 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
38 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
38 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
38 13 MA CO 104 I CH M A
38 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
38 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
38 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
38 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
38 18 MI DI 40 L CH N C
38 19 MI DI 96 I CH M H
38 20 MA DI 60 L CH F H
38 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
38 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
38 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
38 24 MI DI 66 L CH N C
38 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
38 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
38 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
38 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
38 29 MI DI 72 I ID F A
38 30 MA DI 63 L NO B C
39 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
39 2 MA CO 120 L AE N A
39 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
39 4 MI DI 76 I ME M S
39 5 MA CO 66 L ID M C
39 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
39 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
39 8 MI DI 66 I SY N C
39 9 MI DI 72 I CH M H
39 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
39 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
39 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
39 13 MA CO 104 I CH M A
39 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
39 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
39 16 MI DI 69 I CH M H
39 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
39 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
39 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
39 20 MA DI 60 L CH F S
39 21 MA CO 120 I SY B A
39 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
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Figure C.5: Training Data Set continued.
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39 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
39 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
39 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
39 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
39 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
39 28 MI DI 40 L CH M H
39 29 MI DI 72 I ID F C
39 30 MA DI 63 L NO B A
40 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
40 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
40 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
40 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
40 5 MA CO 66 L ID M C
40 6 MI DI 76 L CH F A
40 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
40 8 MI DI 66 I SY N H
40 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
40 10 MA CO 46 L CH B S
40 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
40 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
40 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
40 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
40 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
40 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
40 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
40 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
40 19 MI DI 96 I CH M H
40 20 MA DI 60 L CH F S
40 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
40 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
40 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
40 24 MI DI 66 L CH N H
40 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
40 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
40 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
40 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
40 29 MI DI 72 I ID F C
40 30 MA DI 63 L NO B C
41 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
41 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
41 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
41 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
41 5 MA CO 66 L ID M C
41 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
41 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
41 8 MI DI 66 I SY N C
41 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
41 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
41 11 MI DI 116 I ME M C
41 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
41 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
41 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
41 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
41 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
41 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
41 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
41 19 MI DI 96 I CH M H
41 20 MA DI 60 L CH F H
41 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
41 22 MA DI 80 L CH N A
41 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
41 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
41 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
41 26 MA CO 104 L CH N C
41 27 MA CO 69 L SY M H
41 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
41 29 MI DI 72 I ID F S
41 30 MA DI 63 L NO B A
42 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
42 2 MA CO 120 L AE N H
42 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
42 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
42 5 MA CO 66 L ID M C
42 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
42 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
42 8 MI DI 66 I SY N C
42 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
42 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
42 11 MI DI 116 I ME M S
42 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
42 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
42 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
42 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
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42 16 MI DI 69 I CH M H
42 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
42 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
42 19 MI DI 96 I CH M H
42 20 MA DI 60 L CH F C
42 21 MA CO 120 I SY B A
42 22 MA DI 80 L CH N H
42 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
42 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
42 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
42 26 MA CO 104 L CH N C
42 27 MA CO 69 L SY M H
42 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
42 29 MI DI 72 I ID F C
42 30 MA DI 63 L NO B S
43 1 MA DI 92 I CH M H
43 2 MA CO 120 L AE N A
43 3 MA DI 84 I CH M A
43 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
43 5 MA CO 66 L ID M C
43 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
43 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
43 8 MI DI 66 I SY N C
43 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
43 10 MA CO 46 L CH B A
43 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
43 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
43 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
43 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
43 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
43 16 MI DI 69 I CH M S
43 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
43 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
43 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
43 20 MA DI 60 L CH F S
43 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
43 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
43 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
43 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
43 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
43 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
43 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
43 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
43 29 MI DI 72 I ID F A
43 30 MA DI 63 L NO B H
44 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
44 2 MA CO 120 L AE N H
44 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
44 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
44 5 MA CO 66 L ID M A
44 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
44 7 MA CO 120 L CH F A
44 8 MI DI 66 I SY N H
44 9 MI DI 72 I CH M H
44 10 MA CO 46 L CH B H
44 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
44 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
44 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
44 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
44 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
44 16 MI DI 69 I CH M H
44 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
44 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
44 19 MI DI 96 I CH M H
44 20 MA DI 60 L CH F H
44 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
44 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
44 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
44 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
44 25 MI DI 116 L SY F S
44 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
44 27 MA CO 69 L SY M H
44 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
44 29 MI DI 72 I ID F C
44 30 MA DI 63 L NO B A
45 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
45 2 MA CO 120 L AE N H
45 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
45 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
45 5 MA CO 66 L ID M A
45 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
45 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
45 8 MI DI 66 I SY N C
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Figure C.7: Training Data Set continued.
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45 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
45 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
45 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
45 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
45 13 MA CO 104 I CH M A
45 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
45 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
45 16 MI DI 69 I CH M H
45 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
45 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
45 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
45 20 MA DI 60 L CH F A
45 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
45 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
45 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
45 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
45 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
45 26 MA CO 104 L CH N C
45 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
45 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
45 29 MI DI 72 I ID F A
45 30 MA DI 63 L NO B A
46 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
46 2 MA CO 120 L AE N S
46 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
46 4 MI DI 76 I ME M H
46 5 MA CO 66 L ID M H
46 6 MI DI 76 L CH F H
46 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
46 8 MI DI 66 I SY N H
46 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
46 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
46 11 MI DI 116 I ME M S
46 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
46 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
46 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
46 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
46 16 MI DI 69 I CH M H
46 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
46 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
46 19 MI DI 96 I CH M H
46 20 MA DI 60 L CH F H
46 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
46 22 MA DI 80 L CH N A
46 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
46 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
46 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
46 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
46 27 MA CO 69 L SY M H
46 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
46 29 MI DI 72 I ID F C
46 30 MA DI 63 L NO B S
47 1 MA DI 92 I CH M H
47 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
47 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
47 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
47 5 MA CO 66 L ID M C
47 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
47 7 MA CO 120 L CH F A
47 8 MI DI 66 I SY N C
47 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
47 10 MA CO 46 L CH B H
47 11 MI DI 116 I ME M H
47 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
47 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
47 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
47 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
47 16 MI DI 69 I CH M H
47 17 MA CO 126 I SY F A
47 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
47 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
47 20 MA DI 60 L CH F C
47 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
47 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
47 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
47 24 MI DI 66 L CH N C
47 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
47 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
47 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
47 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
47 29 MI DI 72 I ID F A
47 30 MA DI 63 L NO B H
48 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
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48 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
48 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
48 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
48 5 MA CO 66 L ID M C
48 6 MI DI 76 L CH F C
48 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
48 8 MI DI 66 I SY N A
48 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
48 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
48 11 MI DI 116 I ME M C
48 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
48 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
48 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
48 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
48 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
48 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
48 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
48 19 MI DI 96 I CH M S
48 20 MA DI 60 L CH F C
48 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
48 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
48 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
48 24 MI DI 66 L CH N C
48 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
48 26 MA CO 104 L CH N C
48 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
48 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
48 29 MI DI 72 I ID F C
48 30 MA DI 63 L NO B A
49 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
49 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
49 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
49 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
49 5 MA CO 66 L ID M S
49 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
49 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
49 8 MI DI 66 I SY N C
49 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
49 10 MA CO 46 L CH B S
49 11 MI DI 116 I ME M S
49 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
49 13 MA CO 104 I CH M C
49 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
49 15 MA DI 50 L NO B S
49 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
49 17 MA CO 126 I SY F C
49 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
49 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
49 20 MA DI 60 L CH F H
49 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
49 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
49 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
49 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
49 25 MI DI 116 L SY F C
49 26 MA CO 104 L CH N C
49 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
49 28 MI DI 40 L CH M S
49 29 MI DI 72 I ID F S
49 30 MA DI 63 L NO B A
50 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
50 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
50 3 MA DI 84 I CH M A
50 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
50 5 MA CO 66 L ID M H
50 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
50 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
50 8 MI DI 66 I SY N H
50 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
50 10 MA CO 46 L CH B A
50 11 MI DI 116 I ME M C
50 12 MA DI 84 L CH N H
50 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
50 14 MA CO 120 I SY B A
50 15 MA DI 50 L NO B H
50 16 MI DI 69 I CH M H
50 17 MA CO 126 I SY F S
50 18 MI DI 40 L CH N H
50 19 MI DI 96 I CH M C
50 20 MA DI 60 L CH F H
50 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
50 22 MA DI 80 L CH N H
50 23 MA DI 84 L AE N S
50 24 MI DI 66 L CH N H
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Figure C.9: Training Data Set continued.
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50 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
50 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
50 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
50 28 MI DI 40 L CH M H
50 29 MI DI 72 I ID F A
50 30 MA DI 63 L NO B C
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Figure D.1: Test Data Set.
Person # Song # Mode Harmonies Tempo Rhythm Instrument Lyrics Mood
1 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
1 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
1 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
1 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
1 5 MA CO 66 L ID M A
1 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
1 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
1 8 MI DI 66 I SY N A
1 9 MI DI 72 I CH M H
1 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
1 11 MI DI 116 I ME M H
1 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
1 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
1 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
1 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
1 16 MI DI 69 I CH M H
1 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
1 18 MI DI 40 L CH N C
1 19 MI DI 96 I CH M H
1 20 MA DI 60 L CH F C
1 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
1 22 MA DI 80 L CH N A
1 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
1 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
1 25 MI DI 116 L SY F S
1 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
1 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
1 28 MI DI 40 L CH M H
1 29 MI DI 72 I ID F A
1 30 MA DI 63 L NO B C
2 1 MA DI 92 I CH M H
2 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
2 3 MA DI 84 I CH M A
2 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
2 5 MA CO 66 L ID M H
2 6 MI DI 76 L CH F C
2 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
2 8 MI DI 66 I SY N H
2 9 MI DI 72 I CH M H
2 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
2 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
2 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
2 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
2 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
2 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
2 16 MI DI 69 I CH M H
2 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
2 18 MI DI 40 L CH N C
2 19 MI DI 96 I CH M H
2 20 MA DI 60 L CH F H
2 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
2 22 MA DI 80 L CH N A
2 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
2 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
2 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
2 26 MA CO 104 L CH N A
2 27 MA CO 69 L SY M H
2 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
2 29 MI DI 72 I ID F C
2 30 MA DI 63 L NO B C
3 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
3 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
3 3 MA DI 84 I CH M C
3 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
3 5 MA CO 66 L ID M H
3 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
3 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
3 8 MI DI 66 I SY N A
3 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
3 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
3 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
3 12 MA DI 84 L CH N H
3 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
3 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
3 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
3 16 MI DI 69 I CH M H
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3 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
3 18 MI DI 40 L CH N H
3 19 MI DI 96 I CH M C
3 20 MA DI 60 L CH F C
3 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
3 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
3 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
3 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
3 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
3 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
3 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
3 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
3 29 MI DI 72 I ID F C
3 30 MA DI 63 L NO B C
4 1 MA DI 92 I CH M H
4 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
4 3 MA DI 84 I CH M C
4 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
4 5 MA CO 66 L ID M H
4 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
4 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
4 8 MI DI 66 I SY N C
4 9 MI DI 72 I CH M H
4 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
4 11 MI DI 116 I ME M C
4 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
4 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
4 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
4 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
4 16 MI DI 69 I CH M S
4 17 MA CO 126 I SY F C
4 18 MI DI 40 L CH N C
4 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
4 20 MA DI 60 L CH F C
4 21 MA CO 120 I SY B C
4 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
4 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
4 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
4 25 MI DI 116 L SY F C
4 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
4 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
4 28 MI DI 40 L CH M H
4 29 MI DI 72 I ID F C
4 30 MA DI 63 L NO B C
5 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
5 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
5 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
5 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
5 5 MA CO 66 L ID M H
5 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
5 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
5 8 MI DI 66 I SY N C
5 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
5 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
5 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
5 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
5 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
5 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
5 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
5 16 MI DI 69 I CH M H
5 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
5 18 MI DI 40 L CH N H
5 19 MI DI 96 I CH M C
5 20 MA DI 60 L CH F C
5 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
5 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
5 23 MA DI 84 L AE N H
5 24 MI DI 66 L CH N H
5 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
5 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
5 27 MA CO 69 L SY M A
5 28 MI DI 40 L CH M H
5 29 MI DI 72 I ID F S
5 30 MA DI 63 L NO B H
6 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
6 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
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Figure D.3: Test Data Set continued.
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6 3 MA DI 84 I CH M A
6 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
6 5 MA CO 66 L ID M A
6 6 MI DI 76 L CH F H
6 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
6 8 MI DI 66 I SY N A
6 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
6 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
6 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
6 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
6 13 MA CO 104 I CH M A
6 14 MA CO 120 I SY B A
6 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
6 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
6 17 MA CO 126 I SY F A
6 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
6 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
6 20 MA DI 60 L CH F A
6 21 MA CO 120 I SY B A
6 22 MA DI 80 L CH N H
6 23 MA DI 84 L AE N A
6 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
6 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
6 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
6 27 MA CO 69 L SY M A
6 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
6 29 MI DI 72 I ID F A
6 30 MA DI 63 L NO B S
7 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
7 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
7 3 MA DI 84 I CH M A
7 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
7 5 MA CO 66 L ID M A
7 6 MI DI 76 L CH F C
7 7 MA CO 120 L CH F C
7 8 MI DI 66 I SY N C
7 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
7 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
7 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
7 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
7 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
7 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
7 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
7 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
7 17 MA CO 126 I SY F A
7 18 MI DI 40 L CH N C
7 19 MI DI 96 I CH M C
7 20 MA DI 60 L CH F C
7 21 MA CO 120 I SY B A
7 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
7 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
7 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
7 25 MI DI 116 L SY F C
7 26 MA CO 104 L CH N C
7 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
7 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
7 29 MI DI 72 I ID F A
7 30 MA DI 63 L NO B C
8 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
8 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
8 3 MA DI 84 I CH M A
8 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
8 5 MA CO 66 L ID M C
8 6 MI DI 76 L CH F C
8 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
8 8 MI DI 66 I SY N H
8 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
8 10 MA CO 46 L CH B A
8 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
8 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
8 13 MA CO 104 I CH M C
8 14 MA CO 120 I SY B A
8 15 MA DI 50 L NO B H
8 16 MI DI 69 I CH M C
8 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
8 18 MI DI 40 L CH N C
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8 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
8 20 MA DI 60 L CH F A
8 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
8 22 MA DI 80 L CH N H
8 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
8 24 MI DI 66 L CH N C
8 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
8 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
8 27 MA CO 69 L SY M A
8 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
8 29 MI DI 72 I ID F A
8 30 MA DI 63 L NO B H
9 1 MA DI 92 I CH M H
9 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
9 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
9 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
9 5 MA CO 66 L ID M H
9 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
9 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
9 8 MI DI 66 I SY N C
9 9 MI DI 72 I CH M H
9 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
9 11 MI DI 116 I ME M H
9 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
9 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
9 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
9 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
9 16 MI DI 69 I CH M H
9 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
9 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
9 19 MI DI 96 I CH M H
9 20 MA DI 60 L CH F C
9 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
9 22 MA DI 80 L CH N H
9 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
9 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
9 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
9 26 MA CO 104 L CH N C
9 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
9 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
9 29 MI DI 72 I ID F C
9 30 MA DI 63 L NO B C
10 1 MA DI 92 I CH M H
10 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
10 3 MA DI 84 I CH M A
10 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
10 5 MA CO 66 L ID M H
10 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
10 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
10 8 MI DI 66 I SY N A
10 9 MI DI 72 I CH M H
10 10 MA CO 46 L CH B S
10 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
10 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
10 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
10 14 MA CO 120 I SY B A
10 15 MA DI 50 L NO B S
10 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
10 17 MA CO 126 I SY F A
10 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
10 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
10 20 MA DI 60 L CH F S
10 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
10 22 MA DI 80 L CH N H
10 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
10 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
10 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
10 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
10 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
10 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
10 29 MI DI 72 I ID F S
10 30 MA DI 63 L NO B A
11 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
11 2 MA CO 120 L AE N H
11 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
11 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
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Figure D.5: Test Data Set continued.
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11 5 MA CO 66 L ID M H
11 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
11 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
11 8 MI DI 66 I SY N C
11 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
11 10 MA CO 46 L CH B A
11 11 MI DI 116 I ME M H
11 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
11 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
11 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
11 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
11 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
11 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
11 18 MI DI 40 L CH N C
11 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
11 20 MA DI 60 L CH F C
11 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
11 22 MA DI 80 L CH N H
11 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
11 24 MI DI 66 L CH N C
11 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
11 26 MA CO 104 L CH N C
11 27 MA CO 69 L SY M A
11 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
11 29 MI DI 72 I ID F C
11 30 MA DI 63 L NO B H
12 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
12 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
12 3 MA DI 84 I CH M C
12 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
12 5 MA CO 66 L ID M C
12 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
12 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
12 8 MI DI 66 I SY N C
12 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
12 10 MA CO 46 L CH B S
12 11 MI DI 116 I ME M C
12 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
12 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
12 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
12 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
12 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
12 17 MA CO 126 I SY F A
12 18 MI DI 40 L CH N C
12 19 MI DI 96 I CH M H
12 20 MA DI 60 L CH F S
12 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
12 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
12 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
12 24 MI DI 66 L CH N C
12 25 MI DI 116 L SY F C
12 26 MA CO 104 L CH N C
12 27 MA CO 69 L SY M S
12 28 MI DI 40 L CH M S
12 29 MI DI 72 I ID F S
12 30 MA DI 63 L NO B H
13 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
13 2 MA CO 120 L AE N A
13 3 MA DI 84 I CH M A
13 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
13 5 MA CO 66 L ID M H
13 6 MI DI 76 L CH F C
13 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
13 8 MI DI 66 I SY N A
13 9 MI DI 72 I CH M H
13 10 MA CO 46 L CH B S
13 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
13 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
13 13 MA CO 104 I CH M S
13 14 MA CO 120 I SY B A
13 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
13 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
13 17 MA CO 126 I SY F S
13 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
13 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
13 20 MA DI 60 L CH F S
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13 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
13 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
13 23 MA DI 84 L AE N A
13 24 MI DI 66 L CH N C
13 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
13 26 MA CO 104 L CH N C
13 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
13 28 MI DI 40 L CH M A
13 29 MI DI 72 I ID F S
13 30 MA DI 63 L NO B C
14 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
14 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
14 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
14 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
14 5 MA CO 66 L ID M C
14 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
14 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
14 8 MI DI 66 I SY N C
14 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
14 10 MA CO 46 L CH B H
14 11 MI DI 116 I ME M C
14 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
14 13 MA CO 104 I CH M S
14 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
14 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
14 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
14 17 MA CO 126 I SY F A
14 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
14 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
14 20 MA DI 60 L CH F C
14 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
14 22 MA DI 80 L CH N H
14 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
14 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
14 25 MI DI 116 L SY F C
14 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
14 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
14 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
14 29 MI DI 72 I ID F S
14 30 MA DI 63 L NO B C
15 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
15 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
15 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
15 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
15 5 MA CO 66 L ID M C
15 6 MI DI 76 L CH F C
15 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
15 8 MI DI 66 I SY N H
15 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
15 10 MA CO 46 L CH B S
15 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
15 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
15 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
15 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
15 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
15 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
15 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
15 18 MI DI 40 L CH N A
15 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
15 20 MA DI 60 L CH F S
15 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
15 22 MA DI 80 L CH N H
15 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
15 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
15 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
15 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
15 27 MA CO 69 L SY M S
15 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
15 29 MI DI 72 I ID F C
15 30 MA DI 63 L NO B C
16 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
16 2 MA CO 120 L AE N A
16 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
16 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
16 5 MA CO 66 L ID M C
16 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
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Figure D.7: Test Data Set continued.
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16 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
16 8 MI DI 66 I SY N A
16 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
16 10 MA CO 46 L CH B S
16 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
16 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
16 13 MA CO 104 I CH M A
16 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
16 15 MA DI 50 L NO B S
16 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
16 17 MA CO 126 I SY F A
16 18 MI DI 40 L CH N H
16 19 MI DI 96 I CH M H
16 20 MA DI 60 L CH F A
16 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
16 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
16 23 MA DI 84 L AE N S
16 24 MI DI 66 L CH N C
16 25 MI DI 116 L SY F C
16 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
16 27 MA CO 69 L SY M A
16 28 MI DI 40 L CH M A
16 29 MI DI 72 I ID F A
16 30 MA DI 63 L NO B A
17 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
17 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
17 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
17 4 MI DI 76 I ME M H
17 5 MA CO 66 L ID M A
17 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
17 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
17 8 MI DI 66 I SY N H
17 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
17 10 MA CO 46 L CH B S
17 11 MI DI 116 I ME M C
17 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
17 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
17 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
17 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
17 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
17 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
17 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
17 19 MI DI 96 I CH M H
17 20 MA DI 60 L CH F C
17 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
17 22 MA DI 80 L CH N A
17 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
17 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
17 25 MI DI 116 L SY F C
17 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
17 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
17 28 MI DI 40 L CH M A
17 29 MI DI 72 I ID F A
17 30 MA DI 63 L NO B C
18 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
18 2 MA CO 120 L AE N C
18 3 MA DI 84 I CH M A
18 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
18 5 MA CO 66 L ID M H
18 6 MI DI 76 L CH F C
18 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
18 8 MI DI 66 I SY N H
18 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
18 10 MA CO 46 L CH B A
18 11 MI DI 116 I ME M S
18 12 MA DI 84 L CH N C
18 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
18 14 MA CO 120 I SY B C
18 15 MA DI 50 L NO B S
18 16 MI DI 69 I CH M H
18 17 MA CO 126 I SY F C
18 18 MI DI 40 L CH N A
18 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
18 20 MA DI 60 L CH F S
18 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
18 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
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Figure D.8: Test Data Set continued.
Person # Song # Mode Harmonies Tempo Rhythm Instrument Lyrics Mood
18 23 MA DI 84 L AE N H
18 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
18 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
18 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
18 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
18 28 MI DI 40 L CH M H
18 29 MI DI 72 I ID F S
18 30 MA DI 63 L NO B C
19 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
19 2 MA CO 120 L AE N H
19 3 MA DI 84 I CH M A
19 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
19 5 MA CO 66 L ID M H
19 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
19 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
19 8 MI DI 66 I SY N A
19 9 MI DI 72 I CH M H
19 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
19 11 MI DI 116 I ME M C
19 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
19 13 MA CO 104 I CH M A
19 14 MA CO 120 I SY B A
19 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
19 16 MI DI 69 I CH M S
19 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
19 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
19 19 MI DI 96 I CH M C
19 20 MA DI 60 L CH F C
19 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
19 22 MA DI 80 L CH N C
19 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
19 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
19 25 MI DI 116 L SY F A
19 26 MA CO 104 L CH N H
19 27 MA CO 69 L SY M H
19 28 MI DI 40 L CH M A
19 29 MI DI 72 I ID F H
19 30 MA DI 63 L NO B A
20 1 MA DI 92 I CH M A
20 2 MA CO 120 L AE N H
20 3 MA DI 84 I CH M H
20 4 MI DI 76 I ME M A
20 5 MA CO 66 L ID M A
20 6 MI DI 76 L CH F S
20 7 MA CO 120 L CH F H
20 8 MI DI 66 I SY N H
20 9 MI DI 72 I CH M C
20 10 MA CO 46 L CH B C
20 11 MI DI 116 I ME M A
20 12 MA DI 84 L CH N S
20 13 MA CO 104 I CH M H
20 14 MA CO 120 I SY B H
20 15 MA DI 50 L NO B C
20 16 MI DI 69 I CH M A
20 17 MA CO 126 I SY F H
20 18 MI DI 40 L CH N S
20 19 MI DI 96 I CH M A
20 20 MA DI 60 L CH F C
20 21 MA CO 120 I SY B H
20 22 MA DI 80 L CH N A
20 23 MA DI 84 L AE N C
20 24 MI DI 66 L CH N S
20 25 MI DI 116 L SY F H
20 26 MA CO 104 L CH N C
20 27 MA CO 69 L SY M C
20 28 MI DI 40 L CH M C
20 29 MI DI 72 I ID F S
20 30 MA DI 63 L NO B A
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